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TltE S" C0NGRESS 0r A

From June 20 to 23 this year, tl'te
Albanian Trade Unions

Bth Congress of

lDas held

in Korga

(South Albania).

The Congress eramined the dctiDitl)

of the ATV Central Council si,nce
th,e 7th Congress and def ined the tdsks

of the ATV in putting i,nto practi.ce
o! tlte Pres',rliunt,
t^,,[;it. lloLi ltlt.slict reaclLtg llte g eeting
critiit ltle ENl./ER I|OXIIA udtlre.ssed
lo llt. C;untress ot'L btlldJ ol lhe
(t:ttltl[ (.itntntiitee of 1.he PLA

Oenetql. ^,,eittt

the targets set bg tlte 7th Congresss of
the Party ol Labour o[ Albania, whi,ch,
wds held in Norembet' last gear.
Pa.rtlcipeting
20.58 rlelegates

in the

Congress uere
o11er Alhdnie

Jrom d.ll

u":ho represented nrore tl'tarL, 500,000
members of the Trade Unions, as well
as manA otl'ter inuited guests, includtngl

Meh.met Shelnt, Member oJ the Po'
litical Bureau o[ the Cenirul Committcc
of the Party of Labour of Albania ctnd
Chairman of the Council o.f lwinisters
of the PSR of Albania, the Members
of the Political Bureau and Secretaries
of tlt,e Centt'al Committee of the PI'L,
HEsni Kapo and Ramiz Alia, etc.
Also attending the Cilnr.tress luere

IBAilIAN TRADE U]{IOilS

the follouing foreign delegations: the
clele gation, of the F eclet'ation of Trade

the International Confederation of
Arab Trade Unions led by the Under-

Urtions of Vietnam, Ied, bE the Member

secretary General

of th.e Presidiunl ol this Federa,tton,
Wu Tat Ban; the delegatiott, of the
L-ederation o! Trad,e Unions ol Loos,
Letl by BuopLtcrt. Ilttnsultn, ChLe! ot
the Steering Con'unittee of tltis Fe-

Ali

d,eratiort; the delegation ol the AJrican
U nitg Organisation, led bA the Assislant
Sce retor'y gen,erctl oJ tlzis' OrgLtniscttion

Abdulaje Lelunta; th.e delegation ot

ol

tl'tis Confed,eration

Al-MuLa; the delegation of the reuolutionary tracle union mr,litants lrom

Italy, lad bg tr'lore Antot'rio; the delegation of the rerolutioncn'y tracle'.
u,lion militaltts from Gern'rang, led by
Ilorst Diel"er Koch; the delegation of th,e
Pan-A{rican, Congress oJ Azania, led
1:u

the Vice-eltairnron o! the .l\4ission
Congress Jor East Afriea Do-

of tttis

,

nald Moruatshehla; the deleEatton. oj
the retolutionarE trade union rtiLitants { rom Bril,ain,, leC" by A/ortttoru
Cantlg; tl-te delegation ol tlte iVorl;crs
Trade Uniott Oppositiotr, ctf Spain, lecl
bg the hlem,ber of the Coord lnating
Cotnmittee of tttis argani.satior", Raitnundo Santilla'rua; the delegation ot
th,e rerolutionarg trade union militants from, Portugul letl ba Ciria Ma^
rla; the delcgalion c.tf tlrc Tradc Llnion
ftederatian aJ Pal,estitte tcd. lty l,lte
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Under-secretary General o! this Fed.eration Fahmi, Al.-Hindi; the dele-

gation oI the General Union o! the
Algerian Workers led bp the Member
o! the Nat.ional Er.ecutiae Commission
of this Union Alr, Lasler Said; the
delegation ol the Nati,onal Union ol
the Workers of Tangangika led bg the
aice-general director of the i,nternational Liaison Department of this Union,
Mozes Tita; the delegation of the reuolutionarg trade union militants
lrom Japan, Ied bg Joshi,hiro Fukaumi;
the delegatLon of the Trade Unions
Congress of Zambia led bg the Member
o! the Etecutioe Council of this Con-

gress, Newton Ngambi, Muenifumbo;
the delegation of the Workers Union
of Burundi, Ied bA the Member o!

the Central, Committee oI tkis Union,
Mutohero Samson; the delegation ot
the General Federation ol the Trad,e
Unions of lraq, led by the Chairman
ol the Traile Unions Fed,eration oJ
Taamirn district, J asim Muhameil lbraltim; the delegation of the reuolutionary
trade union militants from Nortoag,
led, bg Oscar Johansen; the delegation
of the Trade Unions Centre SIMPIMITO
ol Mailagascar; the d,elegati.on of the
reuolutionary trd,de union militants
trom Finland., led by Marko Aro; tlte
delegation of the reuolutionary trade
union militants from Chile, led bg
Jose Gonzales Ramirez; the delegation
of the Alrican National Union of
Zimbabwe, led bg Kezi, Mze Pond,ai.
The president ol the Central, Council
o! Albanian Trade Unions, RLta Marko,
d,eclared, the Congress open. Then, he
d,elitsered the repbrt .,On the Actit:ity
of the Central Council of the Albanian
'L'rade Unians and, tlte Tasks of the
Trade Unions for the Implementatlon
of tlte Decisiorts of the 7th Congress
of tlte Partyu,
Com,tade Enuer Horha's tnessage o!

uiee-Chabman of the Council of Mi,nisters, Pali Miska, aroused, indescribable
enth,usiasm am,ong all present, usho
rose to th,eir feet, cheering for seueral
minutes for the Partg of Labour ol
Albania and Comrade Enuer Hoxha,

electrical enterprises and, other trade
unions of Bogota, the uorkers oI New
Zealand,, lndonesia, the Congolese
Trade Union Confederation, the Workers' Committee of Prol.etariam Unitg ot
Portugal-Albanian

Venezuela, the

A report nOn the Acti,uity of the
Central Audit Commissiono usas also

f

delitsered at the Congress,

Republic

There were many contributions to
the d,iscussion oI the report. The speakers pointed out the great successes
which the Albanian uorking class,
organized i,n the Trade Unions, is
achieuing in its efforts for the fulfilment ol the 6th fi.-e gear plan and
the other Josks set bA the 7th Congress of the Partg of Labour of Albanie the reoolutionarg driue ruith whi,ch
it is ouercorning the dilliculties resulting
f rom the blockade lDhich the imperialists
and the reuisionists harse imposed" on
Socialist Albania, and made concrete
pt'oposals for further improuement ot
the toork of the Trade UnLons so that

theg become eDen more capable of
leading the working class forward, on
the road, of the complete construction
of the socialist societg.
The Congress LDds greeted by a
group o! Aoung pioneers whose beautif ul, songs, dances and recitations were
m,ost mouing and created a jogous atmosphere.

The foreign delegations also brought
greetings to the Congress, The warm
greetLngs of tl"te foreign friends, the
ltigh ossessmenrs they made of the

Party of Labour of Albania, Co,rnrade
Enuer Horha and the Albantan Trade
TJnions araused great enthusiasm
among those present, uho cheered tor
Marrism-Leninisnt, and proletarian internationalism.

The

nlessa,ges

of greetings to

the

Friendship Association, the General Conederation of Workers of the Democratic

of Yemen, the General Federation of Workers' Trade Unions ol
the Arab Republic of SAria, the National Union, of the Workers ol Guinea Bissau, the Canadian Workers
Association, the reoolutionary trade
unionists from Colombia, and others,
TDere also recelved, uith prolonged,
applause dnd cheering for M-L and
pr

oletarian internationalism.
Then the Congress unanLmouslA ap-

the releuant decisions about
the report oOn the ActiuitA of the
Central Council of the Albanian Trade
Unions and the Tasks of the Albanian
Trade Unions tor the Im,plementation
ol the Decisions ol the 7th Congress of
the PLA*, the report of the Central
Audit Commission, anil some amendrnents to tlte Constitution.
Bef ore this, Comrade Rita Marko
proued,

read out this letter which the Congress
receitsed from Comrade Enuer Horha:
I)ear comratles to the 8th Congress
of the Albanian Trade Unions!

Despite my ardent desire to take
part in that lofty forum of the Albania.n Trade Unions, being extremely

I was quitc unable to come on
this occasion. I assure You that
all these days of your intensive and
fruitful activity to analyse the work
carried out and to tlefine the great
tasks that await us in the future, mY
thoughts have been with you, and I
have f elt as if I were among You,
busy,

comraile delegates of our heroic working class and the working people of
our country.

o! Labour of Albania, usas followed

Congress from the Trade Unions af
Koreo,, th,e Workers Trade Unions ot
Democratic Cambodia, the Communist
Party of Sweden, the communist usorkers of Uruguay, the m,ilitant union of

with great attention

reoolutionarg uorkers of Austria oRote

storic city of Korga, the militant spirit

Fahne,,, the Federation of Trade
[Jnior,,s o! Cejton, tlr,e worke'rs' unions
of the telephone enterpr'ises, the

anrl the light of the great lessons of
the ?th Congress of the glorious Party
of Labour of .dlbania, like all ol you

greetings to the Congress, on behalf
of the Central Cammittee ol the Party
and, interest, This
nlessage, ulr,ich was reail bg the Member of the Political Bu"reau of the
Central Committee of the PLA and

Having hatl the honour to be elected
as a delegate to this Congress, which

is holtling its

proceedings

in the hi-

4 (i5),

ALBANIA TADAY
I too, feel it my tluty,
my full approval anal give

prcsent thcre,

to

cxpress

my vote lor those important decisions
which you are taklng about all thc
Irroceediugs of the [i{h Congrcss of l,he
Tlnrlc Unious.
Cotnrude Enuer Llorha's letter utas
tlreeted. toitlt, prolonged applnusc antl
i.'rtt.lt,usiastic cheering lor the PtLt'ly
ol l,abour of Al.banin and Com,ra.rl,e
littt,er FIo:r.ha.
In, its tinal se s.sion, tlLe Congress
el,eciecl the leading o1'!)(tt1s of the Allianian 1'rade Unions: the Central
Council and the Audit Commi,ssion. At
tt special meeting the Central CotLn,cil
al.ected th,e presirlium and ComraCe
Rita l\[arlto as Presidcnt of the Central
CotLttcil of the ATU.

marlt the conclusictn of tha proceedittgs
oJ ttrc Stlt Congress of ATU. Thottsttttr.ls
of utotlr.ing people from Kotqa antl the
trcarby ttillages, delegates ond gut;sts
tr-: the 9th, Congras.s oJ ATA, as utell as

delegrttir"srts u;lLi,ch allenderl

the f creign delegations

in

attendctl,

of

llte

Then a conccrt bg nntaleut'

uttcl.

spr:ke

abott the

proceetlingls

Conglress.

a,

cordial at'mosphere, uere the lVember

professional glo?tps ftorn

countrg uds put

oJ the CC of tl'Le PLA, Miti Nito,
A yiew oJ the ltatl in

tthich

the Congress, took I:att in the rall'U.
Ott tltis occasian, the President ol'
the ATII Cetttral Council 7li1"a Nlorl:tt

Martyrs' Cemetertl of the Korga district.
Cne dag eariier theg u,rere receired by
the president of the Central Council
oJ ATU, Rita Marko. Also present at
u:thich, proceeded,

s

ln the af[ernaon oJ June 2.1, d gta)1d
rally of th,e wot'king people of Kotgtt,
utas organized in the cidg stadiunt, ttt

the proceediryls of l,lte Congress also
'paid lt,omage and laid u:reaths at the

the reception,

e

nttcl ltte SccretarE oI the Party Comm.ittee oJ Korga Di,strict, Enter Halili.

On th.e eDe at tltc Stlt Crnplress oJ
ATU, the learlers of the Parly and
state uhn participated i.n its praceedings paid h,omage and laid wreaths
at the Martgr's Cemetery of the KorQa
tlistrict. Conrtades Melmtet Shehu and
LIUs'ni ltapo laid a ured,tl1, on beltal,t
of Comracle Ent:er Horha. Lilteuise
tlte foreign

1977

all ot:er the

on.

**!lich, th,e Stlt Congress oJ the ATU held its proceedings
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MESSAGE OF GREETIilGS OF THE

C

OF THE PARTY OF TABOUR OF AtB

To fhe Ith Congress
of fhe Albc,nian frqde Unions
Dear comrades,

It is a great joy Ior the Party, for its Central
Committee and for me personally, on the occasion
of the 8th Congress of the Albanian Trade (Jnions,
this marked political event, to convey to you, the
delegates who have come from the sectors of industry and agriculture, education and culture, from
all the fronts of work and struggle for the construction of socialism, and through you, to all the
working people of the country, the most ardent
revolutionary greetings. The Party wishes yotr,
comrade delegates and the Albanian Trade Unions,
this militant organization in which the working
people of our country, builders of the new socialist society and defenders of our glorious Homeland militate, complete success in the proceedings of the Congress.
The holding of your Sth Congress in the historic and beautiful city of Korga has great significance. Korga is a city with an outstanding

patriotic past and rich revolutionary traditions in
the workers' and communist movement. It was a
powerful base of the Anti-fascist National Liberation War. Korga has given the country outstanding patriots who fought with the rifle and the pen
for freedom and independence, for knowledge and
culture. The first workers' organizations, as well as
the first revolutionary political organization of the
Albanian working class, the Communist Group of
Korga, were created in this city. Here many outstanding communists like Ali Kelmendi, like comrades Miha Lako, Pilo Peristeri and many others,
have worked and struggled. These great patriotic
and. revolutionary traditions have inspired and
continue to inspire the working class and all the
working people of the Korga region to stand in the
forefront of the struggle for the construction of
socialism and progress of thc Homeland. May these

traditions be a further source of revolutionary inspiration for the success of your Congress!
The 8th Congress of the Trade Unions and the
tasks it will set are of special importance not only
for your organization, but also for the whole eountry. It is meeting only a short time after the holding of the 7th Congress of our glorious Party,
which made a profound Marxist-Leninist analysis
of the internal and international situation, scientifically summed up the rich revolutionary experience of our Party and people, and drew up a
great programme of work for the present and the
future of the country.
You comrades bring to the Congress the great
drive and enthusiasm of our heroic workers, our
revolutionary youth, our courageous women, the
people's intelligentsia, the working people of the
state farms and the patriotic peasantry, you bring
the total mobilization and comrnitment with which
they are working to put into practice the historic

decisions of the 7th Congress of the Party.
There is not the slightest doubt that this vigorous, life-giving, revolutionary spirit will characterize the proceedings of your Congress, too,
which, on the basis of the decisions of the 7th
Congress of the Party, will examine the work of
the Trade Unions and charge them with new'
greater, more difficult and more fruitful tasks for
the education and mobilization of the working
people of our country on the brilliant road of socialism.
Loyally adhering to the teachings of the great
Lenin that the Trade Unions are schools of communism, the Party has always stressed that their
main task has been and still is the communist education of the working people. The Trade Unions
have made and are making an invaluable contri-

E}ITRAT COMMITTEE

ANIA
bution to the general ideological, political, cultural
and professional uplift of our working people. This
contribution and this untiring work are expressed
in the high level of consciousness which characterizes the working class and all the working
people of our country, in their determination and
courage to march constantly forward on the road
on which the Party is leading thern. The Trade
Unions are faced with great tasks for the education
of the working class, to ensure that it always
remains unwavering in its historic mission. The
leading role of the working class is a major
question of principle, a decisive conditiirn for the
maintenance and strengthening of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and a guarantee for the successful
construction of socialist society. Today, there is no
important problem of the Party and thc state on
which the working class does not have its say
with complete confidence and certainty. This reality has been sanctioned in the New Constitution
of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, which
guarantees the working class all its rights and
recognizes its lcading role in our society.
The 7th Congress of the Party laid down the
task that in the future, too, the leading role of the
working class must be further enhanced and
strengthened, that it must take part actively in governing the country, and that, under the leadership
of the Party, it must exercise direct conttol ovcr
all sectors, and, with its example, set the tone for
the entire life, of the country.
Here the Trade Union organizations have a
wide field for educational activity. They also havc
major tasks for the ceaseless strengthening and
stecling of the alliance of the working class with
the cooperativist peasantry, an alliance which constitutes the fundamental principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the foundation of the
unity of the people around the Party.
The fulfilment by the working class and the
cooperativist peasantry of their duties to thc statc
and society, the further development of the close,
allround ties between town and countryside, the
strengthening of the cooperation hetween industry
and agriculture, the education of the city workers
rvith love for the countryside and work in agriculture, the implementation of the programme of
the Party for the narrorving of distinctions between

town and countryside, are factors which make the
alliance of the working class with the peasantry
even stronger and make the unity of the people
around the Party even more unbreakable.
For the communist tempering of the new man,
the Trade Unions must devote special attention to
the education of the working class and the other
masses of working people with the Marxist-Leninist
ideology, and the teachings of our Party. It is the
proletarian ideology, the revolutionary experience
of the Party, which make our working people
staunch fighters for the revolution and the construction of socialism, which broaden their horizons
and give them clear perspectives, and strengthen
their confidence in victory. Along with this, education in the revolutionary traditions of the heroic
working class with its lofty proletarian virtues,
knowledge of the titanic struggle which it, and our
entire people, have waged for the construction of
socialism in Albania, constitute a great inspiring
and mobilizing force, an example which should be
Iollowed and enriched.
The Trade Unions link the Party with the
masses, carry its line and directives to them, patiently explain the concrete tasks which it puts
forward, and bring to the Party the voice of the
working people and their opinions and expcrience
of life. In the daily work and efforts for the implementation of the decisions and directives of the
Party, they educate the masses to maintain a high
level of revolutionary vigilance, to be irreconcilable
with the internal and external enemies, with manifestations of alien bourgeois and revisionist ideologies, and any bureaucratic distortions and liberal
attitudes, and to wage the class struggle correctly
and consistently.
The Trade Unions have an important role in
the field of production. It is required of them that
they work tirelessly and with a high level of political and ideological consciousness, to ensure that
the vigorous creative thinking of the working people is scething everywhere, in the enterprise, in
the department and brigade, that the militant spirit
is kept high anil the socialist emulation developed
more and more povverfully. They must strive to
ensurc the utilization of all the internal possibilities
and rescrves, to ensurc supplementary resources
for the economy, more income for the state and
more goods for the people.

MESSAGE OF GREEIIiNGS
CIF TIIE CENTRAT EOMMITTEE OF THE PARTY
OF IABOUR OF AI.BAI*EA
With unprecedented enthusiasrn our pcople
hirvo set about the worh for the fulfilment of the
6th F-ive-year Plan, which will raise the economy
and culture of our country to a higher level, will
hring about a further rise in the wellbeing of the
massos, and rnake the defence capacity of the
E{omcland even stronger. The results which have
hocn achieved in all sectors up to date show that
the ohjeetives set by the Party are realistic and
fully attainatrrle. From the first year of the Fiveycar Plan, all the bread grain our country requires
was produced, our first iron and steel was poured,
production of many articles, items of equipment
and machinery, rvhich were imported bcfore, comrnenced, new rnines were opened and the production of minerals increased. IIowever, the difIicultics which emerge in our course of develop'
rncnt are by no tneans small, and various shorteomings and weaknesses still exist. But the Party
is confident that our working class and all our
working people will surmount and conquer them,
just as they have done up to now, will struggle in
a lofty spirit of heroism and sacrificc to cnsurc
that the plan is not just fultilled, but overfulfillcd.
Our socialist society is vitally interested in
secing the plans of production completely fulfillcd
in all indices. The oil, chromium, copper, ironnickel, coal, electric power, bread grain and milk,
spare parts and machinery which we produce ourselves, are powerftrl weapons in the hands of the
working class and the people to strengthen the
ecouomy and the defence of the country, to raise
the wellbeing of the people and increase the prosperity of the country, to cope rvith blockade and
srnash

the encirclernent.

In all their

educational, organizational and
rnobilizing activity, the Trade Unions rnust bear
in mind that the successful realization of the great
tashs of the 6th Five-year Flan requires worh in a
revolutionary spirit and with proletarian discipline,
with high productivity and quality everywhere,
requires that everybody fulfils his rvork norms,
that everyone places the general interest of the
state and the people above everything, that the
common property must be constantly protected and
strengthened and that a strict regime of savings
is implemented in every tield by everyhody.

Our peoplc are building socialism encircletl
by savage and perfidious irnperialist and revisionist
enclnies, who are exerting continuous, allround political, ideological, economic and military pressuro
on our country. They are trying to impede the
developrnent of our econorny, to destroy the dictatorship of the proletariat, and strangle the revolution in Albania.
Our working class, all the working people of
town and countryside, led by their Marxist-Leirinist
Party, are responding to these furious elforts by
further strengthening their unity around thc Party,
by further enhancing the fiery patriotism which
charachterizes our people, by raising higher thc
mobilization at work, raising the spirit of couragc,
sacrifice and determination, by carrying out their
military training and preparation for the defence
of the Homeland at the highest level. They are
replying to these efforts by implementing the great
revolutionary principle of self-reliance, with cornplete confidence, both in the field of production
and in that of defence.
The Trade Unions must preserve and cultivate
these rare revolutionary qualities, this indomitable
and unyielding character of our people, in all the
working people, old and young, women and men"
The increase of confidence in the strength of the
socialist order and our people's economy, the
strengthening of the conviction that the skilful
hands and thc enlightened minds of our working
peoplc can do the impossible, multiply their
strength to overcome every obstacle and surmount
any difficulty.
Today, the new Socialist Albania has a powertul material-technical base, a developed and
stable econorny, modern' industry and advanced
agriculture, and education and culture which are
the property of the broad masses of the working
people. It has a working class and a people highly
trained politically and ideologically, with a high
educational, cultural, technical and professi<lnal level. This level is expressed in the talent of workers,
technicians, and engineers who are building
complex and majestic projects such as the Metallurgical Combine, the Fierza llydro-power Station, the Deep Oil Processing Plant, and many others.
ffowcver, tho stage reached and the perspectives of the econor-nic and social development of

our country require the further raising of

the
overall political and ideological level of the working people, the raising of the level of their culture
and knowledge. The Trade Unions must devote
spccial eare to thesc problcms, rnust work with
rnight and main for the deepening of the technicalscienti{ic revolution in all sectors, for the dissernination of advanccd experiencc, so that our working people wiil be innovators in production and
militants in thc socialist construction.
Comrades,

Today, thc peoples of thc world arc being subto allround pressure, to a permanent threat
and great danger to their freedoryr and independence, which comes from the aggressive, expansionist and hegemonic policy of US imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialisrn, from the diabolical rnanoeuvres of the international bourgeoisie and the
intrigues of world reaction.
At the same time, the big irnperialist tr)owers,
the entirc bourgeois-revisionist world, are caught
in the grip of an all-embracing econornic and financial, political and social crisis. Inflation, falling
production, unemployrnent, rising prices, etc., are
characteristic of this world in its decadence. The
bourgeoisie and its apparattrs of dornination are
trying to get out of this grave situation by stepping
up the oppression and exploitation at horne and by
3cctcd

seeking adventures abroad. As a result, international tensions have been raised and the threats
to the peoples have increased.
The working class, the connmunists and the
cadres, the youth and the women, the cooperativist
peasantry and our people's intelligentsia must see
their tasks in close connection with these situations, rnust struggle to fulfil the plans everywhere,
so that the monolithic unity of the people around
the Party, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
socialist econorny and the defence of the country
are strengthened and their revolutionary spirit and
tighting readiness are always kept at a high level.
Educated by the Party in the spirit of proletarian internationalism, our working class, and
all our working people are following closely and
with great sympathy the struggle which the international proletariat is waging against capitalist

exploitation, against the crisis and the danger ot
fascism, against thb arms race and the preparations
of the superpowers for war. They rejoice at thc
successes which the peoples of the wolld are
achieving in their efforts to gain and defend their
frccdorn and independence, to oust neo-colonialisrn
and to cstablish th"i" co*plete sovereignty ovcr
their national assets.
While fighting rcsolutely, as always, against
irnperialisrn and social-imperialism, against the rnonotrloly bourgeoisie, against modern revisionism and
rcaction, the Trade [Jnions must preservc and
further strcngthen the internationalist solidarity of
our working people with the strugglc of the world
proletariat and the liberation movernent of thc
peoples, support and back up all those who are

fighting for the revolution and socialism, for
freedorn and dernocracy in thc world.
The Central Comrnittec of the Party expresses
its conviction that the proceedings of the 8th Congress of the Trade Unions and the decisions it will
adopt, will give a further impulse to their allround
activity, will add even more to the drive and mobilization at work of the vrorking class, and will
raise the level of its revolutionaly consciousness

and action even higher.
Dear comrades, let the spirit of determination,
sacrifice and heroism at work of our glorious
working class be raised to a higher level on all
fronts! Let the vigour and enthusiasm of the working class, the women and the youth, the masses
of working people in town anfl countryside, to
fulfil and overfulfil the plan for 1977 and the entire
Five-year Plan, to make our socialist Horneland
stronger, more beautiful, rnore prosperous, burst
out powerfully.

Long live our heroic working class!
Long live the Albanian Trade Unions!
Long live our Party!

Glory to Marxism-Leninism!
THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA

First Secretary

ENVER HOXHA

From fhe

repori of RITA MARKO

In his report Ri,ta Marko said antong
other things:
The period since the 7th Congress
of the Albanian Trade Unions has
been one of struggle and great victories. The Trade Unions, which unite
the rvorking class and the people's intelligentsia in their ranks, have fought
rvith might and main to carry out the
decisions and directives of the Party'
As always, the working class, at the
heacl of our entire people, under the
leadership

of the Party, through

its

resolute work and struggle, has coped
with the imperialist-revisionist encirclement and blockade and consistently
forged ahead on the road of the construction of socialism. In this struggle,

imperialist and revisionist blockade
and encirclement, by relying on the

Homeland as well as those of the revolution and the struggle of the peoples

people's own efforts. The Trade Unions

for freedom and

will mobilize all their energies to
fu1fi1 these tasks with honour.
Tlten; Riia Marko sltoke about the
need f or the f urther mobilizcttion oJ
the working cluss f or the luUilrnent

effectively and firmlY.

and ooerfulfilment of the 6th Fiue-year
Plan, for the construction of socialism
and, the defence ol the Homeland", lor
raising its consciousness to the let:el of
the historic mission toith tohich the
d"euel,opment

of society charges it,

the

th,e constant strengthening

need,

for

of the Trade Unions anil the
goratian of their dctiuitg.

and

i,nui-

indePendence, more

While strugglin'g tirelessly for

the

construction of socialism in Albania,
the worhing class and the Trade
Unions of Albania, educated and led
by the Party of Labour of Albania,
have, at the same time, alwaYs been
active participants in the international

revolutionary worhers' movement. In
this activity they have been guided
by the principles of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism, by
the spirit of international solidarity of
the working people. They have fought

has been raised still higher, its participation in the running of the country has been extended, its confidence
in its ou,n forces has been enhanced
and its revolutionarY fervour and

ing closs and the Albanian Traile
Unions as ardent sll.pporters of the

to strengthen class and anti-imperialist
unity, and have given strong support
to the revolutionary struggle of the
proletariat and the other oppressed

reuoluti,onary struggle of the proletariat
and the peoples' Iiberation mouements.
In connection roith this, he said:

strata for national and social liberation,
democracy and progress, against
the common enemies: US imPerialism,

creative spirit have been strengthened
further.

The working cJ.ass, the Albanian
all the working people

Soviet sociaL-imperialism, the monopoly

Trade Unions,

its

consciousness

as a leading

class

The principled foreign policy of our
Party and state, the allround support
which it has given the revolutionary
proletariat and the peoples of the

world who are fighting for

freedom,

independence and social liberation, the
resolute principled stand of our country against imperialism, social-imperia-

Iism, modern revisionism and all
reaction, have raised the international
reputation and authority of the Party
and the People's Socialist Republic of

Albania to unprecedented heights.
The ?th Congress of the PartY has
put great tasks and new responsibilities
before our organizations. They require

untiring work, a creative spirit, revolutionary tempo and courage in order
to solve the key problems of the socialist construction of the country and

the defence of the Homeland, to overcome all the difficulties caused by the

Finally, Rita Marko spoke about the
of the Albanian uork-

resolute stand

of our country, have always loyally sup-

ported and carried out the correct and
principled Marxist-Leninist line pursued by the Party of Labour of Albania, its foreign policy and its consistent revolutionary stand in the field
of internabional relatlons. The profound
Marxist-Leninist analysis of the present international situation and the
world revolutionary movement which
comrade Enver Hoxha made in his

for

bourgeoisie and reaction, opportunism,
reformism, and modern revisionism.

In our time, the revolution

con-

report to the 7th Congress of the Party,

stitutes the fundamental historic task
facing the proletariat and peoples oI
the wor1d. At the centre of world
revolutionary processes today stands
the working class, and no other social
force can perform the hegemonic role
of the pro etariat, or fulfil its historic
mission. From the time of its birth
to this day, the working class has been
and will continue to be the motive

the correct principled stand of our
Party towards all the problems which

force that carries revolution ahead
and drives the wheel of history for-

are concerning the people today, arm
the working class and all the masses
of our working people and enable
them to have a profound understanding of the co'mplex phenomena of the
processes going on in the world today,
to find their bearings in any situation,
to defend the interests of our socialist

ward.

The liberation movements of the
in the
struggle for the victory of the world
peoples play an important part

revolution. They are closely allied with
the proletariat, its great reserve in the
struggle against the bourgeoisie and
imperialism. These movements are

6
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Contrade Rita Marko reading the reporL

sl,riliing at the pr-rlitical and economic
foundations of imperialism, the international monopoly bourgeoisle and

their tooIs, and helping to tip
balance of forces in favour of

the

re-

volution.

The working class of the world is
helping the anti-imperialist and Iiberation strugg).es of the peoples in
every way and with ail its might. It
always takes its stand beside and is
solid to the end with all those who
fight for the freedom and independence
of their own countries, for the preservation and consolidation of their
own national sovereignty. This support
is an indispensable conditidn both for
the victory of revolution itself and for
liberation of the peoples,

A bittel

stL'r-Lggle is hcing wagcd ou
world
scale today in the tield o{
a
ideology, too. In order to divert the
proletariat from its revolutionary class

struggle and to obscure its perspectives,
the bourgeois, revisionist and reformist

trying to present the
capitalist system as ..renewed", and
are making a great fuss about the
ideologists are

alleged de-proletarization of capitalist
society, about the worhing class turning into a bourgeois class and integrat-

ing itself into capitalism. They

are

propagating the so-called *trade uniou
democracy" and ..co-administration. oI
enterprises, in order to create the im-

pression that through the representation of worker aristocracy and trade
unionist leaders in thc administrative

thc eupitirlist ctll,crpLrses,
the workel's wjll allegcdly becomc
co-owners and co-managers. All tht:
councils o.t

theorizing that, allegedly, the technical
scientific revolution makes social levolution r-rnecessary, and so on, has the
same a1m.
But the new phenomena which havc

tahen place in the capitalist socicl,y
and on which they are sPeculal,ing
have changed nothing at all in thcr
class relationships. They have not
wiped out exploitation, have not softened the antagonism between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, nor
altered the historic necessity fcrr the
overthrow of the exploiting order, the
historic necessity for the establishment
of the dictatorship of the proletariat
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and the constl'uction of socialist

so-

ciety.

The working class can perform its
if it is led by its
olvn revolutionary party which is
guided by the immortal teachings ol
Marxism-Leninism and internationa1ism, rvhich carries out a proletarian
strategy and revolutionary tactics.
With a view to hindering the working class and the proletariat from
advancing on the road to their eomplete emancipation, the bourgeoisie
and imperialism are also making use
historic mission only

The l{orga yeopte turncd
i.nto a f estittity the rloys
while thc Bl/r Corrgrc^ss o! the ATU
held its proceedings.
Every aJternoon, tarious artistic

iit tl,ue mctin
ol the town,

grotLps go1)e perjorrnances

streets qnd, squores

ti..;.it.;.

:;:::i,,

{ltilzt5:;t

r

Xf.i?

t
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of the socalled trade unions, the overrvhelming rnajority of rvhich are being
manipulated, today, by the bourgeois
parties and led by the worker aristocracy. Basing all their activity on class
collaboration with the bourgeoisie and
the capitalist states, the ref ormist and
revisionist trade unions serve as tools
to sabotage the revolutionary struggle

of the working people.
At a time when the working class
and the other worl<ing masses are
waging a bitter fight to oppose the
efforts of the bourgeoisie to saddle

4
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them with the burden of the crisis,
the reformist and revisionist trade
unions are making every effort and
using every means to quieten the
rvorkers, to keep their class movement
under control. Under slogans that the
crisis is a transitory phenomenon affecting workers and capitalists alike,
etc., the trade unionist leaders have
come out openly in defence of the
interests of capital. Ar-rother expression

of the

degeneration of the so-called
trade unions of the revisionist and socialdemocrat type is their ever more

blatant eollaboration with the employers' organizations and the bourgeois goverment institutions. Many
trade union leaders take part in the
highest instances of various state organs and serve as spokesmen for the
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trade union centres, with trade union

Nowadays, the reactionary trade
unions have become a terrain and
means for the expansionist activity of
the two superpowers in various areas
of the world. Through various visits,
financial and material aid, the training of cadres, or in other ways, US im-

federations and with revolutionar5r
progressive tradeunionists in nearly 90
countries of the world shows that the
working class, the r,l'orking people of
our country and the Albanian Trade
Unions have numerous friends and
allies all over the world.
The working class and the working
people of our country will 'work consistently to strengthen, as always, orr
the Marxist-Leninist road, its fraternal
friendship with the great Chinese peop1e and the heroic working class ot

perialism and Soviet social-imperialism

China.

are seeking to exploit the trade union
centres in various countries for their
own ends and gain dominance over
them, too, as instruments of their hegemonist policy. The activity of such

The working class and all the people
of our country have actively supported

monopolies.

international or continental organizations as the World Federation of
Trade Unions, which is a tool in the
hands of the Soviet social-imperialists,
the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions, a tool in the hands ot
US imperialism, or the European
Confederation of Trade Unions, which
is the offspring of the European Common Market and in the service of the
big monopoly bourgeoisie, is evidence
of this. But this activity is encountering the e,ver gro\Ming resistance of the
working class and the progressive trade
unions in various countries, which are
ever more sternly condemning the policy
of interference in the internal affairs,
the policy of dictate and blackmail by
the lwo superpowers, disguised under
the tradeunionist labeI.

Putting into practice the teachings
of the Party and comrade Enver Hoxha,
the Albanian Trade Unions have devoted special attention to the question
of the development, extension, and
consolidation of their ties of friendship
and cooperation with progressive and
revolutionary trade union organizations
on an anti-imperialist class basis, on

the basis of fighting solidarity. The
fact that at present the Albanian
Trade Unions have relations with a
Iarge nunrber of national and regional

the anti-imperialist liberation struggles
of the working people of Asia, Africa,

Latin America and their

progressive

trade unions. We wholeheariedly welcomed the great victory of the peoples
of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, and
we firmly support the liberation strttggle of the peoples of Azania, Zimbab'
lve, Namibia, etc., against the racist
regimes, as rvell as the sbruggle of the
PaLestinian people

for their undeniable

right, and that of

a1I the Arab peoples

for the liberation of their

territories

occupied by the Israeli zionists.
The working people of our country
and the Albanian Trade Unions rejoice over and warmly welcome the
activity and successes of the MarxistLeninist parties, their efforts to find
the most appropriate forms and ways
of organizing the working class, in
accordance with the concrete conditions
exisling in each country.
The working class of our country
and the Albanian Trade Unions, guided by the glorious Party of Labour of
Albania with comrade Enver Hoxha at

the head, wiIl, as always, firmly ancl
actively support and stand ou the side
of the proletariat, the revolutionaries,
the rvorhing people and the peoples of
the whole world, in their struggle for
the triumph of the cause of the revolution and socialism, the cause of
the people's freedom and independence,
thus fuliilling their internationalist duty.

ENYER HOXHA

YOUTH GIYES IIFE AilD AIIIMATIO

ilEW BTOOD TO THE PARTY

fhe orgonis otions of fhe youth
ore fhe lifer giving
fissueS, crre like fhe cleon lungs
of o heolthy body which
give fhe Homelond lif e
ond vigour. They ore fhose
powerf ul orgons which sfre ngthen

our Porty, which proylde new
blood f or fhe heorf of
the people, fhe Pqrty
Speech s,t the meeting of the Political Bureaw o! the CC of the PLA on June 7, 1977 on the report presente(l, ba the
ALYIJ Central Committee on the education oI the Aouth, and the theses on the repart of the 7th Congress of the ALYU.

}I TO THE COUilTRY,
THE ?TH CONGBESS OF THE ALBANIAN LABOUR YOUTH UNION WILL BE HELD AT THE END OF SEP.
TEMBER THIS YEAR. THIS CONGRESS, LIKE ALL THE OTHER CONGRESSES OF THE YOUTH, HAS GREAT IM.
PORTANCE FOR THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE OF OUE COUNTRY. THEREFORE THE PARTY MUST DEVOTE
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE YOUTH ORGANISATION AND ITS LEADERSHIP, AND GIVE INTENSIVE, WELLSTUDIED, AND CONCRETE ASSISTANCE WITH TIIE AIM OF MAKING THIS CONGRESS AN OUTSTANDING EVENT
IN THE LIFE OF OUR PEOPLE, AND ESPECIALLY THE YOUTH.
THE CONGBESS OF THE YOUTH IS NOT SOMETHING FORMAL, OR JUST A DISPLAY. NO, THIS CONGBESS
IS A VEBY SERIOUS E'VENT, BECAUSE IT HAS THE TASK OF DEFINING THE CLEAR, MOBILISING MARXISTLENINIST LINE OF THE YOUNGER GENEEATION, VYHICH IS PLAYING AN IMPORTANT AND DECISIVE ROLE
IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF' SOCIALISM AND TTIE PEESENTDAY DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW LIFE. THE ALBANIAN LABOUR YOUTTI UNION IS PLAYING AN IMPOBTANT ROLE IN THE EDUCATION OF THE BROAD MASSES OF THE YOUTH AND IS PREPARING THEM SO THAT GRADUALLY THEY WILL ENTER ACTIVE EEVO.
LUTIONARY LIFE IN ALL FIELDS OF TTIE ACTTVITY OF OUR HOMELAND.
The masses and organisations of the youth are the
country where socialism is being built, in a country which
life-giving tissues, are like the clean lungs of a healthy
is letl by Marxist-Leninist Party, such as our party.
body which give the Homeland life and vigour, They
It is essential that the youth, shoulcl be guicletl in its
are those powerful organs which strengthen our Party,
work by such orientations, not only in the congress' bul
rvhich provide new bloocl for the heart of the Deople, the
also now before the congress and all the time. In all its
Party. When we speak about new blood, we mean all those
activity, whether study, creative or proaluctive activity,
young men and women of the rvorking class, the peasanin the schools, factories ancl fields, in the great national
try, and the intelli'gentsia, educatert in the Marxist-Leand local actions which it is continually undertaking antl
ninist spirit and itleology, with proletarian cliscipline,
carrying out successfully, the youth must always be embuwith sincerity, honesty and courage which are valuable
ed and tempered with the teachings of Marxlsm-Le'
ninism, with the teachings of our Party, whioh must,
cha,racJeristics of our people.
without fail, be made comprehensible to the youth. Wc
For l,his reason, the congress of the youth, and in
must not hear that there are young men and women
general all the rallies of our younger generation, must
in our country who do not properly understand the MarxPublic
not be considered only from their festive aspect.
ist-Leninist itleology, the theory of our great teachers
ilisplay, the aspect of beruty and rejoicing, is characteristic
in all its breadth and profundity. We must ensure that
of the younger generation, This is necessary for the
the theory and practice of our Party is understood in
youth, but it is not only this which must characterize
the
course of its implementation. Practice will develop
mature
thinking
its rallies, Along with ihese aspects, the
the creative thinking of young people and their ability
of the Party must florv among the youth, it must clisplay
to assimilate the Marxist-Leninist theory more easily
the necessary seriousness in carrying out the tasks it is
and
to link it with life, with their everyday struggle.
faeed with, in fincling the forms and methotls it must use
So from books and from practice they must succeed in
to carry them into offeet, the creative thinking of the
gaining a profound understanding of the Iaws of our
young nnen ancl women rvho are educated by the Party
Marxist-Leninist
theory.
in schools, factories, the army, in fhe countryside and
In other worrls, it is the task of the Party, through
elsewhere, must stanrl out. In this way, their rallies besuch work, to ensure the future of the country, socialism'
come really joyful as well as fruitfull All these things
which the people are builtling, the people are defend'
build up the morale, knowleilge, intelligence, eourage and
ing and the people are developing and driving constantly
heroism, not only of our youth, but also of the whole
people, because such a spirit pervades the older people,
forward. But these people must always have tlteir sleeves
rolled up in order to lay the stones one upon the other'
too, the working people in the factories, fhe workers in
must bintl them well together with mortar and steel and
the fieltls, the men of the pen, and all this is combined
hpnd on thls work to the succeeding generations one after
in a special harmony whieh cannot exist except in a

?
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that they advance conlinuously untler thc
of Marxism-Leninism, which they know how
to apply in practice, in the development of socialist soanother, so

guidance

ciety. This means that they must be constanfly enriching
Marxism-Leninism. This is a major objectivo ahead of

our Party. The task falls on us to think deeply about
this question and to see to it that the correct ideas of
the Party are implantert in the hearts and m,inrts of the
young generation.

As the Party has repeatedly stressed, both now and

in the future, we rnust strive to ensure that our youth
understands that there will always be ilifficulties ahead
in life, because the struggle for the complete construction

of socialism, the struggle to defend the socialist Homeland
antl the victories achieved, cannot be crowned with
sucoess without encountering anil fighting against the
internal and external onemies. The class struggle must
always be waged from our side on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, so that we are neither

nor opportunist.
We must know how to solve the numerous problems facing us correcily, how to distinguish the antagonist contradictions between tho people and the enemies
sectarian

from the non-antagonistic contradictions among the people.
The resolution of non-antagonistic contradictions among
the people is a great, complicated and many-sided task.
Maturity and wisdom are required to solve these contradictions in favour of socialism and to the disadvantage
of the enernies of the proletariat and the people's Socialist Republic of Albania. The no"n-antagonistic contradictions, of which there is a wide range, in the most
varied forms, at different places and times, must be observed, stutlietl, corrected, and explained with great patiencg because such is their nature. The mark of the ability of the Party antl the youth is that they must know
how to resolve these contradictions properly, and to
achieve this, as I said above, they must work to acquire
Marxist-Leninist maturity which croates that good sense,
that sound judgement in people, which helps them to
cope with and overcome any difficulty they may be facecl
with. The Party should be carrying on such education
among the younger generation right now. It must see to it that
this generation is aetivated in this class struggle, the
struggle against the enemies within the country and the
struggle against the external enemies.
In this direction, the Party should bear in mind that
the work with the youth is very delicate, thereforg it
shoultl be vigilant because the class enemies are not only
working to sabotage everything at present, but are also
striving to undermine the future. In this direction, the
youth is one of the fields of their activity. The enemies
know that if they manage to influence the youth through
their tlissipateil petty-bourgeois and decadent life, their
crazy music and their evil vices, then the future of our
people will decay, and the young sapplings, those who will
take the place of the oltl and have to upholcl the torch
of socialism, will degenerate. Taking account of this, we
must ensure that the youth understands the importance
of the dictatorship of the proletariat thoroughly and well,
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in theory and in practicc, understands that thc dictatorship
of the proletariat is that means which has guaranteed it
and the entire people all these advantages, all this happy,
prosperous and cultured life, with an extensive, sound
and just democracy.
We must work to ensure that the youth does not have
only a superficial understanding of the tlictatorship of
the proletariat, The bourgeoisie is trying to describe the
dictatorship of the proletariat as the enemy of a ..broad
tlemocracy'>, that allegeclly exists in the capitalist countries. In fact, in these countries there is only a formal
democracy, democracy for the rich and not for the broatl
working masses, not for the proletariat. The dictatorship
in the capitalist countries is comprised oI the armed forces
and other state apparatuses of compulsion of these countries, which secure the bourgeois-capitalist order, secure
the assets of the monopolies against the struggle of the
proletariat ancl the other masses of poor working people
of town and countryside, who are exploited to the bone.
We shoukl not think that in our youth, so pure, so
heroic and so industrious, so intelligent and cultured, pety
bourgeois leftovers do not strike root, external hostile influences do no't make themselves felt sometimes. The red
apple shoukl always prqserve its beautiful colour, and for
it not to lose colour and freshness measures must be taken
to prevenf the worm from eating itself into it. Such should
be our care and struggle for our younger generation, the
future of our flomeland, the future we are now fighting

for with all our forces, for socialism and communism.
In all the plants, factories, cooperatives, schools, wherever
young people aro working and learning, in all the forms
ancl at all levels, we must know how to combine po-

litical eclucation, moral education and ideological education
in such a manner that we launch into life a youth which
is not only qualified antl trained technically, but first
of all, pure and sound mo'rallp politically and ideologically.

The Party has the duty to use all methods and means
to ensure that our youth, which was born and has grown
up in socialism, but which has taken part in this magnificent construction carried out in our country, knows
about the past of our people, not only about the gloomy
economic anrl political past, but also about the brilliant
past, its patriotic and revolutionary tratlitions. Work must
go on ceaselessly in all forms so that these revolutionary
antl patriotic traditions of our people in all fieltls are
deeply implantetl in the hearts and minds of the young
people to ensure that while they live and work in the
socialist reality, they also appreciate and love this reality,
because it is the work of their own blootl antl sweat and
that of our forefathe,rs, thus, every step forward we take
becomes many times more valuable. It is vital that we

make it clear to the youth that they must never forget
that every furrow in this soil has been filletl with the
blood, sweat and bones of our courageous, freedom-loving, and industrious people,
fn many tlifferent ways the Party must continuously
arouse in the youth the desire to learn and educato
themselves, and in order that this lesson may be absorbed
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with ihe

greatest zeal, persistence and seriousness, thc
youth must understand the great aim of learning, which
enlightens the indivitlual and gives him a priceless weapon which must be usecl properly in the general interests
of the people, the Homeland and socialism. It must understanrl that to use learning antl knowledge to serve the
general interest rneans that every one must serve whereler the Homelantl requires anil must worlt with total
selfdcnial, even up to the supreme sacrifice if the needs
of the people antl Homeland require it.
It is not advisable for us to always make everything
a bed of roses for the youth, even when it is not a beil
of roses, but we must work so that it understantls that
for a ..bed of roses'> to be always in bloom it must be
kept <<free of weedso, ..watered", ancl ..hoed',, antl that
rvhen we plant the <<roses> they must be loohecl after.

The youth shoultl know, too, that there are all sorts of
tlifficulties of growth for these <<roses>>; there are diseases
and weeds which can infect them and there are .'atmospheric agcnt5',, rvhich, on many occasions, if we are not
oareful anil clo not protect them, will ruin the <<rose gardcn", weaken and wither the ..roscs" raisetl with such
care. Thercfore it remains our permanent tluty to acquaint the youth with antl accustom it to clifficulties, so thatr
it understantls tlaese difficulties correctly, both obiectively
antl subjectively, antl fights to overcomc them with success. Precisely here lies the force of a truly Marxist-Leninist and revolutionary education for the youth.
The Party must always have the youth organisation
uncler its patronage, ancl must be very careful not to make
organisation, but a militant mass organisation, Among the masses of the youth, the Party must
use a wiile range of methods to dlo all the things I have

it a sectarian

touched on briefly above and carry out many other ttircctives it has issued from time to time, so that all this greal
mass of the youth, ranked in its organisation with an iron
discipline, conscious of the tasks with which it is chargecl'
with great enthusiasm to get into these tasks antl carry
thern out properly, merges itself with the people, itlentifies
itself with thc people, shares the people's ioys and sorrows,
is inspirecl by the people and itself inspires the people.
It is precisely with this form, this impulse, this way

of working that the Party should provide the Youth Or'ganization and all the other mass organizations.
When we say that the youth is the future of our
country, the Party must think deeply about this and watch
over the youth with the greatest care. This means that,
it must be envisagetl that capable, revolutionary, loyal
and culturcd young rnen and women must be brought
into the leatling positions, the kcy positions of every sector, antl must gradually take the work into their own
hanrls, in close collaboration with their elders. It is the
cluty of the latter, the older cadres, to teach the young
men and women, to train them as their replacements, to
treat them with the greatest affection, warmth and care'
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We rnust always havc conficlence in the rising generation, this hcalthy generation rvhich is being etlucatccl
by the Party. We mustr strive, gradually, to hand the torch
on to our young men and women antl we can be sure
that they will do their job properly' These young people will see that the word ancl thought of the Party are
creative and unfolgeitable antl comprise that great force
rvhich makes man capable ancl equips him with rare
virl,ues in the sert,ice of the Homelanal.
I agree with the report which the Central Committee
of the Youth presented to us on the state of the organisation, and the \r,ork of thc youth in all its social,
economic, educational, cultural antl other activities.
In general, we may say that our youth is proctccling resolutely on the light course the Party has set
for it. The struggle antl the powerful Leart beat of the
youth is making itself felt throughout the entire lifc
of the country, that beat which comes from a pure and
healthy heart, from a brain with sountl logic, knowleclge and science, Notwithstancling that there are some
shortcomings in the work of the youth, that there are
sorne young people with negative attitutlos, antl of Gotlrse'
this is the struggle fol development, in which the clash of
the oDposites can be seen, one thing comes out clearly:
s,ith the passage of time and persistent education, the
work of the Farty and the youth organisation matures
those few of our young people who sometimes do something chilclish. This work makes them aware of their
incorrect actions over some issue or at a given time'
Despile this, thc task of the youth organisation and
the Party is to clo everything possible to keep the youth
pure, to protect it from evil influences. Anal it is known
that we can protect the young people from such influences, alien to our society, not by shuttins them
ru, within four walls, but by educating them wherever
they a.re living, working and learning, with the morality
of the class, with the icleology of the Party. Hence if'
through our work, we enable the youth to see things
correctly politically, then we shall certainly have fewer
undesiralrle manifestations among the masses of the
youth, In comparison rvith the really commendable work
of the youth, these manifestations are not numerous,
however thcy must ncver be unclerestimated'
I agree also with the theses of the report which thc
Centtai Oomrnittee of the Youth presentetl about tho
forthcoming Congress and I am sure that this report
will be soundly constructed, inspiretl from start to finish by the Marxist-Leninist line of the Party. In every
ohapter of the report the correct line of the Party on
all the problems to be raised must stand out. The sound
and revolutionary defence of this line, in policy, theory
antl practice, must stand out and mobilize the masses
of the youth with great enthusiasm to carry out these
directives antl this line in practice, so that our socielist
Hcmeland beeomes even more prosperous ancl strong'
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loyolty to Morxism-[eninism, to the revolutionory
strotegy of the Morxist-leninist
movement, struggle ogoinst oll opportunist

,A"nalysing thc prcscnt ir-r1cL'nattonal
situation and the revolutionaL'y plocesses developing in it, comradc
Enver Hoxha declared at thc 7th Congress of the PLA: <<The world is at a
stage when the cause of the revolutrion
and national liberation of the pooples
is not just an aspiration ancl a future
prospect, but a ploblenr taken up for
solrrtion.', (E. Hoxha, Report at thc.
71,h Congress of the PLA, p. 159).
Tl-ris important principled thesis is
based on the Leninist analysis of imperialism, on the definitlon give n hy
Lenin of the esscnce of the present
I-ristorical epoch, and is inspii'ed by
the histor:ic mission of thc proletariat
io liberate itself and a1I mankind from
any exploitation of man by man, from
the capitalist system. It proceeds from
a concrete Marxist-Leninist analysis
of the major contradictions of our
tlme. The thesis of the 7th Congress
of the Party is a reconfirmation of
the Itllarxist-Lenlnist strategy of the
revolution in the present conditior-is.

I

deviotions which
the modern revisiomist of oll heus ore
spreoding, the reyolutionory

In 1-ris blilliar-rt lvorhs or-r imperialism,
V. I. Lenin alrivcd at the conchtsion
that imperialism is capitalism in decline and clecay, the final phase of
capitalism and the eve of the sociat

mobilizotion of the working closs ond the peoples
ogoinst the bourgeoisie
ond imperiolism, serious preporotion

revolution of the proletariat. Analysing
the phenomena lvl-rich characterise im-

for the revolution,

proletarian socialist revolution.
That era has clawnecl.
ObJective conditions make it the
urgent tashs of the clay to prepare thc
proletariat in every rvay for thc conquest of political porver in orrler to

otre the only

correct rood, the only leoding to victory

perialism, he v,::ote:

.....a11 these

factors

transform the present stage of ca-

pitalist development into an era

of

carry out the economic ancl political
measures which are the sum antl substance of the socialist revolution,>

(V. I. Lenin, Works, vol. 24, P. 506,
Alb. ed.).
In defining thc present epoch, Lenin
proceeded from the class criterion. He
said that it is important to heep r'vell
in mind <which class stancls at the
*ZERI

I
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hub of one epoch or another, determin-

I

ing its main content, the main tlirection of its dcvelopment, the maiu
characteristics of the historical situation in that epoch, etc.', (V. I. Lenin,
Works, Vt-rt. 21, p. 747, A1b. ed.). Defining the fundamental content of the
new historic epoch, as ePoch of imperiallsm and the proletarian revolutions, he remained consistently loyal
to the teachings of Marx about the
historic mission of the proletariat as
the new social force lvhich r'vi1l carry
out the revolutionary overthrow of the
capitalist society of oppresion and ex-

ploitation and build the new society,
the classless communist society.
..The Communist Manifesto" of Marx
and Engels and their call ..Workers
of aII countries, unite !', came out to
announce that the lundamental contradiction of human society was now
that between labour and capital, and
the proletariat was called on to resolve it by revoJ.ution. With his anaIysis of imperialism, Lenin shou,'ed that

the contradictions of capitalist society
have reached their culmination and
that the world has entered the period
of proletarian revolutions and the
triumph of socialism.
1'he great October Socialist Revolution confirmed the brilliant conclusions of Marx and Lenin in practice.
After the death of Lenin, too, the
international communist movement resoiutely adhered to his teachings about
the present epoch, adhered to his re-

volutionary strategy. The triumph of
the socialist revolution in a number
of other countries confirmed that the
Leninist thesis on the present epoch,

as the epoch of the transition from
capitalism to so,cialism, ref Iects the
fundamental 1aw of the development
of present day human societY. The
collapse of the colonial system, the
winning of political independence by
the overwhelming majority of the
countries of Asia, Africa, etc,, is another confirmation of the Leninist theory
on the epoch and the revolution. The

fact that the teachings of MarxismLeninism and the revolution r'vere be-

trayed in the Soviet Union and a
of former socialist countries
does not alter the Leninist thesls on

number

victory of socialism over capitalism on

them, to ignore one or the other contradiction, to distort their real content,
as various revisionists and opportunists
are doing, causes confusion and dls-

a world

orientation

the character of the present epoch in
ihe least, because this is nothing but
azlgzag

in the course of theinevitable
sca1e.

The Party of Labour oI Albania has
always consistently upheld these Mar-

xist-Leninist conclusions. Comrade
Enver Hoxha has said: <.The fundamental features of our epoch, as
the epoch of the transition from capitalism to socialism, of the struggle
of two opposing social systems, as the
epoch of the prolefarian anrl nationalliberation revolutions, of the collapse
of imperialism and the liquitlation of
the colonial system, as the epoch of
the triumph of socialism and commun-

ism on a world scale, are becoming
more pronouncerl and more clearly
obvious each day,' (E, Hoxha, Report
at the 5th Congress of the PLA, p. 5).
The Marxist-Leninists have always
based their definition of the present
epoch and their revolutionary strategy
on the analysis of the major social
contradictions rvhich characterise this
epoch. What are these contradictions?
Following the triumph of the Socialist
Revolution in Russia, Lenin and Stalin
spoke about 4 such contradictions:
the contradiction between two opposand capitalist,
ing systems
- socialist
between
labour and
contradiction
the
countries,
the
capitalist
capital in the
contradiction between

the

oppressed

peoples and nations and imperialism,
contradic lions betlt,een imperialist powers. These are the contradictions which constltute the objectirre basis of the development of the
present-day revolutionary rnovements,
wl-rich in theil entirety, constitute the
great process of the world revolution

the

in our

epoch. A11 present-day world
development confirms that since the
time of Lenin these contradictions have

not waned and clisappeared but have
become more acute and are more
clearly obvious than ever before. Therefore, the recognition and admission
of the existence of these contradictions
constitute the basis fot- defining a corlecl revolutionary strategy.
On the contrary, to deny the existence of these contr"adictions, tct hide

in the revolutionary

mo-

vement, serves as a basis for building
up and advocating distorted, pseudorevolutionary strategy and tactics'

II
is a great deal of
At
talk about the division of the world
into the socalled ..first", <<SeoOndD
present, there

and ..third,' worlds, about the *nonaligned world.', the world of the *developing countries", the ..North. and
*Southo world, etc. Each of the suPporters of these divisions presents
his own ..theory" as the most correct
strategy, which allegedly responds to
the real conditions of the present inter-national situation" But as comrade
Enver Hoxha stressed at the ?th Congress, ..All these terms, which refe,r to
various political forces acting in the
world today, cover uP and tlo not
bring out the class character of these
political forces, the fundamontal contradictions of our epoch, the key protrlem which is predominant today on
a national and international scale, the
ruthless struggle between the bourgeois-imperialist world on the one
hand, and socialism, the world Proletariat anil its natural allies, on the
other" (E. Hoxha, Report at the 7th
Congress of the PLA, P. 173).
When Marxist-Leninists speak about

the world and various countries and
classify them, their judgement is according to the principles of dialectical
and historical materialism. They judge,

first and foremost, from the socialeconomic order existing in various
countries, they judge according to the
proletarian class criterion. Precisely
from this angle V. I. Lenin in 1921,
that is, rvhen only one socialist country existed in the world, Soviet Russia,
wrote: <In the world today there exist
two lvorlds: the olil world of capitalism thas is in a state of confusion but
which wiII never surrentler voluntarily,
and the rising new world, which is
still very weak, but which will grow,
for it is invinciblqo (V,L Lenin, Works,
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vol. 33, pp. 153-154, Alb. ed.). On his
part, J. V. Stalin, in his well-known
article ..The Two Camps" published
in 1919, also stressed: <<The world has
been divided clefinitely and finally into
two camps: the camp of imperialism and the caml, of socialism. . .
The struggle between these two
camps constitutes the pivot of all
life in our time, it characterises ail
the present internal and external policies of advocates of the oltl and new
world> (J. V. Stalin, Works, vo1. 4,
p. 226 Alb. ed.).
The view of our Party is that today,
too, we should speak about the socialist

world, as Lenin and Stalin did, that
the Leninist criterion is always correct, as Leninism itself is vital and
correct. The argument of the theoreticians of the *three worldso, the
.non-aligned wolld,', etc., who have
eliminated the eristence of socialism
from their schemes, referring to the
fact oI the restoration of capitalism
in the Soviet Union and some other
former socialist countries, hence the
disintegration of the socialist camp, is
u,ithout foundation. It is in complete
opposition to the Leninist teachings
and the class criterion.
The revisionist betrayal, the return

of the Soviet Union and a number
of former socialist countries to capitalism, the spreading of modern revisionism widely in the international
communist and workers, movement
and the splitting of this movement
were a heavy blow to the cause of
the revolution and socialism. But this
by no means implies that socialism
u,'as liquidated as a system and that
the criterion of the division of the
rvor'1d

in two

opposlng systems must

be changed, that the

contradiction

between socialism and capitalism no

longer exists today. Socialism exists
and is advancing in the true socialist countries which stand loyal to
Marxism-Leninism, such as the people's Socialist Republic of Albania.
Hence the socialist system, as a system
which is opposed to the capitalist system, exists obje,ctively, just as the

contradiction,and the life-and-death
struggle betu,een it and capitalism
exists.

By ignoring socialism as a

social

system, tl-rc socalled ..theory oI three
worlds,' ignores the greatest hlstoric
victory of the international proletariat,
ignores the fundamental contracliction

of the time, that between socialism
and capitalism. It is clear that such
a <.theory',, which ignores socialism,
is anti-Leninist; it leads to the weakening of the dlctatorship of the proletariat in the countries where socialism is being built, urhile calling
on the wor,ld proletariat not to figl.rt,
not to rise in socialist revolution, and
this is not to be wondered at: departure from the proletarian class cri-

teria ln

assessing the sitr_ration can
lead only to conclusions in opposition

[o the interests of the revolution and
the proletariat.
In his u.,orks, Lenin, as the great
and consistent Marxist that he u,as,
often analysed the capitalist worlcl and

the relationsl-rip of forces rvithln it.
This he did, always to serve the revolution, to define tl-re tasks facing the

proletariat, the tasks of the communist parties, the tasks of the first so-

cialist state torvards the tvorld protetarian rerzolution, to show who r,lrere
the genuine allies of the revolution
and who were its enemies.
Lenin gives us a brilliant example
in this direction in his theses and
reports at the 2nd Congress of fl-re
Communist International in 1920: <The

revolutionary parties must now ,prove'
in practice that they have sufficient
understanding and organisation, con-

tact rvith the exploited masses, and
determination antl skill to utilise this
clisis for a successful, a victorious
revolution.

It is mainly to

prepare this ,proof,

that we have gathererl at this

Congress

of the Communist International.>
(V. I. Lenin, Works, vol. 81, p. 280,
AIb. ed.).
Holever, the socalled theory of
..three worlds> does not ley clorvn
any tasks for the revolution, on the

contrary it .forgets" this. In the scheme of the *three 1vor1ds", ilre fundamentaL contradiction between the pro-

letariat and the bourgeoisie cloes not
exist. Apart from this, another thing
that strikes the eye, in this clivision
of tl-re world, is its non-class vielv

of what is

ibs ignoring

caI1ed the *thircl lvorlclo,
of classes and the class

struggle, its treatment of countries
rvhich this theory includes in this
urorld, the regimes which dominate
there and various political forces u,,hich
operate r,vithin it as a single entity. It
ignores the contradiction betr,veen the
oppresseC peoples and the reactionary
and pro-imperialist forces of their o,"vn
countrles.

It is well-l<nown that in the countries exploited by imperialism, in the
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, the freedom-loving people:s
are rl,aging a stern struggle for freedom, independence and national sovereignty, against old and new coloniallsm. This is a just, revolutionary
and liberation struggle, which enjoys
tire unreserved support of the MarxistLeninists in the true socialist counries, of the u,orld proletariat, of all
progressive forces. This struggle is
dire'cted
- and cannot feil to be directed, against a number of enemies:
against the imperialist oppressors, ancl
fir-st and foremost against the two super-powelrs, as the biggest expJoiters
and international gendarmes, the most
dangerous enemies

of all

peoples of

tire world; against the locai reactionary bourgeoisie, linked by one thousarrd
and one threads with the {oreign imperlalists, wlth this or that superpolver, tvith the internatior-ral monopolic-s, u,'hich is an enemy of the ntrtional freedom and independence;
against the sti1l pronounceC rernnants
of feudalism, which rely on the for.eign
imperialists and are united r,vith the
reactionary bourgeoisie against the
people's revolution; against the reactionary and fascist regimes, representatives and defenders of the domination
of these three enemies"
Tl-reref

ore it is

absr-rr:d

to

pretend

fr

;

*

$
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that one must fight only against the
oxtelnal imperialist enemies without,
at the same time, fighting and attacking the internal enemies, the allies
and collaborators of imperialism, and
all those factors which hinder this
struggle. To this day there has never
been any Iiberation struggle, no natio-

nal-democratic and anti-imperialist rerzolution has taken place, without hav-

ing internal enemies, reactionaries and

traitors, sold-out anti-national elements. AIl strata of the bourgeoisie
without exception, including the compradore bourgeoisie, cannot be identified as anti-imperialist forces, as a
basis and factors which carry forward
the struggle against imperialism, as
the socalled theory of the ..three
worldso does. To follow this ..theoryo
means to divert the revolutionary movement from the right road, to abandon
the revolution haltway, to separate it
from the proletalian revolution in the
other countries, to set the struggle
of the peoples and the proletariat of
those countries on an antl-Marxist and
revisionist course.
Marxism-Leninism teaches us that
tl-re national question must always be
seen as subsidiary to the cause of the
revolution. From this standpoint, the
Marxist-Leninists support every movement lvhich is effectively directed
against imperialism and serves the genelal cause of the world proletarian
revolution. Lenin stressed: *The significance of this change is that we, as
Cornmunists, should and will sutrlport
bourgeois-liberation movements in the
colonies only when they are genuinely

revolutionary, ancl when their exponents do not hinder our work of educating and organising in a revolutionary

spirit the peasantry antl the masses of
the exploited, If these conilitions do not
exist, the Communists in these countries
must combat the reformist bourgeoisie,

to whorn the heroes of the

Second

International also belong', (V. L Lenin,
Wolks, vol. 31, pp. 266-257, Alb. ed.).
Meanrvhile, the advocates of the
thesis of the othird worldo cail liberation mtrvement, moreover even n main

force in the struggle against imperialism',, even the bargaining of the
King of Saudi Arabia or t1-re Shah
of Iran with US oil monopolies, and
their arms transactions with the Pentagon, involving billions upon billions
of dollars. According to this logic, the
oil sheiks, r'vho deposit their oil money
in the banks of Wallstreet and the
City, are alIeged1y fighters agains
imperialism and supporters of the peo.
ple's struggle which is dirocted against
imperialist domination, while the US
imperialists, who sell weapons to the
reactionary oppressive regimes of these
sheiks, are alIegedly supplying them to
the *patriotic forces> which are flght-

ing to oust the imperialists from the
..go1den sands" of Arabia and Presia!
The facts prove that today, the democratic and anti-imperialist liberation

i'evolution can also be waged consistently and carried through to the
end only if it is led bY the Proletariat, with its party a,t the head, and
in alliance with the broad masses of
the peasantry and the other anti-imperialist and patriotic forces. As early
as 1905, in his book ..Two Tactics"
Lenin proved with profound arguments
that in the conditions of imperialism
the characteristic of the democraticbourgeois revolutions is that the force
most interested in carrying these revolutions forrvard is not the bourgeoisie, which vacillates and has the
tendency to unite with the reactionary
feudal forces against the revolutionary
drive of the masses, b,ut the proletariat,
which considers the democratic-bourgeois revolution as an intermediary
stage for the transition to the socialist
revolution. And the same thing must
be said about the national ]iberation
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These Leninist teachings assume

special value and importance

in

a

the

present conditions. T'oday two tendencies have developed in the world and
are acting with a great force, tenden-

cies to which Lenin has 'drawn our
attention: on the one hand, the tendency to the breaking of the national
boundaries and the internationatrisation

of economic and political life on the
part of the capitalist monopolies; on
t1-re

other, the tendency to the streng-

thening of the struggle for national
independence on the part of various
countries. Thus, in connection with
the first tendency, in many countries
triberated from colonialism, the ties
of the local bourgeoisie with foreign
imperialist capital have not only been
preserved, but are being strengthened
and extended in many neo-colonialist
forms, such as the multinational companies, various economic and financial
mergers, and so on and so forth' This
bourgeoisie, which occupies key positions in the economic and pol,itical life
of these countries, and which is grow-

ing, is a pro-imPerialist force and
enemy of the revolutionary and liber'ation movement.

As for the other tendencY, that to
tl-re strengthening of the national inde-

pendence against imperialism in the
former colonial countries, it is linked,
first of all and mainlY, with the increase of the proletariat in those countries. Thus, ever more favourable condition are being created for the broad
and consistent develoPment of the
anti-imperialist and democratic revo-

lutions, for the proletariat to

lead

them, and as a result, for their transition to a higher stage, to the strugg1e

for

socialism.

movements of our time.
stressed that follorving the October
Revolution, ..the epoch of the liberation revolutions in the colonies antl
tlependent countries, the epoch of the
of
awakening of the proletariat
those countries, the epoch of its h e-

The Marxist-Leninists do not confuse the fervent liberation, r-evolutionary and socialist aspirations and desires of the peoPles and the Proletar-iat of the countries of the socalled
po"third world> with tl-re aims and

gemony in the revolution

bourgeoisie

J. V. Stalin

begano

(J. V.

Stalin, Works, vol. 10, p1t. 237-238,

Alb.

ed,).

licy of the oppressive compradore
of those countries. They
knorv that in the countries of Asia,
Af rica and Latin America, there are
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sound progressive currents in the
ranks of the peoples, .ivhich will certainly carry their revolutionary struggle forward to the victory.
But to speak in general terms about
the socalled -third worldo as the main
force of the struggle against imperialism and for the revolution, as the supporters of the theory of the ..three
worlds', are doing, without making any
distinction between the genuine antiimperialist and revolutionary forces
and the pro-imperialist, reactionary
and fascist forces in power in a number of the developing countries, means
a flagrant departure from the teachings
of Marxism-Leninism and to preach
typically opportunist views, causing
confusion and disorganisation among
the revolutionary forces. In essence, according to the theory of the ..three
worlds', the peoples of those coun-

tries must not fight, for

instance,

against the bloody fascist dictatorships

of Geisel in Brazil and Pinochet in
Chile, Suharto in Indonesia, the Shah
of Iran or the King of Jordan, etc.,
beoause they, allegedly, are part of
the ..revolutionary motive force which
is driving the wheel of world his.tory
forwardo. On the contrary, according
to this theory, the peoples and revolutionaries ought to unite with the reac-

tionaly forces and regimes of the
othird worl,d> and support them, in
other words, give up the revolution.
US imperialism, the other capitalist
states and Soviet social imperiatrism ha-

ve bound the classes which are ruling in the countries of the socalled
.third world" to them with a thousand
threads. Being dependent on the foreign monopolies and wanting to prolong their domination over the broad
masses of their own peoples, these
classes are, of course, trying to give
the impression as if they allegedly
form a democratic bloc of independent
states, which aims to exert pressure
on US imperialism and Soviet social
imperialism and to stop their interference in their internal affairs.
Lenin stressed for the communist
parties <the need constantly to explain

and expose among 6he hroadest working masses of all countries, and particularly of the backwarrl countries, the
deception systematically practised by
the imperialist powers, which under

the guise of politically independent
states, set up states that are rvholly
dependent upon them economically, financially and militarily.o (V. I. Lenin,
Works, vo1, 31, p. 159, Alb. ed.).
The Party of Labour of Albanla has
always sto,od loyal to these immortal
teachings

of

Lenin.

..Regarding

the assessment of the
policy pursued by various states
and governments',, stressed co,mrade
Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress of the
PLA, <the Marxists proceed from the

class criterion, from the stands these
governments and countries maintain
towards imperialism and socialism, towards their own people and reaction.
On the basis of thesc teachings the
revolutionary movements and the proletariat builcl their strategy and tactics,

ther as two drops of water, They are
guided by the same policy and ideology, one group is so entangled with
the other that it is difficult to distinguish which countries are of the .third
world" and what distinguishes them
from the *non-,aligned-, and which
countries are included in the *nonaligned" and what distinguishes them
from those of the *third world-.
Eff orts are being made to create
even another grouping of the socailed
..developing countries'n, in which both
the countries of the <third world" and
the *non-aligned" are all lumped together. The authors of this theory, too,
are covering up the class contradictions, advocating the existing status
quo, that nothing must be done to
annoy imperialism, social imperialism
and the other imperialist powers, on
the condition that they provide some
*hand-outs. for building up the economies of the *developing countries>.
According to the authors of this theory,

find and unite with their true

allies
in the struggle against imperialism, the
bourgeoisie antl reaction. The terms
<third world>, <rnon-aligned states', or
.<developing countries', create the illu-

the big powers ought to make some
..sacrifices',, give something to the
hungry, so that they will be able to
pick up some sort of livelihood and

sion among the broad masses fighting for

they say, a middle road will be found,
<<a netrv international order,' will be
established, in which all, rich and poor,
exploiters and the exploited, will live
<without wars>, <<without armaments,',
..in un,ity", <.in class peace>, in d Ia

national and social liberation that a
roof has allegeclly been found under
which to shelter from the threat of
the superpowers. These terms conceal
the real situation in the majority of
these countries, which, in this or that
rnanner, politically, ideologically and
economically, are bound to, and depend on, the two superpowers and the
former colonial metropoliseso (E. Hoxha,
Report at the ?th Congress of PLA,

p.

171).

The present theories alcout the

so-

called *third world*, *non-aligned
countries',, etc., are intended to curb
the revolution and defend capitalism,
which must not be hindered in the
exercise of its hegemony, but should
practice some forms of domination a
little more acceptable to the peoples.
Desp,ite the difference in labeIs, the
socalled *third world" and <.wor1d of
the non-aiigned- are as alike one ano-

not raise their

heads.

In this

lvay,

Khrushchevite coexistence.
Precisely because of the fact that
these three ..inventions,, have the same
content and aims, it is noticed that
the ..leaderships- of the ..non-aligned
countries-, the *third world', and the
*r,vorld of the developing countries',
are in complete harmony. In unison,

they are deceiving the

masses, the

proletariat, the peoples lvith their theories and sermons in order to divert

them from the revolutionary struggle,
Not only does the theory of the
"three worlds> not take account of the
contradiction between the two oppos-

ing social

systems,

-

socialism and

capitalism, o,r the great contradiction
between laboul and capital; but nei-
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ther does it analyse the other major

day facts speak not

contradiction, that between the oppressed peoples and world imperialism,
which it reduces to the contradiction
with the two superpowers only, and
indeed mainly with one of them. This

of the imperialist world, but of a single

..theory,' totally ignores the contradiction between the oppressed peopies
and nations and the other imperialist
powers. What is more, the partisans
of the theory of the ..three worldso
caII for alliance of the *third world',
with those imperialist countries and
with US imperialism against Soviet
social imperialism.
One of the arguments used to justify
the division of the world into three
worlds is that at the present juncture,
the imperialist camp which existed
after the Second World War, in which
US imperiaiism had undivided domination, has allegedly disintegrated and
ceased to exist, as a result of the
unequal development of various imperiaLisms. The supporters of this *theory"
claim that today there can be no talk

of a singJ.e imperialist world, because
on the one hand, the Western imperialists have risen against the US ,rulers, and on the other hand, a fierce
and ever increasing rivalry exists between the two imperialist superpowers
and the Soviet Union.
- Inthe USA
the stage of imperialism, as a
result of the unequal development of
various capltalist countries, the interimperialist contradictions exist and
become constantly deeper, inter-imperiaiist alliances, blocs and groupings

are created and broken up according
to the circumstances and conjuctures.
This is the abc of Marxism-Leninism.
Lenin has provided ample proof that
this typical phenomenon of imperia1ism, which shows that imperialism, as
the final stage of capitalism, is heading irretrievably towards decay, is an
objective law. But does this mean that
as a result of these contradietions, the
imperialist world as a social system
has ceased to exist and is divided into
several worlds, that the social-economic nature of this or that imperialism
has changed? Not at all. The present

of

disintegration,

world imperialist system, which

is

characterised today by the existence of

two big imperialist blocs; on the one
hand, by the Western imperialist bloc,
headed by US imperialism, the instruments of which are such inter-imperialist organisms such as NATO, the
European Common Market, etc., and
on the other hand, by the bloc of the
East, dominated by Soviet social imperiaLism, which has as the instruments

of its

expansionist, hegemonistic and

warmongering policy the Warsaw
Treaty and COMECON.
In the scheme of ..three worlds,,, the
socalled ..second wo;rId" includes capitallst and revisionist imperialist countries, which, from the point of view
of their social order, have no essential
difference either from the two superpowers or from various' countries included in the *third worId". It is true
that the countries of this <<world> have
definite contradictions with the two
superpowers, but they are contradictions of an inter-imperialist character, as are also the contradictions between the two guperpowers themselves.
In the f rst place, they are contra-

dictions over markets, spheres of in-
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the struggle against the two superpowers and world imperialism. History
sinoe the Second World War shows
clearly that these countries have supported and sti1l support the aggressive policy and acts of US imperialism
such as in Korea and Vietnam, the
Middle Easb, Africa, etc. They are
ardent defenders of neo-colonialism
and of the old order of inequality in
international economic relations. The
allies of Sovie,t social imperialisrn in
the *second lvorld,' took part, iointly
with it, in the occupation of Czechoslovakia and are zealous supporters of its
predatory expansionist policy in various zones of the world. The coun-

tries of the socalled <<second world'>
are the main economic and military
support of the aggressive and expansionist alliances of the two superpowers"

The supporters of the theory of
it gives great
possibilities for exploitation of inter..three worlds" claim that

imperialist contradiclions. The contradictions in the enemy camp should be
exploited, but in what way and for
what aim? The principle is that they
should always be exploited in favour
of the revolution, in favour of the peoples and their freedom, in favour of

another.

the cause of socialism. The principle
is that the exploitation of the contradictions in the ranks of enemies must
lead to the intensification and strengthening of the revolutionary and liberation movement, and not to its weakening and dying out, to an ever more

Certainly, these contradictions weaken the world imperialist system and
are in the interest of the struggle of
the p,roletariat and of the peoples. But
it is antl-Marxist to identify the con-

in the struggle against the enemies, and especially the main ones,
without permitting the creation of any
kind of illusion about them among the

fluence, zones for the export of capital

and the exploitation of the riches of
others, of sueh imperialism as the
West German, Japanese, British, French,
Canadian one, etc., with one or the
other superpower, as well as with one

tradictions between various imperialist
powers and the two superpowers with
the struggle of the working masses and

for its
destruction.
It can never happen that the socalled
peoples against imperialism,

of the

..second world>, in
other words the big monopoly bourgeoisie ruling there, become allies of
the oppressed peoples and nations in

countries

active mobilisation of the revolutionary

forces

peoples.

The absolutisation of inter-imperialist contradictions and the underestimation of the basic contradiction, that
between the revolution and the counterrevolution, the placing of the exploitation of the contradictions in the
enemy camp alone in the centre of
the strategy and forgetting the main
the increase of the revoluthing

-
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tionary spirit and the development
of the revolutionary movement of the
working people and the peoples, negIecting the preparation of the revolution, are in total opposition to the
teachings of Marxism-Leninism It is
anti-Marxist to preach unity with the

to opthe stronger, to side with the
bourgeoisie of the countly to oppose
that of another country, under the
pretext of exploiting contradictions.
Lenin stressed that the tactic of the
exploitation of contradictions in the
ranks of the enemies should be used
to raise and not to reduce the geal1eged1i ureaker imperiahsms

pose

neral level of proletarian

conscior-rsness

the revolutionary spirit, the capacity
of the masses to fight and win
(V. I.

Lenin, vo1. 31, pp.

69-70).

collaboration with the bourgeoisie, hen-

tion in the countries of the <<second
worilC-, because the interests 'o,f the
defence of national independence, and
pa|ticu1ar11' the struggle against Soviet social imperialism, allegedJ.y re-

world are watching this struggle with the most active interest, considering it as a vital question for the
cause of the revolution and socialism
all over the world. They give the socialist countries their full and unreserved support and backing against
ar,y attempt of imperialism against
these countries. because in the socialist countries they see a powerful

quire this.
This is also a pseudo-anti-imperialist

base and centre of the revolution, they
see the realisation ln practice of tiie

theory because it justifies and supports
the neo-colonialist and exploiting po-

ideals for which they themselves are
fighting. Lenin's ideas on the necessity
and first-rate importance of the aid
and support by the international pro-

ce giving up the revolution, to the
proletariat of E.urope. Japan, Canada,
etc., who have to fight the monopoly
bourgeoisie and the system of exploita-

licy of the imperialist powers of
<<second

the

rvor'l.d* and calls on the peoAsia, Africa, and Latin Ame-

ples of
rica not to oppose this policy, aIIegedly for the sake of the struggle against the superpowers. In fact, in this

The Party of Labour of Albania has

rvay tire anti-imperialist and anti-sociai

always consistently upheld and up-

impelialist struggle of the peoples of
the socalled ..tl-rird worId" and those
of the socalled ..second world- is
weakened and sabotaged.

holds these immortal Leninist teachings.
n Af these moments of ttrre great crisis
of imperialism and modern revisionism*, says comrade Enver lfoxha, .<we

should intensify the struggle against
them, should exploit the great contradictions among the enemies properly
and rorrectly in our favour, in favour

of the socialist states and peoples
who rise in the revolution, must exlrose them incessantly, and not be satisfietl with those soealled concessions
which the imperialists and revisionists

reluctantly make in order to escape
the danger, and take revenge later.
Therefore, we must always keep the
iron hot and attack them without
respite,' (E Hoxha, Reports ,and Speeches, 1970-1971, pp. 460-461).
In the presentation of the socalled
..second

world- whlch

include,s mostly
capitalist and neo-colonialist countries,
which constitute tl-re main supporters

of the turo superpowers, as the ally
of lhe .third world-, al)egedly in struggle
against US imperialism and Soviet
sociaL imperialism, the anti-revolutionary and pseudo-anti-imperialist character of the theory of the ..three
rvorlds- js quire obvious.
This is an anti-revolutionary otheor'-v- because it preaches social peace,

III
Revolutionary strategy is that which
puts the revolution in the centre. ..The

strategy anrl tactics of Leninism,>
wrote Stalin, <<constitute the science of
of the revolutionary strug-

leaclership

Sle of the proletariato (J. V. Stalin,
Works, vol. 6, p. 155, Alb. ed.),
The Leninist strategy considers the
world pi:oletarian revolution as a single process, maCe up of several great
revolutionary trends of our era, at
the centre of whicll stands the international proletariat.

This revolutionary process is going
on unceasingly in the countries wh,ch
are advancing on the road of true
socialism as a fierce and irreconcilable
struggle betrveen the two roads
- socialist and capitalist
to ensure the

and final triumph of the
former over the latter, to bar all the
paths to the danger of turning back
co,mplete

through counterrevolutionary violence
and imperialist aggression or through
peaceful bourgeois-revisionist degeneration. The revolutionaries and peoples of

the whole

letariat for the counLry where the socialist revolution has triumphed are
immortal. But this always implies that
we are speaking about a genuinely socialist counlry, which implements the
revolutionary teachingsof Marxism-Leninism with the utmost vigour and consistently adheres to proletarian internationalism. Otherwise, if it is transformed into a capitalist country, maintaining only a fraudulent ..socialist,' disguise, it must not be supported.
The revolutionaries and the peoples
know that the successes and the struggte of the socialist countries are blows
which r,l,eaken imperial.ism, the bourgeoisie and international reaction, that
they are a direct aid and support for
the revolutionary and liberation strugg1e of the workers and peoples.
Lenin and Stalin always considered
the revolutionary task of the proletariat of a socialist country not only
as making every effort to develop socialism in its own country, but also
as slrpporting the revolutionary and Iiberation movements in the other countries in an all-round way. <<Lenin, never regardeal the tsepublic of Soviets
as an aim in itself,', wrote J. V. Stalin.
.<EIe always regartlcd it as an indispensatrle link in strengthening the revolutionary movement in the western
antl eastern countries, as an indispensable link to facilitate the victory of
the workers of the whole world over
capital. Lenin knew that this is the
only correct concept, not only from
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the international point of view, but
also from the point of view of the preservation of the Republic of the Soviets
itselfo (J. V. Stalin, Works, vol. 6, p. 52,

Alb. ed.). Precisely for this

reason,

a truly socialist country cannot include

itself in such groupings as the

socaJ.led

.third world> or <<non-aligned countries", in which any kind of class
boundaries have been erased and
which serve only to divert the peoples
from the road of the struggle against
imperialism and for the revolution.
OnIy the revolutionary, freedom-lov-

ing and progressive forces, the revoIutionary movement of the working
class and the anti-imperialist movement of the oppressed peoples and
nations can be true and reliable allies
o[ the socialist countries. Therefore, to
preach the division into..three worlds",

to ignore - the fundamental contradictions of our times, to call on f or
alliance of the proletariat with the
monopoly bourgeoisie and of the oppresed pecples with the imperialist powers of the socalled ..second worldo is
not to the advantage of the interna-

tional proletariat, the peoples, or the
socialist countries. It is anti-Leninist.
J.V.Sta1in stressed: .<I cannot imagine

an occasion such that the interests of
our Soviet republic might require our
sister parties to make deviations to
the right,.. I cannot imagine how the
interests of our republic, which is the
basis of the revolutionary proletarian
movement in the entire world, could
want not the maximum of the revolutionary spirit and poiitical activi$y
of the workers of the West, but the
reduction of this activity, the clying
rlown of the revolutionary spirit>>
(J.V. Stalin, Works, vol. B, p. 111, Alb.
ed.).

In the metropolises of capitalism the
of rvorld proletarian revolution is embodled today in the growing
class struggles of the proletariat and
the otl-rer working and progressive

process

strata against the bourgeois exploitation
and oppression, against the atter-npts of
the bourgeoisie to load the burden of

the present crisis of the world

ca-

pitalist system on to the backs of the
working people, against the revival
of fascism in this or that f orm, etc.
Amongst the broad masses of the
working people, headed by the proletariat, the consciousness is developing
more and more each day, that the only
way out to escape from the crisis and
other evils cf capitalism, from the
bourgeois exploitation, the fascist
violence and imperialist wars. is the
socialist revolution and the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Llfe and the facts prove that
neither the bourgeoisie nor lts open
and disguised lackeys, from the social
democrats to the modern revisionists,
can stop the rising tide of the revolutionary struggle of the masses. ..The
present struggle of the world proletariat," said comrade Enver Hoxha at
the 7th Congress of the PLA, <.snce
again proves the funclamental thesis
of Marxism-Leninism that the working class and its revolutionary struggle
in the bourgeois and revisionisf world
cannot be suppressed either with violence or with clemagogy. (E. Hoxha,
Report at the 7th Congress of PLA.
p. 159).
The objective conditions are becoming ever more favourable for the revolution in the developed capitalist
countries. There the proletarian revolution is now a problem taken up for
solution. Q.uite correctly, the MarxistLeninist parties, which have taken up
the banner of the revolution betrayed
and discarded by the revisionists. have
undertaken the tasks and set to work
seriously to prepare the proletariat anC
its allies for the coming revolutionary
battles, for the overthrow of the bourgeois order. This revolutionary strugg1e, which is hitting the '"rzorld capitalist and imperialist system in its
main strongholds, enjoys and ought to
enjoy the ful1 support of the true socialist countries and of all the revoIutionary and freedom-Ioving peoples
throughout the worid. But today, the
modern revisionists, the suppo,rters of
the theory of the *three worlds" and
the theoreticians of ..non-alignement*,
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while saying nothing about the
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re-

volution and preparation for it, in fact
are trying to sabotage it and to keep
the status quo of the capitalist order

in existence.
In trying to di.zert

tl"re attentin,n of
the proletariat from the revolution, the

authors of the theory of the ..three
worlds> preach that at the present
time, the question of the preservation
of national independence from the
danger of aggression by the superpowers, especially by Soviet social imperial.ism, which they consider to be
the main enemy, is the primary issue.
Ti-re question of defining which is the
main enemy on an international scale
a1 a given time is of great importance
for the revolutionary movement. Bearing in mind the course of events, the
class analysis of the present situation,
our Party stresses that US imperialism
and Soviet social imperialism, these
t\ /o superpowers, are *the main ancl
greatest enemies of the peoples" today,
and as sucl-r .<they pose the s&me
clanger" (E. Hoxha, Report at the 7th
Congress of the PLA, p. 186.).
Soviet social imperialism is a savage, aggressive imperialism, thirsty for
expansion. .,vl-rich is pursuing a typically colonialist and neo-colonialist
policy, which is based on the power
of capital and arms.
In rivalry rvith US imperialism, this
new imperialism is struggling to seize
strategic positions and to get its grip
on a1l the regions and continents. It
stands out as a fire-extinguisher of the
revolution and suppressor of the Iiberation struggle of the peoples. But
this in no way means that the other
enemy of the peoples and of tl-re rvhole
world, US imperialism, is less dangerous, as the adrzocates of the ..three
worlds- theory claim Distorting the
truth and deceiving the peoples, they
claim that US imperialism is allegedly no Ionger rvormongering, that
allegedly it l-ias been weakened, is in
decline. that it has become a ..timid
mouse,>, in a r,vord, US imperialism is
turning peaceful. Matters have reached the point that even the US military
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in various countries, such
as Germany, BeJgium, Italy, irr,
Japan and other countries, is being
presence

justified and described as a factor for
defence. Such views ar e extremely

to the freedom of the peoples, and the fate of the revolution.
dangerous

Such theses foster illusions about the
aggressive. hegemonic and expansionist

nature of both US imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism.

The proletariat and the proletarian
revolution are faced with the task of
overthrowing every imperialism, and
especialiy the two imperialist superpowers. Any imperialism, from its very
nature, is always a savage enemy of
the proletarian revolution. Therefore,
to divide imperialisms into more or
less dangerous, from the strategic
viewpoint of the world revolution, is
wrong. Practice has proved that the
two superpowers, to the same degree
and to the same extent, represent the
main enemy f or socialism and the
freedom and independence of the nations, the greatest force defending ex-

ploiting systems, the direct danger
that mankind will be hurled into a
third world war. To ignore this great
truth, to underestimate the danger of
one or the other superpower, ore even

worse, to call for unity with one superpower against the other is fraught

with catastrophic

consequences and

great dangers to the future of the re-

volutlon and the freedom of

the

peoples.

Of course, it happens and may
happen that this or that country is
oppressed or directly threatened by
one of the superpowers, but this in
no way and in no case means that the

other superpower does not constitute a danger to that same country, and even less that the other
superpower has become a friend of
that country. The principle, ..the
enemy of my enemy is my friend.
cannot be applied when it is a matter
of the two imperialist superpo\rr'ers, the
Soviet Union and the United States of
America. These two superpowers are
fighting the revolution with every

means, are making every effort

to

sa-

the revolution and socialism
and drown them in blood. The two
superpowers are striving to extend
their domination and exploitation on
various peoples and countries. Exbotage

perience shows that they launch fierce
attacks sometimes on one region and
sometimes on another, to extend their
bloodthirsty grip on the peoples, that

each is striving furiously to replace
the other. As soon as the people of
some country manage to get rid of the
domination of one superpower, the
other steps in. The Midd1e East and
Africa provide ample proof of this.
The other major trend of the world

in our time is the national
liberation movement of the peoples,
which is spearheaded against imperialism, neo-colo,nialism and colonial
vestiges. The Marxist-Leninists, the
world proletariat are ih full solidarity
with and render their full support
to the national liberation movement of
the oppressed peoples, regarding it as
an extremel), important, irreplaceable
factor in the development of the world
revolutionary process. The Party of
Labour of Albania has ah,""'ays supported the peoples who are fighting for their
national freedom and independence.
<<We stand for the unity of the world
proletariat and all the true antiimperialist and progress-loving forces
which, with their struggle, will smash
the aggressive plans of the imperialist
and social imperialist warmongers.
Consistent in their Marxist-Leninist
line, the Party of Labour of Albania
and the Albanian people... in the future, too, will spare no effort antl will
fight, together with all the other antiimperialist and anti-social imperialist
peoples, with all the Marxist-Leninist
parties, all the revolutionaries and the
world proletariat, all progressive people, to foil the plans and manoeuvres
of the enemies and ensure the triumph
of the cause of the freedom and security of the peoples. At every moment our country will be found standing besitle all those peoples whose
free4om, independence are threatgnod
revolr-rtion

and whose rights are
(E.

Floxha Report at the ?th

violatedD
Congress

of the PLA, p. 193). Comrade
Enver Hoxha, on behalf of the A1banian Party and Government, proclaimed this firm stand also in the
speech he made in the People's Assembly in connectlon with the approval
of our new Constitution. <<Today,', he
said, <the overwhelming bulk of the
peoples of the world are making great
efforts and strongly opposing the colonial laws and neo-colonialist domination, those rules, practices, customs,
the unequal agr.eements, old and new,
established by the bourgeoisie to maintain the exploitation of the peoples,
the hateful distinctions and discrimination in international reIations,..
The progressive peoples and the de;
mocratic states that refuse to reconcile
themselves to this situation and are
fighting to establish their national sovereignty over their own assets and
striving to strengthen their political and
economic independence, anil for equality and justice in international relations, enjoy the full solidarity and
support of the Albanian people and
Stateo (Speech at the People's Assembly, December 27, lS76).

Ever since the time of Lenin, the
Marxist-Leninists have always regarded
the national liberation struggle of the

at the
of imperialism, as a powerful
ally and great reserve of the world

peoples and nations oppressed

hands

revolution, of the proletariat.

In the countries whlch have won
fulI or partial political indepenCence,
the revolution is at various stages of
development and is not faced with the
same tasks everywhere. Among them,
there are countries which are directly

faced with the proletarian revolution,
while in many other countries, the
tasks of the a.nti-imperialist national
democratic revolution are on the order
of the day. But in any case, since this
revolution is aimed also against the
international bourgeoisie
- imperialism, it is an aily and reserve of the
world proletarian revolution.

Buf does this mgan that such coutl-
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tries must remain at the national
democratic stage and the revolutionaries should not speak about and
prepare for the socialist revolution, for
fear that stages may be skipped or
cut out and someone may call them
Blanquists ? Lenin was talking about
the need of the transformation of the
bourgeois-dernocratic revotrution into
socialist revolution in the colonial
countries, from the tlme when the
bourgeois-democratic revolutions in
these countries were still only in the
embryo. In criticising Blanquism, Marx
and Engels did not describe either the
1848 Revolution or the Paris Commune
aspremature. Marxism-Leninism never
confu,ses petty-bourgeois impatience,

which leads to the cutting out of
stages, with the essential need for the
uninterrupted development of the revolution.

Lenin pointed out that the revolution

in the colonial and dependent countries must be pusl-red ahead. Since
Lenin's time, great changes have taken
place in those countries. In his genius
Lenin predicted these changes and his
response to them is found in the
Leninist theses on the world ievolu-

tionary process. The carrying out of
the proletarian revolution is a universal law and the main trend of our
epoch. A11 countries without exception,
even includlng Indonesia and Chile,
Brasil. and Zaire, and so on, must and
will go through it regardiess of what
stages will have to be traversed to get
there. Ifyou lose sightofthis objective,
if you preach the preservation of the
status quo and theorise aboUt ..avoiding missing out stages", if you forget
to fight against Suharto and Pinochet,
Geisel and Mobutu, this means that
you are for neither the national liberation struggle nor the national democratic revolution.

Europe, too, must and \Mill pass
through the proletarian revolutlon.
Whoever loses sight of this perspective,
whoever fails to make preparations
towards this end, but advocates that
the revolution has moved to Asia and
Africa and that the European pro-

.
letariat must join its own ..wise and
good bourgeoisie', on the pretext of
defending national independence, he is
in an anti-Leninist position and is for
neither the defence of the Homeland
nor the freedom of the nation. Whoever
<.forgets,' that both the Warsaw Trea-

ty and NATO must be combatted, that
both the COMECON and the Coimmon
Market must be rejected, takes their
side and becomes their slave.
In the Manifesto of the Communist
Party, Marx and Engels wrote: ..A
spectre is haunting Europe, the spectre
of communism... All the forces of old
Europe.., have united to wage a holy
war on this spectre". This observation
of Marx and Engels' is valid for our
days, too. The temporary setback suffered by the revolution because of the
revlsionist betrayal as well as the
economic potential and oppressive miJ.itary strength which imperialism and
social lmperialism oppose to the revolutionary movement and ideas of
communism have not been able and
wil.l never be able to change the course
of history, or overcome the great
strength of Marxism-Leninism.
Marxism-Leninism is the revolutionary ideology that has entered deep

into the

consciousness

of the
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Leninist parties which stand loyal to
Marxism-Leninism, the revolution.
The attempts to analyse situations
aIleged1y i.n a new way, differently
from Lenin and Stalin, to change
the revolutionarJ/ strategy which the
Marxist-Leninist communist movement
has always upheld, Iead, in devious
anti-Marxist ways, to a;bandoning the
fight against imperialism and revisionism. Loyalty to Marxism-Leninism, to
the revolutionary strategy of the
Marxist-Leninist movement, struggle
against all opportunist deviations
which the modern revisionists of all
hues are spreading, the revolutionary
rnobilisation of the working class and
the peoples against the bourgeoisie and
imperialism, serious preparation for the

revolution, ar.e the only correct road,
the only leading to victory.

pro-

letariat and is exerting an ever greater
inlluence on the broad masses of the
peoples who are seeking emancipation.
The impact of this theory is so strong

that the bourgeois ideologists have
always been obliged to reckon with
it and have never ceased their efforts
to find ways and means to distort
Marxism-Leninism and undermine the
revolution.

The present-day anti-Leninist theo-

ries of the ..three

WorldS,,, <<non_
alignment", and so on, are also aimed

at undermining the revolution, extinguishig the struggle against imperialism, especially against US imperialism, splitting the Marxist-Leninist
movement, the unity of the proletariat
advocated by Marx and Lenin, creating
all kinds of groupings of anti-Marxist
elements

to fight the true

Marxist-

I

WE MUST TIGHT,
TO THE IAST BEAT OF OUR
HEARTS, FOR THE TRIUMPH
OF }IARXISM.IENI}IFM
Recently, the 24th oolwyne of the worles
of Comrade Enoer Hoxha ruas put on sale in Albania. This oolurne
inclwdes speeches, articles and contributions to discussion, of the period
froru ll/ooernber 1962 to Maq 1963. The relentless struggle
of the Party of Labour of Albania against irnperialisrn"ind ruodern reoisionism,
headed by the Khrwshcheo, clique occupies an iruportant place in these materials.
In regard to the publication of this oolwrne the newspaper <ZAri i Popullitt
pwblishes an article by Piro Bita with the title: <We Mwst Fight,
To The Last Beat Of Our Hearts, For The Triurnph Of Marxism-Leninism>

THE SPEECHES, ARTICLES, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO DISCUSSION
WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN THE 24Th VOLUME OF THE WORKS OF
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA (NOVEMBER, 1962 TO MAY 1963), ARE ANOTHER,
CONCENTRATED EXPRESSION OF THE POLITICAL LINE OF OUR PARTY
AND THE R,ELENTLESS STRUGGLE IT HAS WAGED AGAINST IMPERIALISM, HEADED BY U.S. IMPERIALISM, AND AGAINST MODEEN REVISIONISM, HEADED BY SOVIET REVISIONISM. AT THE SAME TIME, THEY
CONSTITUTE A FURTHER CLARIFICATION AND DEEPENING OF THEORETICAL THINKING ON SUCH IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AS THAT OF THE
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION, THE QUESTION OF THE PEOPLES'LIBERATION
STRUGGLE, THE QUESTION OF WAR AND FEACE, THAT OF THE NE.
CESSITY TO STRUGGLE SIMULTANEOUSLY AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND
REVISTONISM, AND THE PRINCIPLES OF PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM.

Because of this, although 14 years levance today, and read as though
have elapsed, the materials included they had been writen in response
in this volume retain their fu1l re- to current problems and tasks. They

are relevant, today, also, because,
the blows which modern rerisionism hss received, it is sti11 the
main danger for the communist and
revolutionary movement, a great and
permanent danger for the cause of
despite

sociaiism. They constitute another proof
of the correctness of the general line

of our Party, which is in complete
conformity with the interests of the
revolution and socialism in Albania and

throughout the world.
From the moment the Khrushchevite
group unilaterally proclaimed to the
world the differences which were boil-

ing up in the

communist movement

at that time, it became clear to every
Marxist-Leninist that this open struggle, which was imPosed on the Marxist-Leninist parties, had to be carried
through to the end, and that any

deviation or retreat from it would only
be to the benefit of the Khrushchevite

modern revisionists.
Not just now, during the Past three
years, says Comrade Enver Hoxha, but

since N.

Khrushchev came

to

the
and

of the Soviet PartY
Party
saw that he had set
state, our
and antian
anti-Marxist
out on
Leninist road. Our Party did not hide
its viervs and criticism on this question
from the Soviet leadership, but told
it of them according to the Leninist
rules and norms. The principled stand
of the leadership of our Party annoyed
and infuriated the Soviet revisionist
leadership. Jointly with the revisionists
of other countries they hatched uP
Iies, plans and plots to get rid of
our Party, this bone which stuck in
their throats. To this end they did everything they could: economic sabotage,
political pressure, military threats.
They spoke and wrote about the socalled *Albanian problem", which as
Comrade Enver Hoxha says, does not
exist as such but .<... is an aspect of
the struggle between Marxlsm-Leninism and revisionism. , ., it has to do
with the general line of the international communist movement...., with
the question of on what road should
this movement develop - on the road
of Marxism-Leninism or that of re-

leadership

v1s10n1sm>,

In the articles and speeches included
in this volume Comrade Enver Hoxha
re-emphasises the need for the fight to
the finish against modern revisionism.
He says, *If the genuine communists
and real revolutionaries everywhere in
the world do not unmask the modern
revisionists, they wiII gain ground. . .
without fail, we must resolutely combat
the reviaionistso. He issues the caill, -we
must fight for the triumph of Marxism-

Leninism as long as our hearts con-

tinue to beato.
In order to justify their collaboratlon
with and submission to imperialism
and the bourgeoisie, the modern re-

visionists and all opportunists said,
and are still saying, that times have
changed, that the chiefs of imperialism
have become ..reasonabls-, fhat U.S.
imperialism has .l.ost i1t 1's1h-, that
the triumphs of socialism and the peoples' liberation struggles are so overwhelming that they compel imperialism to adhere to the course of Peace,
etc., etc. Comrade Enver Hoxha refutes
and rejects such deceptive illusions of

the opportunists. He says that while
it is true that imperialism is not in
a position to make everything in the
world go the way it would like, this
in no way means that it has changed
its nature, that it is no longer aggressive, that it can be tamed and will
accept advice. Comrade Enver Hoxha
makes it clear that it is the peoples,
with their revolutionary struggles for
freedom, independence, and socialism,

which make things difficult f or the
imperialists and sociaL-imperialists, and
not the various bourgeois an revision-

ist

bosses, although they have som'e
contradictions amongst themselves.
..The peoples must not only be vigilant and prepare themselves to cope
\^.ith any aggression or interference by
imperialism in general and by U.S. imperialism in particular, but they must

for the revolution, for
the seizure of por,ver," says Comrade
Enver Hoxha. ..To accept the Khrushchevite views about imperialism,o
he continue,s, <<means to lower the
peoples' vigiJance, to queIl the revoIutionary drive and struggtre of the
working class for the overthrow of capitalism and the seizure of power, to
reject the socialist revolution-. Resclutely defending Marxism-Leninism,
he emphasises that the genuine Marxist-Leninists and revolutionaries
everywhere in the world must prepare to take power by means of force,
that the road of revolutionary violence
... . . not only ensures the triumph of
the revolution but also has great
advantages in the struggle of the peoples to stop imperialism from launching a rvar-.
Our Party does not consider world
war to be absolutely iuevitabJe; the
struggle against imperialism has not
also be ready

been separated from the

struggle

against revisionism, and vice versa.
Vo1ume 24 of the Works of Comrade
Enver Hoxha once again shows very
clearly that our Party has regarded the
peoples' national liberation movement

.as one of the
major movements of our time, which
undermines the positions of imperialism, weakens it, and narrows the
sphere of its domination. . . as a major
ally and a powerful support for the
revolutionary struggle of the international working class and for all the
against imperialism

socialist countries".
Our Party has supported the people's
revotrutionary anti-imperialist struggle

for national liberation, for

freedom,

independence and social progress, and
moreover, has always considered that

internationalist aid for this struggle is
an internationalist duty for the genuine
socialist countries and the world proletariat. This ald can be real, effective,

and consistent only when imperialisn

and social-imperialism are combatted
unc on di t i onally.

White consistently defending

the
our
pecple's anti-imperialist struggle,
Party has unmasked the theories of

the Yugoslav and other revisionists
about ..non-alignmento, the policy of
..equilibrium-, about the struggle for
peace as *the most important condition of the struggle for socialism the
aim of which is to cast the peop,Ies
into passivity, and, finally, into the
lap of imperialist powers. N. Khrushchev made the accusation that our
Party and all those who were fighiing

U.S. imper:ialism in this way, were
allegedly only issulng .bombastic statements- and ..useless insults" that do
imperialism no harm at all. But time
has proved conclusively that it is not
the all-round exposure of rmperialism
and its plans for the enslavement of
peoples and stern struggle against i,t,
but illuslons about it, collaboration
with and adaptation to it, that lead to
betrayal of the struggle of the revolutionary peoples of the world and
all those who are being threatened by
imperialism and social-imperialism.
In this period, too, the struggle which
the Party qnd Qqmrade Enver Hoxha
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waged was concentrated on the al1round, open exposure of Khrushchevite
Soviet revisionism. This was because
Soviet revisionism, as revisionism in
power, was not only rapidly liquidating
the victories of socialism and the dictatorship of the proletariat in the
Soviet Union and leading it to social
imperialism, but was committing the
gravest crime against the international
proletariat, against the revolutionary
struggle and socialism in all countries.
The concentration of its main blow
against Soviet revisionism, at no time
hindered the Party from carrying on

a

resolute, principled struggle against

revisionisrn in
against

general, especially

its most widespread and

dan-

gerous trends.

At that time, the struggle

against

Yugoslev revisionism marked the dividing line between genuine and false
Marxisrt-f,eninists, just as it does today.
The post-war decisions which had been
adopted collectively by the internatio-

time, the counter-revolutionary views
of the Italian revisionist leader, p. Togliatti, had begun to gain ground even
outside Italy. The bourgeois press .was
the greatest propagator of them. But
the revisionists, who called themselves
communists and Marxist-Leninists and

who were the leaders of parties in
the Soviet Union and many other countries, pretended not to notice this. On
the contrary, through their silence, and
through their contacts and embraces

with the Italian revisionists, they
srnoothed the way for them and all
the others in the capitalist countries.
Making an analysis of the revisionist
course of the Italian revisionist leaders,

which was clearly expressed in the
theses which ,they had prepared for
their congress at that time, Comrade
Enver Hoxha wrote: ..... how much
are the polemics of the leaders of the
C.P. of Italy with the Italian bour_
geoisie rvortl-r, ',vhen they are in agree_
ment on the most fundamental ques_

nal communist movement, as wel1 as
N. Khrushchev and his
group were obliged to sign at the
meeting of 81 parties in Moscow in
1960, and which clearly end explicitly

will be even more in agree! They will reduce
themselves to servants of American

denounced Yugoslav revisionism, had
been violated in the most brutal way,
contrary to every Leninist principle
and norm. The rapprochement, colIaboration, and finally, amalgamation,
of modern revislonists with the yugoslav revisionists had been carefully
and persistently prepared over a period of years, because a revisionist
united front had to be created. This
occurred, Comrade Enver Hoxha points
out, not because the Yugoslav revisionist had changed, ..but because the stand
of Khrushchev and his group has chan-

Time has provided complete proof of
the aocuracy of this analysis. Today,
in Europe and America, the bourgeois
press itself is putting more and more
stress on the fact that the coming to
power of ..Euro-Communist partiss,,

those which

ged, and they themselves, have

gone

over to the positions of revijsionism,,,
T,o

N. Khrushchev and his group, the

words about modern revisionism, as
the main danger for the international
communist and workers' rnovement
were only an empty phrase. In reality,
they had ceased any struggle, not only
against Yugoslav revisionism, but
against revisionism as a whole. By that

tions and

ment

tomorror,v

imperialism, just as the leaders of the

Italian big bourgeoisie

are,,.

(they have in mlnd the revisionist
clique of Berlinguer, Marchais, and
Carrillo in the first place) is ..no tra_
Bedy" 1o. the USA but, on the con_
trary, would be in its favour. This is
because the <.Euro-comlmunist>> partie,s
have now <<passed the test of de_
mocracy>, their leaders ..are serious
and worthy of trust-, when they speak
about the preservation of NATO and
for ..political pIuraIism,,. And every
day they are providing proofs of their

banner of Spanish fascism. Every
day is confirming what Comrade
En,rer Hoxha said at the Zth Congress
of the PLA: that from demands for
collaboration with the bourgeoisie, the
modern revisionists have beco,me bourgeois themselves; now they are champironrs of the bourgeois order, soldiers
of the counterrevolution.

The open emergence of modern
revisionism, stresses Comrade Enver
Hoxha, showed that many of the
o1d cornmunist parties had decayed

from within. But the genuine revolutionaries arose courageously in
struggle. faced up to countJess difficulties and obstacles, and in many
countries were obliged to shed their
blood to open the way for the formation and consolidation of new
Marxist-Leninist parties, which are the
genuine parties of the revolution and
socialism in the world today.
In the articles and contrlbutions to
discussion of Comrade Enver Hoxha of
those months, we see once again his
tremendous confidence in these new,

truly revolutionary forces, and the
high estimation he makes of their
activity. ..There are millions of communists and workers in the world,,,
says Comrade Enver Hoxha, ..who are
in defence of Marxism-Lenin-

fighting

ism and opposing mcdern revision_
ism..." Likewise, in the Works of
Comrade Enver Hoxha we see how our

Party has carried out its international-

ist

duties.

Volume 24 of the Works of Comrade
Enver Hoxha is another weapon placed

in the hands of the Albanian communists and workers in their self sacrificing struggle for the construction
of socialism, for the delence of Marxism-Leninism and its triumph over
modern revisionism and opportunism
in general. Study of this volume arouses
in every conscious person a justified

loyalty to-capita,l. Carrirll1o, the Spanish
revisionist chief, has stated publicly
that the monarchy which Franco creat_
ed is democratic and useful to Spain.
He has decided to drop the flag of the

prlde in the consistent, proioundly
Marxist-Leninist lineiof our Party of
Labour of Albania, which finds its
loftiest expression in the Works
of our beloved leader, Comrade

Spanish Republic and has taken up the

Enver Hoxha.
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1. TIIE ECONOMY OF TIIE PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF
ALBANIA HAS A.I-WAYS BEEN CIIARACTEEIZED BY HIGH AND STABLE
EATES OF DEYELOPMENT, BY ITS VIGOUE AND WIDE-RANGING ACTIVITY IN THE DISCOVETTY AND EATION.AL USE OF THE ECONOMIC
RESOURCES OF THE COUNTRY. DUBING TIIE WHOLE PERIOD OF
SOCIALIST CONSTEUCTION (TAKING i95O AS TI{E BASIC YEAR) THE
SOCIAL PRODUCT AND TIIE NATIONAL INCOME HAYE INCREASED AT
AN AVEEAGE ANNUAI, R,AT'E OF 8-10 PER CENT. D{IIBING THIS PEBIOD,
INDUSTBIAL PRODUCT]ION IIAS INCREASED AT AN AVERAGE RATE
OF 15 PER CENT AND ,AGETCUT,TUBAL PRGDUCTXON AT A BATE OF
5.9 PER CENT. EVEN AFTER 1960, WHEN THE KHRUSHCIIEVITE EEVI.
SIONISTS ORGANT,ZED THE SAVAGE BI,OCKADE AGAINST SOCIALIST
ALBANIA, TTIE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAT, I}EVELOPMENT OF THE COUNTRY ON THE EOAD OF SOCIAT,ISM CONTINUED TO ADVANCE AT RAPID RATES. IN 19?5 AS AGATNST 1960, TTIE NATIONAL INCOME INCREASED AI,MOST TTIREE F'OLD, INDUSTRIAL PIiODUCTION INCREASED
3.9 TIMES, AGRIC{JI,TI]RAL PRODd]CTION 2"3 TIMES, TIIE VOLUME OF
FUNDAMENTAL INVESTMENTS 2.9 TEMES, RETAIL GOODS TURN.OYER
2,3 TiMEs, THE NUMBER OF HIGEIER CADEES 6.4 TIMES, ETC.
On the basis of the directives of production. In this way, it will be posthe ?th Congress of the PLA, in the sible to achieve hlgher rates of
6th five-year plan (1976-1980) further increase of social production and navigorous development of the productive tional income during the 6th five-year
forces will be achieved and all bran- plan than those of the fifth five-year
ches and sectors of the people's eco- plan (1971-1975).
The fact that the rate of increase
nomy will continue to develop at high
rates, basing themselves more firmly of material production has been and
on the internal factors of the develop- is about 3 times higher than the rate
ment of production, on the material of increase of the population, even
and financial resources of the country, at a time when the average rate of
as well as by achieving a better har- increase of the population in Albamonization of the various aspects of nia is among the highest in Europe
the process of extended socialist re- and the world, is a great success for
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the line of the PLA and a result of
the selfless work of the broad masses
of working people for the implementation of this line. A testimony to this
success is the fact that the volume of
production and accumulation achieved
in each five-year plan has been much
greater than that of the previous fiveyear plan. Thus, in the 6th five-year
plan, the total value of industrial production will be greater than the value
produced during the first four five-year
plans taken together (from 1951 to
1970), agricultural production wiil be
almost equal to the production achieved in the first, second and third
five-year plans taken together, while
the volume of fundamental investments
is expected to be almost equal to the
total volume of investments during the
20 year period from 1951 to 19?0. From
this it is clear that not o,nly has the
rate of development been maintained
at a high percentage, but that every
one percent of increase corresponds to
a very great and ever increasing voIume of production, and this has constituted the sound material-technical
basis for setting out to achieve higher

rates in each successive five-year
pIan.

It is clear that this high rate of
is founded, first of all,
on the superiority and vitality of the
development

socialist economic-social order, which

are determined by the existence

and

constant strengthening of the dictatorship of the proletariat, by the existence and strengthening of the so-

cialist social property, by

the

continuous perfection of the entire
system of relations set up on the foundations of this property in a revolutio-

nary way. These are ob jective factors, which, in their entirety, have
created the objective conditions for
the whole people's economy to function as a single organism on the basis
of the unified state plan. But the historical experience of the socialist construction, the socialist mode of production in general, cannot display their

superiority and vitality on their own,

without the great, active role of the
subjective factor.
. The achievement and maintenance of
high and stable rates of development
of the economy have not been easy
and peaceful, without difficulties and
obstacles, without toil and sacrifice,
because, as comrade Enver Hoxha has
stressed, the path followed by our peo-

ple and the Party in building socialism
has been no smooth, rose-strewn boulevard. It has been an arduous but glorious road which has demanded all the
talents, all the courage and heroism,
aII the strength and determination of
the people and the Party of Labour.
The entire process of the great and
rapid development of production on

the road of socialism, and together with
this, the revolutionary education of
the working people, has always taken
place through the recognition and solution of numerous contradictions of the
most varied character. We have had and

still have to face up to and overcome
many difficulties in connection with
the development of the productive forces, the fulfilment of the growing
needs of the people and the economy,
the level of ability and experience in
the organization and management of
the economy, the intensity of the
class struggle for the revolutionary
education of the working people in
struggle against the *blemishes,' from
the oId society, and especially the severity of the bitter fight against the
hostile activity of sabotage and plots
of internal and external enemies, and
the savage imperialist-revisionist blockade organized against the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania.
But it is precisely against this background, that the grandeur of the ceaseless economic and social progress of
our country, the power of the correct
line of the Party and the r.evolutionary
activity of the working class and the
other working masses for the construction of socialist society and the defence of the victories achieved, stands
out more boldly, and this becomes even
clearer if we bear in mind what is

in the capitalist-revisionist
world today. While the economy of
Albania is continuing its dynamic
development at high and stable rates,
happening

the economy of the capitalist and revisionist countries is characterized by a
deep-going crisis, lack of stability, further reduction of the already low rates

of development, the mass phenomenon
of the reduction of the volume of production in the main branches of the
economy and the economy as a whole,
which worsens the living conditions
of the working class and the other
working masses in those countries.

,
The policy

of the PLA for the de-

velopment of the economy at high and

stable rates has always had the aim
of fulfilling a number of main objec-

tive

to ensure what is
for extended sociaList reproduction, to strengthen the independence
of the country in aII directions, to
ceaselessly strengthen the dictatorship
of the proletariat and the defence capacity of the Homeland, to fulfil the
needs of the people ever better and
raise their wellbeing, relying firmly on
the forces and resources of the country. A11 these objectives constitute a
single entity and are inseparable from
requirements:

needed

cne another.

On this Marxist-Leninist course, in

the interests of the broad working
masses and the construction of socialism, step by step, a powerfuL base
for production of the means of production has been created, especially in

the branches of energy, mineral raw
materials, building materials, means of
production for agriculture, the engineering industry, etc. It is an extraordinarily great success for Albania that
today the home economy produces all
the bread grain required, and over 4/5
of the mass consumption goods the
people need. But the ?th Congress of

the PLA set new tasks in order

to

strengthen the independence of the
country even more. Thus the acceleration of the rates of development of
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production of means of production, en-

between mental and physical work and

suring our bread grain requirements
from home production every year,
meeting 95 per cent of the needs of
the country for spare parts from the
IocaI industry, inct'easing exports at

between

higher rates than imports, covering the

fund of accumulation to a greater
extent than up till now from the nationa1 income produced

within the

coun-

try, the fulfilment of more than 90
per cent of the requiremets of the
population for mass consumption goods,
etc., are very im,portant tasks which
rvi11 further increase the seLf-suffici-

sncy of the economy.
The aim of all the political, economic
and social development of the PSRA

on the road of socialism h,as always
been to serve the interests of the
people, to make the Iives of the people
richer in content, more prosperous and
happier. ..Concern for the constant im-

provement of the living conditions
and cultural level of the whole people
has been and remains at the centre of

attention of a1I the activity of the
Party*, said comrade Enver Hoxha at
the 7th Congress of the PLA. Material production, and every other social activity in Albania, are completely
subordinate to this aim, which stems
from the fundamental economic law
of socialism.
On the basis of the continuous
increase in social production, consutnption by the people has been steadily
increased and its structure improved. In
our country the average rate of increase of the fund of consum,ption has
been double that of the natural growth
of the population. The resources of
labour are being activated better and
better, so that the average family now
has 2-3 members at work. The Party
has alrn'ays worked for the best possible harmonization of the ways to
increase the wellbeing, on the basis
of maintaining correct proportions between the increase of production and
the productivity of the social labour
and the real incomes of the working
people, the narrowing of differences

town and

high rates of development cannot

35

be

countryside, and

secured and maintained. There, defor-

within them.
The 7th Congress of the PLA defined new tasks for the further improvement and raising of the wellbeing of
the people. The 6th five-year plan

mation of and disproportion in the
stlucture of the economy are inevitable

that the real inco,me per
of the population will increase

the surplus product, the extraction
of maximum profits. There, production is not directly in the service of
the whole of society, nor even of the
majority of the people, but only of
a very sma1l proportion of them. Pro-

envisages

head

11-14 per cent, giving greater priority
to its increase in the countryside. Retail goods turn-over will increase by
22-25 per cent, the number of people
employed by the state and in the cooperatives will increase by 225 thousand
people, 65 thousand new houses and
flats wiII be built in town and countryside, 18 thousand students will graduate from the higher schools and 91
ihousand others from the secondary
schools, etc. Important measures are
envisaged in improving the services for
the people, aiming at a qualltative
improvement of the work of all the
working peopld of service sectors.
These things clearly show the fal-

sity of the claims of bourgois and revisionist theoreticians, who are striving

in a

thousand ways

f9 .pp6ve* that

the *idea of high rates* alone,
dominates the planned socialist ecoal1eged1y

nomy, that allegedly, the *criterion of
growbh,' is opposed to the .criterion
of wellbelng", etc. Our living reality
demonstrates the complete opposite of
these claims, through which they try,
on the one hand, to depreciate the
advantages and possibilities which the
socialist order creates Ior development
at high rates, and on the other hand,
to justify that catastrophic situation in
the field of rates of development which
exists in the capitalist and revisionist
countries.

In fact, in the capitalist and revisionist countries, where the law of
maximum profit through the savage
exploitation of the working class and
the other working masses by the capital operates with its full force, where
ruthless competition prevails, where
the only law is the law of the value
and the spontaneity of the market,

characteristic phenomena. The aim of
production in capitalism is nothig but
the appropriation by the captialist of

duct,on serves the working masses only

indirectly, and only to that extent
and in those ways which permit the
increase of the exploitation of them by
capital. Therefore, in ths capitalist and

is divorced from the interests of the people, the working class and the other
revisionist countries production

worklng masses, and in contradiction
to the needs of their consumption.
Countless facts, show that the socalled consumer society, Iauded to
the skies by the servants of the bourgeoisie, is nothing but a society in
decadence and decay, which is being
ceaselessly eroded by many irreconciliable contradictions, and in which
all the chronic iIIs of capitalist society
are showing up more and more clearly. Day by day, life is proving with
new facts that capitaLism, as a social
system which is being eroded by profound contradictions, is incapable of
ensuring the maximum profits of the
bourgeoisie and, at the same time, of
preserving an internal social equilibrium and some sort of stability in
the livelihood of the masses.
In the conditions of the rivalry of the
two superpowers, the US imperialists
and the Soviet social-imperialists, the
militarization of the economy and the
frantlc increases in military spending
the increasing parasitism of the society
and, in general, of the spending of
a very large' part of the national
income tor non-productive purposes,
the fierce competition among the
bourgeois and revisionist industrialized countries, the upheavals in the
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economy of the capitalist revisionist
world are becoming deeper. To keep
their profits intact, the bourgeoisie
and the revisionists are striving in
every way to find a way out through
stepping up the exploitation of the
broad working masses, stepping ujl
the exploitation of the ..alliedo, *fraternal- countries anC the developing
countries, throuqh neo-colonialist methods, and trying to justify this with

all kinds of do:trines.
The galloping inflation and the
frenzied increase of prices, the increases in taxes, service charges and
house rents, the flourishing of the
black market, the unemployment in
unprecedented pr"opo;:tions, the establishment of strict control ovel and
freezing of the wages of the rvorking people, the seel<ing of capitalist
credits and putting the national assets up for auction, the unequal trade
exchanges, the pressure through the
monopoly of technology and political
and economic expansion are some of
the ways and means which the monopoly bourgeoisie, the r.evisionists,
and all the exploiters are employing
to saddle the working masses and the
peoples with the burden of the crisis.
In these conditions, the phenomenon
of the polarization of bourgeois and
r'-evisionist society into rich and pooi:
is deepening, the means of livelihood
and consumption of the working class
and the other working masses are
being reduced, the contradiction between production and consumption in
the capitalist and revisionist countries is becoming even more profound.
?

The extenCed reproduction of the
social product in socialism, too, takes
place on the basis of the economic
doctrine of Marx, and especially of
his well-known schemes for the rea-,
lization of the process of reproduction.
This is why the PLA is constantly
concerned, and applies a correct policy
to establish, harmonize, and maintain
correct proportions and connections

among the various aspects

of

extended

socialist reproduction, among the fac-

tors for the development of material
and among the branches
and sub-branches of the people's eco1-loirl):. In the final analysis, this is the
decisive field in rvhich, the leading
role of the Party in the economy, the
scientific Marxist-Leninist cl-raracter
of the plannei state management of
the economy, and the class content of
the process of the reproduction of social production itself, are expressed
and concretized.
First, the aim of the econoinic policy
of the PLA has always been to estabiich correct proportions in the divisicn of the social product, and it
has been ;rble to achieve this. It has
al',vays maintained an organic and
harmonious uniiy between the product for society and, the product for
the individual, the fu.nd of accumulation u,,ith the fund of consumption,
the production of means of production
with the proC.uction of consumer commodities, while giving priority to
f ulfilling social interests and implementing the revoluticnary principle
prodr-rction

of self-reliance.
In 1975 as against 1965, the product
for society increased about 1.7 times
faster than the product for the individual, at a time u.hen the number
ol working people and their real income have been continuously increas-

ing. The norm of accumulation has
been increased gradually, from about
26-27 per cent in the period from
1951 to 1960, to 36 per cent in the fifth
five-year plan (1971-1975).
In this process, the roie and weight
of the national income proCuced in
the country in the entirety of the resources for development has increased. The experience of Albania shows
that, it is entirely possible, on the basis of the rapid increase of the national income, as weil as by implementing a correct policy in their use, to
achieve simultaneously a continuous
rise in the real income and the fund
of consumption per head of the po-

pulation, along with giving priority
to increasing the fund of accumulation and maintaining a relatively
high norm of this increase.
The PLA has devoted speciat attention to the use of the socialist accumulation with high economic-social
effectiveness. Upholding the MarxistLeninist theory of reproduction in genera1, and especially the law of extended reproCuction on the priority

of the means of production
as compared with the increase of
production of consumer commodities,
it has given precedence to the productive use of accumulation, for the
development anC strengthening of
increase

the material technical base of production. Thus, in 1975 as against 1960,
in the industrial production, the
means of production (group A) increased 4.6 fold and consumer goods
(group B) 3.1 fold. The implementation, in their complexity, of the proportions set by the 6th five-year
plan between the sub-divisions of social production, constitutes the essen-

tial first

requirement

for

maintainir-rg

high rates in the reproduction of the
social product now and in the future,
to meet the growing purchasing power
of the people and to activate the economic resources of the country on a
broader scale.

the high rates of economic
their basis in the
policy of the Party to always mainSecond,

development have

tain correct proportions between the
branches of our people's economy,
having industry, which is the pivot
of this policy, as the leading branch,
and agriculture as the basic branch
of the development of the economy!
on the road of the gradual transformation oI the country into an industrial-agricultural one, with advanced
industry and agriculture. The consistent application of this line has increased the level of the utilization
and appreciation of the value of the
resources and riches of the country,

has ensured the fulfilment of the
growing needs of the economy and
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the people's, has strengthened the economic independence and the defence
capacity of the country, has greatly
invigorated all economic and social
Iife and opened reliable prospects for
continuous progress, by relying even
more heavily on our orvn forces.
The 7th Congress of the PLA further deepened and enriched the economic policy of the party for the
harmonious and rapid development of

of Marxlsm-Leninism and applying
them in the concrete conditions of
our country, the PLA has based the
high rate of development on the in-

all branches of the economy. It set
very important targets for the further development of industry, based,
first and foremost, on the local mi-

tional income.
The most important element in the
process of reproCuction is man. Therefore the outcome of the reproduction
of the social product is greatly dependent on the degree of activation
of the able-bodied population in social labour in the sphere of material
production, and within it, in most
important branches and sectors. A
distinguishing feature of the process
of reproduction in Albania has been
and is the full participation of the
Iabour resources irt rvork and the high
rate of increase of workers engaged
in the sphere of material production.
In 1975 as against 1965 the number
of workers in industry, agriculture,
and the other branches of material
production, had increased about 48 per
cent. This factor urill be at a high
level in the 6th five-year pIan, also,
ensuring an important part of the
increase of the social product.
Fourth, the rate of economic development depends to a large degree,
also, on the connections and proportions between the sphere of material production and the non-productive sphere. This is one of the problems of principle and practice, not
only for the extended socialist reproduction, but also for the fate of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. The
proportional or non-proportional development of the branches of the economy, the rational use of the resources of labour and the material-technical base, in the most advantageous
way, the level of the rates of development, as well as a series of questions of an ideological and social

neral resources and fuels and taking
measures for their utilization, on increasing the electric power industry
at higher rates as against the oilrer.
branches of heavy processing industry, on vigorous development of the
chemical anC engineering industries
and, further increases in the production of mass consumer goods. In this
way, during the 6th five-year plan,
industry will be able to provide new,
greater possibilities for the rapid development of the other branches, especially for the development of agriculture, a-nC rvill create new material
and financial resources.
In the field of agriculture, the Ttl.r
Congress of the Party put forward the
task that this branch of vital importance must be raised to a higher level
in order to guarantee our bread and
the necessary reserves rvith locally
produced grain, to fulfil the needs
of the people for foodstuffs, to supply
industr;, r.vith raw materials, and increase exports of agricultural products.
On the basis of these targets and
the connections between the two
main branches of the economy, as
well as the targets for the development of other branches of material
production, during the 6th five-year
plan, the national income will increase
at an average annual rate of 7 per
cent, which represents a rate 3.2 times higher than the rate of the increase of the population.
Third, enlightengd by the teachings

of the number of working people in the sphere of material produccrease

tion, as well as on the increase of
the productivity of social labour, on
the most correct harmonization ot
them as two main factors for increasing social production and the na-
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to a large degree
on what part of resources of labour
and materials are directed by society
into the development of the two spheres of social activity.
The historical experience of Albania has proved that in the development of various productive and non-

character, depend

productive activities it is essential to
be guided by the criterion that the
number of working people engaged in
material production must always comprise the biggest and main part of
the total number of the working people, that the productive sphere must

be given precedence in development
over the non-productive sphere, that
every step taken in the development
of the non-productive sphere must be
closely linked with the development
of the productive sphere,' supported
by the appropriate material basis and
covered by the increase of production and the productivity of labour.
Implementlng this line, in Albania
more than 4/5 of the total number
of working people are engaged in
the productive sphere, and this constitutes one of the highest levels in
the u,,orld. Another important fact is
that from one flve-year plan to another, the specific weight of the number of workers engaged in the branches of material production in relation to the population as a whole has
kept increasing. In the structure of
the use of the fund of accumulation,
too, accumulation used for productive
purposes takes the overwhelming bulk

of it and its weight has steadily increased. The 6th five-year plan envisages such proportions in the distribution of the resources of labour
and materials between the spheres
of the social activity as to improve
these proportions in favour of prcrductive activity. The struggle to apply
these proportions with determination

and rvithout concessions, just as the
Party has stressed, is another guarantee to ensure the development of
the extended socialist reproduction,
on the correct course.

fhe

Book

ENYEffi. HOXHA
((Speeches exld Anticles 1953-1964>>
hos been pubffshed in seyersl f oreign longuoges

The book nSpeeches ond Articles, 1963-1964,,, \uith selected ntaterials Jrom the Works oJ Con,rarle Enyer Hoxha, has come out in
French, Engl,ish and Spanish.
Another two suclx books with selecte(l nxateriols by Comrade Enyer Ho:<ha, ofie ol the 1961-1962 period and the other of the
1965-1966 period, are being printed, and. wiLl soon be at,aitabLe.
With these three books the readey witt h,aye to hand selected materiols trom t'he period 1961-1966, os a continuotion oj the book
with materio.ls Jrorn the Albanian edition ol lhe 19th r"/o1ume of the Works ol Comrade Enyer lloxha (lune-December 1960) as well as
ol the series, ,,Speeches 1967-1968., ospeeches 1959-1970- and .Speeches 1971-1973., ,,n;hlch hqye been publish,ed in the same languages

in recent years.

The main theme ol tlte yol,ume oSpeeches and Articles, 1963-1964.is the struBgle Jor th.e pol,itlcal and ideological exposure and deJeat
oJ modern revisionism as well as tlxe strugg.[,e to strengthen tlxe unity ol the internotional contntt+nist and workers moyenxent, problems thot
are dealt with at length especiaLl,y in, the foltowi,ng docwtnents: <<Open Letter to the members of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union>, <<l-tom the speech at the meeting rvith a delegation of the Communist Party of Brasil>, (The testament of P. Togliatti>, <<The
crisis of nrodern revisionism and the struggle of the Marxist-Leninists>, <<The results of N. Khrushchev's visit to Yugoslavia>>, <<Twenty
years of new socialist Albania, *Krushcheyite revisionism has not disappeared with the fall of Khrushchev'>, etc.
These works rellect the steyn and deep-going struggle between the correct revolutionary line oJ the PLA and the regressive Line ol
the Soviet revisionist leodersh,ip and a number oJ other parties, the clash, between tl,Le Mayxist-Leninist ideology and the bourgeois-revisionist ideology, os a logical result ol the incyeasing bitterness ol the struggle between Marxism-Leninism and reyisi,onism on an international scale and the actirity of Khrusltchev and his tollowers and successors as they go Jurther down the road of betrayal. They g,ive
a Marxist-Lenin,ist reflection ol the graye crisis ol 1954 iil, the reyisionists' ranlcs and docwment tlrc heroic struggle oJ the PLA in the
years 1963-1964, a gratte and complicated period Jor the entire international comrnunist and woykers' moyetnent, in which the Khrushch.eyite reyisionists had launched their open counterrevolutionary campaign with plots, threats and all-round pressures in order to carry out
their onti-Marxist- ond anti-Leninist programn'Le.
Tlrc yolume also includes w.aterials on'problerus of the sociolist construction in ,Albania. The readers, especially those engaged in
serious studies, wil,L be interested in t'he report submitted to the 10th Plenum ol the CC oJ the PLA in June 1963, <<On the social-cultural
situation in the countryside and the measures to improve it>. Clearly shown in this report are the care, concern, and selt-denying struggle
ol the PLA to raise the level oJ wellbeing oJ th,e masses ol workinT people in general and those oJ the countryside, in particular.
ALso included in tlxe <Speeches and articles, 1953-1964* is oThe closing speech at the llth Plenum of the CC of the PLA,, \)hich
deols ttith the rneasures that l'Lad to be taken Jor th,e Jurtlxer strengthening of the Party in tlrc conditions oJ the complete constrllction
oJ socialist society in ALbania and the new situation arisin,g aJter the Soyiet reyisionist leaders and those ol a series oJ tormer people's
democratic countries in Europe catne out operily as traitors. The essential need to enhance and strengthen the Leading role oJ the Party,
to saJeguard the purity of its ranlcs, and rigorousl,y deJend its prlnciples and r.oyms is argwed in this speech. The speech delittered to
the 13th Plenum ol the CC o! the PLA "Onth,e ideological education of thecomn,unists and working people. is also of great talue.This
document deals with problems oJ the education oJ the new man with communist morality, with l,oye lor work, the socialist property,
etc. The last port oJ this article speaks about crittcism and sel,J-criticiswt, as powerJul weapons lor the education oJ the communists and

working people.
Although sonle years hate. gone by since these nxaterials were ",ttritten, they sound as closely linked with the current situation
as those written today. The reading, study and mastering oJ these materials will enable eyery Marxist, e\)ery reuolutionary to draw
lessons Jor the strug7Xe ogainst retisionism, and tor the reyolution and the victory oJ socialism,

Communigue

on the Meeting of the 2nd Plenum

ol the CC of the p.[,4.

On the 28th and 29th of June, 1gTZ, under the direction of the

First Secretary of the central comrnittee of the pLA,

comrade
Enver Hoxha, the 2nd Flenurn of the central cornmittee of the pLA
was convened and discussed the report of the Political Bureau of the
central comrnittee of the PL-a ..on the expected fulfilment of the
first six months plan and on the measures for the fulfilment of the
plan for this year'r.
After an extensive discussion of the report the Plenum approved it unanimously.
In conclusion, the First Secretary of the Central Committee of
the PLA, Cornrade Enver ltroxha made an important speech.
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THE 2nd PLENUM
OF THE CENTEAL COMMITTEE

C:)
Tirana, June 29
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of P. s ,R. of Albonio
The 6th session of the Bth legislature of the Peop1g's Assembly of the
People's Socialist Republic of Albania
was held on June 14th and 15th.
The session examined and approved
the Penal Code of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, the law
about military service in the Armed
Forces of the PSR of Albania, as well
as the decrees approved by the Presidium of the People's Assembly. It
also approved the mandates of the
deputies newly elected to fill vacant
seats.

The vice-chairman of the Council
of Ministers, Manush Myftiu, presented the report of the Council of
Ministers on the Draft Penal Code.
*During all the stages of the revolution," 5s said, *the penal law of our
state has served as an important
means for defence of the victories of

the revolution and fulfilment of the
main tasks of our socialist state...".
..The allround development of AIbania on the road of the construction
of socialism, the great revolutionary
transformations in the life of the
country, which have been sanctioned
in the Constitution of the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania, made
necessary the drawing up of the new
Penal Code which would respond better to the new tasks for the complete
construction of socialist society...."
The draft presented for examination
and approval is a logical continuation
of the Penal Code in force, bearing
in mind the new conditions and tasks

of the development of the revolution
and our socialist construction. In it
we find a further development and
more complete concretisation of the
main principles of the correct revo-

luticrnary penal policy our state has
followed and is following undeviatingly. It reflects the experience of
our Party and state in the class
struggle against internal and external
enemies at all stages of the development of our society, especially ln
these recent years.

In our society, the sole leader of
the entire liie of the country is the
Party of Labour, the vanguard of the
working

c1ass".

In continuation, Manush Myftiu
said: *The leading role of the Party
is inseparable from the role of its
ideology, Marxism-Leninism which determines the directions of development
of the entire spiritual life of the
society. This objective reality of our

country, in which Marxism-Leninism
has become the dominant ideology,
a reality which has been sanctioned
in the new Constitution, is a great
victory of socialism achieved through
the class struggle against the bourgeois and revisionist ideology. It is
a blow to the bourgeois-revisionist
theorising about *ideological pluralismo in socialism, ..the free circulation of ideas and cultures" etc. This
reality of Albania, where the entire
socialist social ordef is organized
and developed on the basis of tl-re
plinciples of Marxism-Leninism has
also been reflected in the Draft in
which it is stated explicitly: ..the penal larv of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania... is based on the
ideology of the working class
Marxi s m- Leni nismo.

These principles permeate the
whole draft of the Penal Code. Its
aim is to protect the socialist state,
to protect the Party of Labour of
Albania, as the sole leading force of
the state and the society, to protect
the socialist property, and the rights
and interests of the citizens from
socially dangerous acts through the
imposition of punishments on those
who commit them.
Thus, from its content, its class
nature, its tasks and ai,ms, ,our legisIation is in open opposition to the
bourgeois-revisionist legislation. The

and revisionist <.theoreti*
cians" and propagandists are doing
their utmost to conceal and disguise
the class character of their state and
bourgeois

legislation, pretending that allegedly
it defends everybody equally, without
class distinction.

In fact, Iife has proved and

is

constantly providing new proofs of

the unshakeable truth of the Marxist
thesis that bourgeois justice is nothing
but tl-re will of the bourgeois class
raised to Iaw, a will the content of
which is determined by the material
conditions of the life of the bourgeois
class which has power in its hands.
component part of the whole
body of legislation, the penal laws also
serve the interests of the class in power. <.The penal laws of the bourgeois
and reactionary states," says com.rade

As a

Enver Hoxha, ..have

the aim

of

defending the politlcal power of the
minority and the economic exploitation

of the majority of the people". The
draft of the Penal Code defines the
meaning of the penal act proceeding
from the Marxist-Leninist theory and
makes the social danger of the penal
act the fundamental consideration.
Rejectlng the juridical-formal formulations of what constitutes crime charac-

teristic ot bourgeois-revisionist legislation, which are intended to obscure the
class character of crime, the Draft states clearly that any act against the
socialist state, the Party of Labour of
AIbania, the socialist property, the
person, his rights and interests, and
the entire socialist social order, is socially dangerous.
Our socialist penal law, as is known,
is a system of norms the aim of
rvhich is to protect the socialist order
against crimes by imposing punishment
on those r,vho commit them. On this
question, the draft adheres completely
to the Marxist-Leninist presentation
which comrade Enver Hoxha has made
of the problem of punishment, therefore punishment and its aim are defined ..... as means of compulsion of a
political, ideological character of the
socialist state in the class struggls..."
As is known, the dictatorship of the

proletariat is not only violence, but
it cannot perform its tasks without
using compulsion, consequently, the
existence of penal punishment, as one
of the forms of state compulsion, is
an historic necessity in the conditions
of socialism, too, and its role is important for the performance of the tasks
and functions of our state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, to suppress
any activity by enemies and evildoers.
But compulsion and punishment in
socialist society are radically different
from compulsion and punishment in
the bourgeois and revisionist countries.
In the exploiting state, the aim of
punishn-rent is to protect the existing
order and to attack the nerv progressive forces which want to overthrow it.
trVhereas in the socialist state, punishment is a progressive measure, because
it serve,s the s,trr-rggle against a,ny activity lvhich hinders the normal develpment of the socialist society in the
interest of aII the working people. The
interest of the working people, of the
overu,helming majority over the minority. as the main motive of punishrnent
is precisely what requires that the
state of the dictatorship of the proletariat must strike down the enemies of
socialism and any act whlch violates
the revolutionary order, without the
slightest concession, liberalism, or sentimentatity. Penal measures, although
necessary, are not the only form in
the struggle against crime in our soclalist state. In the whole gamut ot
the aciivity of the state, they are
alway's an auxiliary factor. In our
society, penal punishment in general
has the aim of prevention of the activity of the wrong doer as well as his
education to make him useful to the
society, and is intended to influence
tl-re education of the other citizens in
the spirit of respect for the socialist
1a-rv.

the strengthening of the
of corrrpulsion against the
enemy element, as well as against
Besides

measures

repeated attenders, sentences

of

reedu-

cation through work, instead of imprisonment, have been extended

number

of crimes of no

to

a

pronounced

ilanger. This mahcs it possil-r1e tt-r fr-r1lor,v a more differen[iated penal polici,.
It js characteristic of compulsion in

the state of tl.re dictatorship of the
prolstariat that it is exerteC by the
state organs \{ith the support and
aid of the v,orhing masses. Tl-re fundamental clirective of the Part;r about
drawing the masses into the struggle
against crime, is fu11y reflected in the
Draft, and this expresses its democratic
character.

For instance, the

prl.nciple

sanctioncrl lhaL the court nla:/
impose conditioi-lal punishmcnt at the

is

request of tl-re social organisations
ol the rn''orking colleciives, and that
the education and correction of the
culprit sentenced to conditional punishrnent may be entrusted. to them.
Draft Penal Code envithat the court may also impose
Iighter sentences than those envisag,r:il
in the law when the working collective
of the culprit's work centre or the
Liker,vise. the

sages
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socia.[ organisalior-i reclnests

it. Its

de-

mocratic charac'rer is apparent also in
a series of dispositior-rs, such as sentence to pubiic r'--i:roof, the sentence of
ju,",eniles belou, 1B years of :rge to no
tnore than 1-ra1f tl-re sentence of c:lepri-

vation of {reeclom,

etc.

Acllicrirg to the internatiitnal.ist lVIarxisri-Leninist policv of our: party anil
statr., tlLe DL'aIt ciescril:es as ci,intes, all

livities 'Lry Aibanian citizens,
cither rvithin the country or abroacl,

those

a.c

url'rich ale airned against other socialist
states, as lrrell as against the revolutionar5, irlovement of the rvorl<ing class.

and the struggle of the peoples for
freedom and independence, for social
l)logress and socialism.

Likewise, in conformity lvith

ther

ner,v Constitution, t'l-rr: pcnal r.espor-rsi-

bility is definerl oI

those rvho incite

hatred or quarrels between natior;s
and races or who prepare, distribr-rte Partial ttiew oJ the lloLt oJ the
Albat,tia
or keep rvritten materials o[ sLrch con- ijrir\'"Ii,|,, oJ
on tlte new Pen,al

I'eople's Assentbly
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tent r',,ith the aim of distributing them.
The constlstcnt policy of our Party
and state to ensure and fully protect
the rights of the national minorities in
all fields, is also reflected in those
dispositions of the Draft which take
them under special protection.
In conclusion, comrade Manush
Myftiu said: ..It is the task of our
penal legislation, which stems from
the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, to exert
its influence on the education of the
citizens in the spirit of respect for

DraIt Penal Code reflects the generalline oI the Itralty of Labour of Albunia and the Albanian state and is
based on Marxism-Leninism and the
teachings of comrade Enver Hoxha
with regard to crime and the struggle
against it. Then, the Draft Penal Code
was put to the vote and approved unanimously in principle, article by article,
and as a whoIe.
The law on Military Service in the
Armed Forces of the People's Socialist
Repubiic of Albania and the decrees
of the Pr-esidium of the People's As-

socialist law.
It is especially important to raise
sncial opinion in defence of our laws,
to constantly erihance the revolutio-

sembly were also approved unanimous-

nary vigilence of the working masses
against any attempt of our enemies to
attacl< the dictatorship of the proletariat, and against those rvho commit
penal acts".
Folloning the report of the juridical
commission delivered by Deputy Aranit
QeIa, the draft was discussed. The
deputies u,ho spoke stressed that the

1y.

Amongst those taking part in the
proceedings of the session were
Enver Hoxha, First Secretary of the
Central Committee of the Party of
Labour oI A.lbania, Haxhi Lleshi, president of the Presidium of the People's Assembly of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania, Mehmet Shehu
Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the PSR of Albania, and other
Party and State leaders.

7th Congress

of Albqnion lobour Youth Union
Wiil Convene on September 26
Tl-re Plenum of the Central Committee of the Albanian Labour Youth
Union convened on July 5.
Besides the nembers and alternate
members of the Plenum, attending
were also the first secretaries of the
disirict ALYU committees, secretaries
of the ALYU committees of military
units and others.
The first secretary of the Central
committee oI the ALYU, Lumturi Re-

xha, spoke about the work of the
Youth Organisation to meet the ?th
Congress of the ALYU r,,'ith as great
results as possible in aII fields.
The Plenum of the ALYU Central
Committee decided to convene the ?th
Congress of the Albanian Labour
Youth Union on September 26, 1977
at the metallurgical combine jn EIbasan.

The Albonion People's Army Dqy
On the 10th of July this year, the
armed forces and the entire Albanian
people celebrated the 34th anniversary

of the creation of the Albanian

Peo-

ple's Army. This is one of the n-rarke.i
events in the history of the Albanian

perlple. The Pcople's Army rvas clr:atcd in the heat of the rvar for freedom,

own

r,vhich the Albanian people, under the
leadership of the Communist Party of

in Albania the Army is part
of the entire armed people. The AI-

Albania (today the PLA), had comrnenced against the foreign occupiers
and Iocal traitors. This lvar assumed

a more organized character following
the creation of the General Staff of
the Albanian National Liberation
A::my on July 10,1943. The creation of

the General Staff, on the initiative
and under the direct leadership of the
Con-rmunist Party of Albania and comraclo Enver Ifoxha personally, made
possible the application, on a more
ext,ensive and thorough-going scale of
the laws and rules of the revolutionary
armed uprising as an indispensable

means

to ensure the victory of

the

revolution.

The Albanian Pcople's Army is the
worl< of the Communist Party of Albania (today the PLA) and of comrade Enver Hoxha, who has been its
leader flom the beginning. They created the army from among the ranks
of the people, raised it, educated it,
and led it from victory to victory. At
the call of the Communist Party
of Albania, under the fighting slogans
*Liberty does not come as a gift but
is lvon with fighting and bloodshedo,
and <.Death to fascism
- Freedom for
the peopleo, the sons and daughters of
Albania flocked to the ranks of the
partisan fighting units, fought with
unprecedented heroism and wrote the
most glorious pages in the history of
the Albanian people in their own
blood. The National Liberation Army
pinned dowtl 15 Italian and German
clirrisions in Albania and put 70,000
enemy soldiers out of action. The sons
and daughters of the poor, led by commissars and commanders from their
oln ranl<s, often bare foot, and short
of food, with ammunition captured
fr on-r the enem)/, defeated the lascist
forces 1ed by officers from the most
renowned military academies of Europe. Aibania was one of the few
eountries that liberated itself from

the fascist and nazi occutr;iers u,itl-r its
forces,

Today,

banian people, imbued with the ideats
of the Party of Labour of Albania

and the teachings of

Comrade

Envel Hoxha, with ardent socialist patriotism, can be found at any hour of

any day on the training grounds and
shooting ranges, training themselves
according to the requirements of the
People's Military Art, which constitutes tl-re solid foundation of the
impregnable dc{ence of the country.

This yeal the cclebration of July
in an atmosphere
of enthusiasm aroused by the decisions of the ?th Congress of the PLA
and the adoption of the Constitution
of the Peop1e's Socialist Republic of
Albania. In the context of this celebration in all the rnilitaly units, work
and production centres, agricultural
cooperatives, schools and different
10 finds our people

institutions, many cultural and artistic
activities dedicated to the army, the
heroic spirit of the valiant partisans,
and the legendary wars of the AIbanian people through the cer-rturies, tooli
p1ace,

In the capital and other main cities
of the country commemorative meetings ."vere organised in which armymen, '"vorkers and cooperativists, intel-

of the mass
well as many vete-

lectuals, representatives
organizations, as

rans of the People's Army, took part.
The speeches at these meetings, wr:re
about the glorious road traversed by
our Peoplc's Army and the great work
that is being done today to ensure
that it remains invincible, a reliab1e shield for the socialist Homeland.

In the context of the celebration of
the 34th anniversary of the Albanian
People's Army

in Tirana there was

also

a scientitic session devoted to the
fighting traditions of the Albanian
People's Army, organised by the Ministr:y of People's Defence.
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BOWERFUT WEAPO}I O
FOR THE TRIUMP}I OF T

AND T}IE YICTORY OF
At the present tirne
the stondpoint ol proletorion internotionolism
is inconceivoble oport
from consistent efforts for
knowledge
ond the opplicction
of Morxism-leninism,
oport form lhe struggle
ogoinst imperiolism,
sociql-imperiolism ond
reoction on o notionol ond
internotionol scole

IN FOITMULATING THIJ FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENI'I!'IC IDEOLOGY OF THE PROLETARIAT, MARX AND ENGELS CAME TO
THE CONCLUSION THAT THE STRUGGLE FOE THE OVERTHROW OF
CAPITALISM AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DICTATOBSHIP OF
THE PBOLBTARIAT CAN BE CROWNED WITH SUCCESS ONLY WHEN
THERE IS UNITY AND SOLIDARITY AMONG THE WORKERS OF ALI,
COUNTRTES, WTIEN THEY SUPPORT ONE ANOTHER, AND CREATE A
COMMON UNITED FRONT AGAINST CAPITALISM. MARX AND ENGELS
EMPHASIZED THAT THE WORLD PROLETABIAT, TOO, UNITED AND
ENLIGHTENED BY ITS SCTENTIFTC IDEOLOGY MUST OPPOSE ITSELF
AS AN INTERNATIONAL FORCE, TO CAPITAL AS AN INTERNATIONAL
FORCE. FOR TIIIS REASON THEY ELABORATED THE PRINCIPLE OF
PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM, AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE SCIENTIFIC IDEOLOGY OF THE
PEOLETABIAT, WHICHWOULD GUIDE IT IN THE STRUGGLE AGAINST
THE BOURGEOISIE.
From that time on the prcietariat
Gaining recognition in the battles oI
and its revolutionary parties have the class struggle, is the Marxist-Lebeen guided by this principle in all ninist idea that the principal means
their class battles, in their struggle for to put into practice the principle of
the overthrow of capitalism and the proletarian internationalism is unity
construction of socialism. The Marxistand unity, in the first place, of the
genuine
Leninist parties and the
sociaworld, proletariat and the Marxistguided
list countries are
by this prin- Leninist parties, that only the proleciple in their mutual relations. Today, tariat led by its revolutionary party has
proletarian internationalism is not just
been and will be the main leading
an ideological and political principle, force that sets the tone for everything,
but an important principle of com- every event, and every progressive momunist morality.
since proletarian internationalism is
an ideology and practice Lhat
";;; expres-

SOTIR MANUSHI

professor

at

the

*V,1" Lenin* Partg- School o! Tirand

;;;-;,

t,,,".",,,,
the proletariat of all the countries in
struggle against international capital,
but also of the oppressed peoptes in
struggle against imperialism, socialimpelialism and world reaction, its
influence has led to the growth of
the feeling of militant solidarity among
all rvorking people in the struggrle
against oppression and exploitation,
ses the common

vement

in the

world.

consistenily imprementig the teach-

il:'-,*"TTX,-""""#;:T':'.JJ"t::I
ahvavs been guided by the principle of proletarian internationalism' It
has implemented it rigorously' both in
the period of the National Liberation
War and the people's revolution, and

in the period of the construction of
socialism. Likewise, it has always
fought for its defence against any

F T}IE WORTD PROTETARIAT
HE REVOTUTIOil

COMMUNISM
attack from bourgeois and opportunist
enemies of various hues.

Proletarian internationalism is a
component part of Marxism-Leninism,
indissolubly linked with it. Therefore,
there is not and cannot be proletarian
internationalism outside the struggle
for the f aithful implementation and

of Marxism-Len'inism.
Seeing in the implementation of proletarian internationalism that colossal
force that brings about the unity of
the proletariat and its allies on a
world scale in the struggle against cadefence

pital, oppression, and exploitation, and
for the overthrow of capitalism, the
bourgeoisie and revisionism have
always tried to attack it as an ideology and a practice, from various
directions. To this end they spread
nationalism, cosmopolitanism, *1imi1sil
sovereigntyo, try to sow dissention in
the ranks of the proletariat and peop1es. Exploiting the betrayal of the
revisionist parties and the sharpening
of contradictions in the ranks of modern revisionism, the bourgeoisie is

that <<internationalis,m is
!", that <Marxism-Leninism is

screaming
dead

finished

l,>

It is not in the least

surprising that

the modern revisionists, too, have joi-

ned the bourgeoisie in its struggle
against proletarian internationalism,
sometimes in a most blatant and
sometimes in a more disguised manner, here with joint actions and there
acting separately. Practice has proved

that whoever renounces the revolutio-

by SOTIR MANUSHI

nary struggle for the violent overthrol'v

the revisionist groupings are branches

of capitatism, whoever takes the
road of defending the interests of the
bourgeoisie, must inevitably depart

of a single tree. Different

from the positions of proletarian internationalism and go over to the positions of chauvinism, social-chauvinism

and social-imperialism. The ABC of
proletarian internationalisn-r, stressed
Lenin, is the participation of the
proletariat *in the preparation propaganda and acceleration of the rvorld
proletarian revolution" (V. I. Lenin,
Selected Works, vol. 3, p. 233). The
present day revisionists, like all tl-re
opportr,lnists and revisionists of the
past, have betrayed the interests of
the proletariat, and where they are in
power are oppressing and exploiting
the proletariat and the other masses
of the working people. Tearing to ribbons the socalled ..internationalism" of
Kautsky r,vho took a stand in support of the bourgeois govelnment, in
defence of the ..bourgeois Homeland",
Lenin predicted that by taking this
road, Kautsky wor-r1d line up with the
main enemies of the October Revolution and. the dictatorship oI the proletariat. The same proved true also
for the modern revisionists who have
become the most zealous champions of
the bourgeoisie of their own countries,
of imperialism and social-imperialism today.
'ertainly, among the revisionists
there have been and alrt'ays will be
various shades of opinion, contradictions, and splits, but in essence nll

shades of

opinion are observed among the revisionists also in regard to their stand
towards proletarian internationalism.

For purely demagogical and especially fot speculative purposes, giving
proletarian internationalism a totally
counter-revolutionary interpretation
and orientation, the Soviet revisionists
retain it as an expression and use it
from time to time in their propaganda,
and even <.criticise" those revisionists
that came out openly against it. But
is the meaning and the content
"vhat
of the socalled ..proletarian internationalism,' of the Soviet revisionists and
social-imperialists? They consider submission to the policy of the present-

day Sovlet Union, hitching up to its
chariot, and supporting each of its
actions as the basic criterion of proletarian internationalism. A fine <iproletarian internationalism- indeed ! Of
course, the Marxist-Leninists, too, consider the stand toward the present-day
Soviet Union as one of the loasic criteria of proletarian internationalism,
but in the opposite sense to that which
the Soviet revisionists claim, and the
opposite of the stand taken torvards
the Soviet Union of the time of Lenin
and Stalin, rvhen it was the centre of
the world revolution. Today, when the
Soviet Union has been turned by the
modern revisionists into a completely
capitalist social-fascist country in its
internal policy, and a social-imperialist
countly in its foreign policy, he r,vho
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fights it is an internationalist, and
not he who supports it. To fight the
Soviet revisionists means to render a
great internationalist service to the
proletariat and peoples of the Soviet

speculate with all sorts of machinations, among other things, by claiming
that today it is not only the working
class that is fighting for the solution
of the problems of the time, that now

Union, too.
But there are also many other revisionists who came out openly against

the participation of the various social
classes and strata in their solution
has become greatly extended. Truly a
state and absurd reasonjng, but not
nerv. Other opportunists of every hue
have used it in the past. Who has ever
said that only the proletariat is struggling for the solution of the problems
of the time and that proletarian internationalism has to do with the solution of these problems by the proletariat alone? This is simply a revisionist fabrication. Then the question
arises at to what problems we are
talking about and what solutions to
them. A11 social classes and strata have
been ar-rd are interested in, and are
fighting for the sohltion of the existing problems; ranging from the simplest to the most important and acute
ones, in one uray or another, but
ahvays from the standpoint of their
own class interests. And it is a f act
that the more closely the interests of
the various masses of the working peop1e conform with one another, the
broader becomes their participation in
the solution of those problems for
rvhich the proletariat is fighting. But

proletarian internationalism and attack
it directly, describing it as a ..dogma-

tic", ..anachronistic" principle; they
have even begun to talk about some
sort of ..ner,v interrrrliorlalism-, that
is to say, non-proletarian, and about
..international solidarity" in general,
etc. These are the supporters of ..Euro-

communism", such as the ltalian,
French and other revisionists. It is
already known that the conference of
the revisionist parties of Europe replaced the term ..proletarian internationalismo lr,'ith *international solidaritY*.

Of course the point at issue here
is not a simple change of terms, but
the revision of the whole meaning,
content, orientation and aim of proletarian internationalism, of its requirements and ob jectives as a revolutionary ideology and practlce of the
proletariat and of its Marxist-Leninist
party, the leplacement of the proletarian ideology with the bourgeois
ideology. Both th,e <,new internationaIismo and ..international solidarity",
as comrade Enver Hoxha slressed at
the ?th Congress of the PLA, .....on the
lips of the revisionisl,s... is a formula
of justification that a1lows them to
join f orces with the devil and his
son, r'vith tl-re social-democrats and the

Vatican, r'vith the multinational companies and the f ascists, with NATO
and US imperialisrn, wil.h anyone rvho
is agair-rst the revolution, the proleta-

riat and socialism, anyone rvho defends
the system of capitalist exploitationo
(Enver I{oxha, Report to the 7th
Congress of the PLA, pp. 219-220).
According to the rriodern revisionists,
proletalian internationalism a11eged1y
does not correspond to todaY's nerv
social reality. Here they are trying to

precisely

for this reason their

union,

their unity under the leadership of the
proletariat, becomes even more necessery. And for what purpose? In order
to accelerate the approach of the revolution and smash capitalism, imperialism and social-imperialism, in
order to establish the dictatorship of
the proletariat ancl build socialism and
colTlmUnISm.

*Proletarian internationalism-, stresses Conrade Enver Hoxha, ..is the
ideology of tl-re proletariat, is one of
the most powerflll weapons and a
condition for the triumph of the revolution ancl tl-re construction of communism. It is an indivisible who1e, and
there are not several kinds of interrrationalism, one Soviet, one Italian, one

Yugoslav, one French, etc., as the revisionists claim- (Enver Hoxha, Report
to the 7th Congress of the PLA, p.
239). Only tho-se parties that come out
openly in defence of the interests of
the loca1 bourgeoisie, who go over to
chauvinist positions, can reduce prole-

tarian internationalism to its opposite,
nationalism and social-chauvinism. In
April 1917 Lenin wrote: *There is one,
and only one, internationalism in
deeds: selfless work for the development of the revolutlonary movement
and the revolutionary struggle in one's
own country, support (through propaganda, sympathy, material aid) of this
and only this struggle, this line

in all countries without exception-. (V. I. Lenin, Works, vol. 24, p.
63,

AIb,

ed.).

Hence, it is clear lvhy those u,ho
openly defend class collaboration, who

support the bourgeoisie, imperialism
and social-imperialism, wl-ro negate
the idea of the socialist revolution and
the dictatorship of the proletariat, rvho
adapt tl'remselves to 'bourgeois nationalism, u,ho make a fetish of bourgeois
legalit),, parliamentalianism and democracy, r,",ho rerlounce the class
viewpoint and the class struggle have
renounced proletar'ian internationalism
and attack, it, as the modern revisionist do.
To the Marxist-Leninists lnternationalism can be only proletarian inter-

nationaiism. Ther'e is and there can
be no internationalism in general.
When the r'vor1d bourgeoisie in its
struggle against the proletariat, the
peoples and sociaiism, strives to unite

its forces, to create international Iinks,
it is even more necessary for the proletariat in its unequal struggle against
the loca1 ar-rC internirtional bourgeoisie,
against imperiallsm, social-imperialism
and world reacbion to do so, too. It-t
this case, proletarian internationalism
serves not only as a conc.lition f or
defence against the bourgeoisie, but
also as a l\/eapon to triumph over it.
*In the expressio'n 'Prdletarian
int,ernationalli:sm' says Comrarle
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Enver Hoxha, .,on]y the rvorlcl 'proletarian' links internationalism indissolub1y with the u,or1d proletariat, links

it in unity of struggle against the
capitalist bourgeoisie, against the trusts
and monopolies, against imperialism
and social-imperialism>. (Enver Hoxha,
Report to the 7th Congress of the

PLA, p. 234).
Therefore, the notion proletarian,
joined with internationalism, has
theoretical and practical importance.

If

you take the word 'proletarian' from
internationalism, even the bourgeoisie
\triII readily accept it, and this is
precisely the aim of aII the efforts of
the modern revisionist, who are trying to peddle their new wares under
the label of <.international solidarity",
or the socalled ..new internationalismo,
because this kind of union does not
harm the bourgeois order in the least.
Likervise, the prattle of some modern
revisionists to the effect that the
expressi.on 'proletarian internationalism' alienates the *broad masses of
the populationo from the struggle
for the solution of present-day international problems,

is a slander from

top to bottom, because it is only the
bourgeoisie and its lackeys who are
afraid of proletarian internationalism.
In their unity and solidarity the proletariat and the masses of the working
people have their only source of
strength, a strength which will r,vipe
the bourgeoisie and imperialism from
the face of the earth.

*
Defence

of the principle of

proleta-

rian internationalism from the attacks
of the enemies is one of the most
important duties of the Marxist-Leninist parties, because proletarian internation:ilrsm constitutes the basis of the
existence of the iniernational Marxist-Leninist and rvorkers' movements.
Proletarian internationalism stems
from the historic world mission of the
proletariat itself. Marx and Engels
summed up the principle of proleta-

rian internationalism in the imrrortal
slogan, <Pr-oletarians

of all

countt,ies,

unitel", while they defined the aims
of the struggle of the prolctariat, and
the communists in thc ..Manifest of
the Communist Party" in these words:
*...their aims can be attained only by
means of the violent overthrow of the
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ciple of prc.rletarian internationalisrn,
fol the unity of the proletariat on
a world sca16 in a single front of
struggle, for the unity of the revoIutionary movement of the proletariat
and of the liberation movement oI

whole history of the international

the oppressed peoples, under the leadership of the proletariat with the
Marxist-Leninist communist parties at
the head. Today also, the interests of
the wor'[d proletariat, the national liberation movement of the peoples,
and all progressive mankind, require
that the militant unity, solidarity and
collaboration of all the revolutionary
forces, must be raised to a higher
level under the leadership of the proletariat and the genuine MarxistLeninist parties, against the common
enemy, the monopoly bourgeoisie, imperialism and social-imperialism.
At the present time, the international bourgeoisie is doing its utmost
to unite its forces in all kinds of
alliances and cor.:nbinations in struggle
against the proletariat, socialism and
the peoples. One section of the international bourgeoisie has created
NATO and all kinds of other links,
another section has created the European Common Market and is trying
to create the *United Europe", another section has joined forces ln the
Warsaw Treaty, COMECON and the
socalled *Socialist Community,'. They
have a single aim: to jointly suppress the proletariat, the liberation
movement and socialism in the world.
F rom this it is clear how important
is the revolutionary solidarity, the
true proletarian internationalism, the
militant collaboration on an international scale of the proletariat and of
its allies, in order to wage the struggle
successfully against the international
bourgeoisie, imperialism and socialimperialism, in order to carry out the
revolution to establish the dictatorship
of the proletariat, and to build so-

workers' and communist revolutionary

cialism.

will show that it has been
a history of fierce and resolute
struggle for the triumph of the prin-

In their struggle to implement the
principle of proletarian internationalism, the Marxist-Leninist parties

entire existing social order... The proIetarians have nothing to lose... but
their chains. They have a world to
win. (K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected
Works, vol. I, p.51, 1958, AIb. ed.),
From that time on the slogan <.Proletarians of a1l countries, unite!> has
been a fiery caII for the unity of the
proletariat, led by its revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist party, in the struggle
for the overthrow of capitalism, the
establishment

of the dictatorship of

the proletariat and the construction of
socialism and communism. Under this
call the Ist and the 3rd Internationals
rvorked and fought, under this catl the
October Socialist Revolution and the
other socialist revolutions in the world
were carried out. This slogan is very
relevant in the present conditions, too,
rvhen, in betraying and fighting Marxism-Leninism the modern revisionists
with the Soviet revisionists at the
head, have also rejected the principie
of proletarian internationalism, in the
conditions when the solidarity, unity,
and militant collaboration of the international proletariat and its revolutionary parties need to be raised to a

new and higher level At the
7th Congress of the PLA, Comrade
Enver Hoxha pointed out that in our

struggle for national liberation and the
establishment of the dictatorship of
the proletariat and the uninterrupted
continuation of the revolution, we had
the assistance of the Marxist-Leninist

parties, the proletariat, and progressive people everywhere in the world.
In this manner, a glance over the

movement,
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take account of the present-day conditions and, in the first place, the
division of the world according to
economic and social orders, that is
to sayn into the socialist and the capitalist orders handling and applying it
closely linked to the real conditions
of the struggle of the working class.
There is and there can be no abstract
treatment of this problem. It is the
duty of the Marxist-Leninist parties
to preserve the revolutionary essence,
the class content of proletarian internationalism in any circumstances and
under any conditions. To the MarxistLeni.nists it will always be a militant
revolutionary call for cohesion, union,
unity in the struggle against the main
enemies of the proletariat and the
peoples, against imperialism, socialimperialism and the international
bourgeoisie. To view the problem in
this manner means to view it correctly, in a scientific, Marxist-Leninist
manner.

It

should be pointed out, also, that
each detachment of the world proletariat and each Marxist-Leninist party

its internationalist duty by
fighting to carry out the tasks stemming from the struggte against the
discharges

bourgeoisie, imperialism, socialimperialism and reaction, the struggle for
the preparation and the carrying out
of the proletarian revolution and the
establishment of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, the struggle for the
construction of socialism and the defence of the victories achieved, on a
national level, in the first place. You

cannot

be an internationalist if

you

do not strive to carry out the tasks
of the revolution in your own country. This has to do with the implementation of the important MarxistLeninist principle, confirmed by revolutionary practice, that the question
of the revolution and the construction
of socialism is, first of all, an internal
question for each country, that the
decisive factor for carrying it out is
the internal revolutionary forces of
each people, that the working class

and the communists of each country
discharge their fundamental national
and international duty by carrying
the revolution through to victory and
building socialism and communism
successfuJ.ly in their own country, that
every victory of the revolution and
socialism in one country becomes a
support for and serves the triumphs of,
the revolution in other countries as
well, just as the international solidarity of the world proletariat serves
the triump of the revolution and socialism in the different countries. ..We
would not be Marxists,', stressed
Comrade Enver Hoxha, <<if we were
to negate the international solidarity
of the world proletariat, but first
you must struggle and defend yourself, must work correctly, and then
others can help you', (Enver Hoxha,
Reporrts and Speeches, 1967-1968,
p. 37).
Faithful implementation of MarxisrnLeninism is also the decisive condition for the proper understanding and
implementation of the principle oI
proletarian internationalism in a revoIutionary way, for the combination
and resolution in a dialectical way
of the national and international tasks
of the socialist revoLution. Whoever
deviates from it, or betrays it, deviates
from and betrays the social.ist revolution on both a national and an
international level. This is what occurred with all the modern revisionists,
headed by the Soviet revisionists, who,
in betraying the principles of Marxism-Leninism, also replaced the principle of proletarian internationalism
with the principles of bourgeois nationalism, chauvinism, and social-imperialism. Speaking at the ?th Congress of the PLA about the consequences of the Khrushchevite revisionist betrayal in the Soviet Union, comrade Enver Hoxha stressed that, ..The
former socialist base and superstructure have been destroyed to their
foundations. Great Russian chauvinism has been set up as the dominant ideology, national oppression

has become part and parcel
bourgeois class policy pursued

of
by

the
the

ruling cliqus". (Enver Hoxha, Report

to the 7th Congress of the PLA,
p. 215). Meanwhile, under the false
slogan of internationalist solidarity,
materialised in the socalled ..socialist
integration", the Soviet revisionists are
also oppressing the peoples of the
socalled oSocialist Community". And
anyone who rises against the socialchauvinist and social-imperialist policy
of the Soviet revisionists is accused

by them of being anti-Soviet
nationalist,

anti-

etc.

The principle of proletarian internationalism serves not only to streng-

then the solidarity and unity of the
world proletariat, but also to increase
the cohesion of the democratic, liberation and anti-imperiialist forces, to
strengthen the unity of the revolutionary movement of the proletariat
with the national liberation movement
against imperialism, social-imperialism,

the international bourgeoisie
world reaction. In launching the
gan <.Proletarians of all countries

and

sloand

oppressed peoples, unite !,,, Lenin had
in mind the linking up, combination,

the uniting of these two movements
in the struggle against imperialism.
But he never considered the national
liberation movement as the main force, and even less as the main leading force. The classical teachers of
Marxism-Leninism have always seen
the national problem as part of the
whole, of the proletarian revolution,
and as such it must be subordinated to the interests of the proletarian
revolution. <<In comparison

with

the

'workers' question", says Lenin, oit
is indisputable that the national
question has second-rate importance"
(Lenin, Works, vol. 20, p. 500, AIb.
ed.).

At the ?th Congress of the
it was again stressed that the

PLA
PLA
stands for the unity of the world proletariat and all the anti-imperialist

and progressive forces. But it has
always considered the world prole-
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tariat as the leading force of

the

entire world revolutionary movement.
..Only the proletariat", says Lenin,
..constantly increases the multi-mil,Iion
army of those who fight for a better
future, only the proletariat fosters
and spreads merci ess hostility to
backwardness, savagery, privileges,
the enslavement and humiliation of
man by ,1sn" (V, I. Lenin, Selected
Works, vol. 2, p. 10, AIb. ed.).

*
In his report to the 7th Congress
of the PLA, Comrade Enver Hoxha
pointed out that the present situation

in the international

Marxist-Leninist

communist movement is similar to
that of the heroic periods when Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin were working and fighting. Today, as in those
days, the triumph over imperialism,
social-imperiaiism, the bourgeoisie and
reaction calls for unity, solidarity

and compactness, in the first place,
in the Marxist-Leninist movement
itself, which is the vanguard of the
revolutionary movement of the world
pro).etariat, But this unity and solidarity are attained only by faithfully
implementing the Marxist-Leni.nist
theory. ..Our Party has marched and
will continue to march on this road.
It always has and always will put
Marxism-Leninism in command."
(Enver Hoxha, Report to the ?th Congress of the PLA, p. 239).
The Marxist-Leninist parties are
fighting in differing national conditions. Some are fighting in the conditions of socialism, the majority in
conditions of capitalism. There are
parties, such as those in the deveIoped capitalist countries, whiih are
faced with carrying out the proletarian revolution, while others have dernocratic, lilaeration, or antiimperialist revolutions as their immediate task, But in the international
workers' movement there are common
tasks, for the solution of which collaboration and exchange of experience

among the Marxist-Leninist parties,
and cooldination of their actions, are
required. Of course, for this to be
attained, the establishment of close
links among them is necessary. In
his time, Engels considered the establishment of continuous contacts and
links among proletarian parties as a
primary tasl<. Life itself, revolutionary
practice, has conlirmed the absolute
necessity of the establishment and
strengthening of these links among. the
Marxist-Leninist parties. Lenin frequently stressed that, in order to
triumph over capital, which constitutes an international force, the international alliance of the workers, their
international fraternization are requi.red. Hence it is quite clear that
cooperation and fighting solidarity
comprise a powerful weapon in the
struggle of the Marxist-Leninist parties
against the bourgeoisie, ' imperialism,
socia-imperialism,,revisionism and
reaction.

The PLA considers the broadening
and strengthening ol the cooperation
among the Marxist-Leninist parties as

a problem of principle, imperative in
the present conditions of the international revolutionary movement, as
an absolute necessity for success in
the struggle against the numerous
bourgeois, revisionist and opportunist
enemies, who are developing their
collaboration in various forms and
ways, even at international meetings
and conferences. The heads of bourgeois governments, the leaders of social-democratic, revisionist, Trotskyite
and other parties, are holding such
meetings.

In the view of the Party of Labour
of Albania, relations among the revolutionary communist parties can be
built and developed only on the basis
of full and equal rights, on the basis
of the principles of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism. Even
today Engels' words on equal rights
in the relations among the true parties of the proletariat sti1l ring true:
*The glory of the annihilation of capi-

taLisri.r

will belong neither to
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the

French, nor to the Germans, nor to
the English, to none of them taken
separately.., The liberation of the pro-

letariat can be only an international
question". (K. Marx and F. Engels,
Works, vol.39, vol.76, Russian ed.).
Our Party has never reconciled itself to the pretensions of revisionists,
chauvinists and others to hegemony
in the workers' movement, And it
has given clear proofs in this direction, by fighting the earliest signs
of such pretensions.
While being independent from the
political and organizational aspects,
the Marxist-Leninist parties unite
their actions voluntarily, on the basis

of reciprocal

agreements. Guided by
the theory of Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Stalin, which they have in common,

guided by their unity of views on
the international tasks of the working class, they coordinate their actions and come out as a single international force that defends the interests of the revolution and world
socialism. And when they exchange
opinions on the important problems
about which the proletariat and the

of the world are concerned
today, the Marxist-Leninist parties
have no aim other than that of servpeoples

ing the interests of the revolution and
socialism and of strengthening the
unity of the international MarxistLeninist movement.

The

assistance

that the

Marxist-

Leninist parties give one another is
not interference in their internal affairs. Among the bourgeoisie and the
revisionists, where ..big fish eat sma1l
fisho, interference is their second nature, whereas among the communists

who are guided by the

Marxist-

Leninist ideology there is unity, mu-

tual

assistance, militant cooperation.
Marxism-Leninism and revolution
mean unity. Revisionism and counterrevolution mean splits and defeats.
At its ?th Congress, the Party of
Labour of Albania devoted particular
attention to the protrlem of the unity
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of the Marxist-Leninist movement.
Indeed the proceedings of the Congress itself were characterized by a
lofty spirit of proletarian internationalism, militant unity and soticlarity.
..As internationalist communists,r,
Comrade Enver Hoxha

at the

saicl

Con-

gress, <<we need to exchange our experiences and, each of us, in the con-

of his own country, must act
on the basis of Marxism-Leninism,,
(p. 250). In this manner the pLA once
again stressed that collaboration
among the communist parties necessarily presupposes the independence
of each party to act with initiative
in its own country, on the basis of
ditions

concrete conditions.

As the 7th Congress of
stressed, without returning

the party
to old organizational forms, such as those of
the Comintern, which are unsuit
today, because the conditions and situations have changed, and the problems have become more complicated
and, as a result it is impossible for
all the activity of the Marxist-Leninist

parties

to be directed from a

single

centre, the PLA is in favour of aIIround collaboration among the Marx-

ist-Leninist parties on the true revo-

lutionary road. In its view, the exchange of experience can be done
in bilateral and multilateral forms.
But is obvious that bilateral meetings
alone are inadequate for strengthening

the unity and the

compactness of

the world Marxist-Leninist movement.
Therefore the Party of Labour of AIbania holds that multilateral meetings and broad conferences of Marxist-Leninist communist parties are
superior to bilateral meetings, and
serve the aims of the Marxist-Leninist
movement bcttcr. They are superior
for the reason that, at these meetings,
the existing situations at any given
time can be thoroughly analysed, and
the main problems which every new
situation raises before the MarxistLeninist movement as a whole, or before the Marxist parties of this or
that group of countr-ies in the lvorld,

can be broadly discussed. Apart from
this, at broader meetings the repre_
sentatives of the Marxist-Leninist parties have the possibitity of free dis_
cussion and extensive exchanges of
their slncere opinions and views of

and eychanging one ano_
ther's experience and making prin_
cipled and comradely criticism and
self-criticism. And, finally, broader
meetings play an important role in
working out common stands towards
different situations and in coordinating
actions in the revolutionary struggle
against the common enemy.
The Party of Labour of Albania has
al',vays maintained that the unity of
the interirational Marxist-Leninist mo_
vement is not something given once
and for all. It, too, is subject to
dialectics, develops and grows ever
stronger, in connection with the new
main problems that' emerge for the
discussil'rg

Marxist-Leninist communist parties to
solve. For Jhls reason, multilateral

meetings from time to time develop
and further strengthen the revolu_

tionary solidarity, the unity and com_
pactness among the revolutionary
parties of the proletariat. Such was
the objective of the multilateral meet_

ing of the representatives of

the
Marxist-Leninist parties of Lati.n Ame_
rica and the statement it adopted.
The Party of Labour of Albania and

the other Marxist-Leninist parties
rvholeheartedly welcome this multilateral meeting of the sister parties
of Latin America and support the

issues and correct conclusions which
they endorsed collectively. The inter-

nationalist rallies of the Communist
Party of Italy (M-L), the Communist
Party of Germany (M-L), the Portuguese Communist Farty (Reconstructed), the Communist Party of Greece
(NI-L) with the participation of representatives of Marxist-Leninist parties of other countries, were also of
great importance in strengthening tfle
unity of the Marxist-Leninists. At
these rallies the absolute necessity
of strengthening revolutionary intr:r-

nationalist solidarity, as

well as the

struggle of the proletariat and peoples
of the world against imperialism, social-imperialism, the bourgeoisie and

international reaction was expressed
with great force.
This provides the clearest proof of
how the communists, the genuine
Marxist-Leninist revolutionaries, the
ardent internationalists always take
account not only of the interests of
the revolution in their own countries.
but also of the interests of the revoIution in the other countries as well.
The successes achieved in this direction call for even more vigorous
struggle for the strengthening oJ the
solidarity and collaboration among
the Marxist-Leninist parties.
As the 7th Congress of the pLA
stressed, only by closing their ranks
for action, enlightened by the triumphant Marxist-Leninist doctrine will
the proletariat of all countries and
its revolutionary parties overcome the
difficulties they are encountering at
the present time and honourably accomplish the mission with which
history has charged them: to over-

throw the old

bourgeois-revisionist

world and build the new worId,

the

socialist worId.

From the tribune of its ?th

Con-

gress the Party of Labour of Albania
once again assured its brothers and
comrades-in-arms that ..The inter-

national working class and the Marx-

ist-Leninist parties, all those peoples who are fighting against the
superpowers, against the bourgeoisie
and reaction, have found and will
always find in the Party of Labour
of Albania, in the Albanian working
class and people, a loyal aIIy, a reliabIe support and bacl<ing-. (Enver
Hoxha, Report to the ?th Congress
of the PLA, p. 251).
As it has done up till now, the
PLA, will fieht with determination
against the common enemies, for the
triumph of revolution and MarxismLeninism.

THE PRESEI{T ECO}IOMIC CRISIS

AilD THE SHARPEilIiIG
OF THE GE}IERAT CRISIS
OF CAPITAI.ISM

bv HEKURAN MARA

From its very beginning, the generol crisis
of copilolism hos been chorocterized by the unequol economic
ond politicol development of the copitolist countries. The present economic
crisis ond the efforts rvhich U.S. imperiolism, Soviet sociolimperiolism,
ond the other imperiolist powers ore moking to emerge lrom
it of others' expense hove mode their unequol development more pronounced

THE PBESENT ECONOMIC CRISIS, THE GRAVEST IN THE

LAST

FORTY YEARS, IS NOW IN ITS FOUBTH YEAR. IT HAS ENGULFED ALL
THE DEVELOPED AND THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES OF THE
CAPITALIST.REVISIONIST WOELD. DESPITE ALL THE SMOOTH-TONGUEI)
DEMAGOGUEEY OF THE SPOKESMEN OF CAPITAL AND ITS STATE
POWER, OF SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY AND THE REVISIONISTS, WHO ARE
TRYING TO CONVINCE THE WORKING PEOPLE TTIAT THE DIFFICULT
SITUATTON BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE CRISIS WILL SOON BE OVER, IF
NOT TODAY, TOMORROW, THE KNOTS OF THE CRISIS ARE BEING
PULLED TIGHTER AND TIGHTER. NETTHER CAN ANY RAPID EMER.

GENCE FROM THE CRISIS BE EXPECTED FROM THE PROFOUNDLY
ANTI-POPULAR PROGRAMS FOR SPENDING CUTS, FOR TEE STIMULATION OF INVESTMENTS, PRODUCTION, EXPORTS, ETC,, WHTCH THE

BOUR,GEOIS-REVISIONIST GOVERNMENTS ARE URGENTLY DRAFTING
AND IMPLEMENTING, ONE AFTER ANOTHER.
The economy of the capitalist-revi- It is true that the present econosionist world remains sluggish. It is mic crisis appears to be all-sieded,
like a motor which, with wide-open because has become entagled with
throttle, splutters to a halt under the the energy and monetary crises. NeIoad it has been charged with. In the vertheless, it is a periodic crisis of
situation created, the bourgeois and overproduction. A distinctive feature
revisionist apologlsts are busy invent- of this crisis is that it broke out
ing new arguments to explain the cau- and is developing in the conditions
ses of the crisis, an economic-social when the general crisis of capitalism,
phenomenon which they had claimed also has become very severe. Although
was a thing of the past in the ..new, these are two different types of crisis,
transformed capitalism".

they condition one another and through

HEKURAN MARA - professor,
cialist in pol,itical economA.

their mutual interaction further
making all the contradictions of

spe-

are
the

bourgeois-revisionist errder as a world
system more acute,
Speaking about this question at the
7th Congress of the PLA, comrade

Enver Hoxha stressed that othe present crisis... is an economic crisis,
but it is also a political and ideologicaI, a military and cultural crisis,
a crisis of the structures and superstructures of the bourgeois-revisionist
system*.

The Marxist-Leninist theory long
ago provided accurate proof that the

true causes of economic crises in capitalism are the irreconcilable contradictions between labour and capital,

These contradictions pervade the bourgeois-revisionist order from top to
bottom and penetrate its every cell.
The striving of the bourgeoisie for
maximum profits by stepping up its
savage oppression and exploitation of

of the working people
to the limit the contradiction
between the social character of production and the private, capitalist
appropriation of the product. This
contradiction is the fundamental
underlying cause leading directly to
the

masses

sharpens
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ttre outbreak of the economic crises. Hence, as long as capitalist and

revisionist private property and exploitation exist, there must necessarily
also be periodic economic crises as
an unavoidable accompaniment of the
bourgeois-revisionist order. And this is
the case rvith the present economic
crisis.

For a while, under the influence
of certain temporary factors, the
economy of the main capitalist coun-

30-50

class struggle on a national and inter-

month and, even week bY week. Both

It

represents

national scale between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie, between socialism
and capitalism, between the oppressed
peoples

and imperialism and

social-

tries experience the socalled hot years
development (the boom years).
The *theories', of a capitalism ..without crises> were invented on this
basis. However, the temporary boom
intensified the process of the polari-

imperialism. The general crisis of capitalism represents the period of the
disintegration and collapse of imperialism, social-imperialism and capitalism, as a result of the creation of
revolutionary situations, of the deveIopment and triumph of the proletarian revolution and the national libe-

Because

peoples.

of its

zation between labour and capital.
of increased up exploitation,
of rising inflation and sky-rocketing
prices, the masses of the working
people were impoverished to the point
where their buying power had fallen
so greatly that they could no Ionger
buy aII the goods produced by capita].

From that moment the anarchy of

ration revolutions of the

oppressed

The present economic crisis has further sharpened such specific and erosive phenomena of the general crisis
of capitalism as the unequal economic
and political development of the capitalist and revisionist countries, the
extension of monopoly"state capitalism
in breadth and depth, the permanent

of productive

production and the disproportion bet-

under-utilization

ween production and consumption
(sale) became so profound that a situation of relative overproduction was
created. Suddenly social production
found itself before a closed door to
which it had lost the key. As a re-

cities, permanent mass unemployment,
inflation and the monetary crisis, the
militarization of the economy and,

su1t, the contradictions between labour

and capital, that had lain deeply hid-

den, emergecl more acute than ever
and brought the gloomy year 1974,
in which the industrial produetion
of the capitalist-revisionist world suffered its greatest decline of the whole
period since the Second World War.
The fall in production and the rise of
inflation marked the beginning of the
very grave economic crisis that all
the capitalist and revisionist countries
are experiencing to this day.
With the depression drawn-out for
years on end and with its international extension, the present economic
crisis has made the general crisis of
capitalism more severe in all directions. As Marxism-Leninism teaches
uS, the general crisis of capitalism
is of a different nature and is a widerranging phenomenon than the economic crisis. It is a crisis of the base
and the superstructure of the bour-

per cent within one year. The
same thing is occurring with plices
too, especially those for mass consumer goods, rvhich are going uP not

order as a world
a whole histosystem.
rical period rvhich has as its fundamental feature the uninterrupted revolutionary process and the fierce
geois-revisionist

capa-

together with this, the use of an
ever greater part of the national
wealth for non-productive purposes,
etc. AII these phenomena have greatly
increased the instability of the capi-

talist-revisionist order and have accelerated the process of its decay.
They are evidence that, within the
capitalist relations of production, the
environment required by the forces
of production for their normal and
unhampered development can no lon-

ger be provided.

In the

crapitalist-revisionist world

today more than 100 million workers
have been thrown out of worh. Unemployment and insecurity about finding
or keeping a job have become a night-

mare for the working peopie, especially for the youth who have no
guarantee of a livelihood, even for
one day ahead. No less disturbing
and threatening to the iivelihood of
the working people are the proportions which inflation and price increases have assumed. Things have
gone sq far that inflation has risen

just year by year, but month

bY

a heavy burden
on the backs of the masses of the
working people, increasing their exploitation and impoverishment. In order to ensure maximum Profits, the
capitalist monopolies do not hesitate
to increase inflation or raise prices.
these phenomena are

The militarization of their economies

by the two superpowers, the United
States and the Soviet Union, and

the other imperialist powers, the unprecedented increase in military expenditure, the inflation of the state
apparatus of coertion and oppression
and the increase insubsidies in favour
of the monopolies have burdened the
state budgets

of every

bourgeois-revi-

sionist country with huge chronic
deficits. In order to cover these deficits, the issue of new banknotes
and the increase of the taxes levied
on the masses of the working PeoPle
are resorted to on a large scale. In
these conditions, inflation and great
disturbances of the financial systems
have become permanent phenomena of
the oapitalist-r.evisionist economy.
A general characteristic of the pre-

sent stage of the general crisis of
capitalism is the deepening of the
gap, of the disproportion between the
paper money in circulation and reserves of gold and the fund of goods,
both in individual countries and in
the entire capitalist-revisionist -world.
This circumstance is at the bottom
of the financial and monetary crisis
and the dumping and currencY speculation that have upset the capitalistrevisionist world system today, that
have dethroned the U.S. dollar and
the British pound from their privileged position, that have led to the
collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement on the international monetary
system and brought down the buying

power of the

bourgeois-revisionist

currencies leading them to the brink
of disastrous devaluation.
From its very beginning, the general
crisis of capitalism has been characterized by the unequal economic and
polf tical development of the capita-
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list countries. The present

economic

crisis and the efforts which U.S. impe-

rialism, Soviet social-imperialism and
the other imperialist Powers are
making to overcome it at others
expense have made their unequal
development more pronounced. On this

basis the confrontations and the poli-

tical and economic

contradictions

among the monopolies and imperialist
powers have increased. On this basis,
the United States and the revisionist
Soviet Union, on the one side, which
want to preserve their privileges in
the world system of the capitalist-

levisionist economy, and the Common
Market, Japan, Canada, etc., on the
other side, which are contesting these
privileges, which are trying to infiltrate the sphere of influence of U.S.
imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism, have come out on the battlefield.
These are contradictions and rivalries
among imperialist wolves, each trying
to draw the maximum profit from the
blood and sweat of the people. There-

fore, it is essential that demagogy
and fraudulent tactics of the imperiaIists, such as the slogans of the Soviet
imperialist about their ..anti-imperiaIism", or the <anti-social-imperialism',
publicised by the United States and
the monopoly bourgeoisie of the West,
etc., are exposed and rejected, that the
people should not be allowed to fall
victims to the -enslaving manoeuvres
of one of the other imperialist grouping. The facts prove that, irrespective
of their rivalry and competition, when
it is a matter of oppressing the proletariat and the working masses and
plundering the peoples, when it is
a matter of preserving the bourgeoisrevisionist order and combatting the
revolution and socialism, U.S. imperialism, Soviet social-imperialism, and
the other imperialist powers unite with
one another as the class brothers they
are and coordinate their plans.
The present economic crisis has also
made another important feature of the
general crisis of capitalism more acute:
that is the disintegration of the co1onial system and the winning of independence by many countries formerly
under the colonialist yoke. The two
superpowers and aII the other imperialist powers are desperately seeking

a way out of the economic crisis bY
increasing their pillage of the assets
and the exploitation of the peoples of

the ..a11ied" countries, as weII as of
the developing countries, by increasing their exports to, and investments
in, these countri.es. For this purpose
they have put in motion aII their organisms and institutions, military, political, economic, etc., created to keep
neo-colonialism on its feet.

The efforts of imperialism, socialimpenialism, and all internationail
capital to shift the burden of the
present economic crisis on to the deveioping countries have accelerated the
process of economic decoloniaiization
aL'eady started, the aim of which is
to consolidate the political independence already won, with the achievement of economic independence. The
struggle of the peoples of the develop-

ing countries to put their national
assets and resources under national
control, to strengthen their economic
and political lndependence, and to
attain equality and justice in international relations is aimed against world
imperialism, and the two greatest
international oppressors and plunderers
- U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-

imperialism, in pariicular. But this
struggle cannot fail to be aimed, a1so,
against the anti-popular, fascist and
pro-imperialist regimes in power in a
series of countries such as Chile and
Brazll, Saudi Arabia and Iran, India
and Indonesia, Rhodesia and South
Africa, etc. Consistently carried out
under the leadership of the worki.ng
class and the Marxist-Leninist party,
in alliance with the broad strata of the
peasantry and the other progressive
forces, the anti-imperialist struggle of
the peoples for national liberation constitutes a colossal force for the overthrow of world imperiaiism, is the
powerful a1ly of the international
working class and a reserve of the
world proletarian revolution.
The general crisis of capitalism and
its deepening have always expressed
themselves in the political field in
the form of the ,open attack of big capital, of the monopoly bourgeoisie andreaction on the freedoms and democratic rights of the worki,ng c1ass, with
the aiim of establishing savage fascist

dictatorships. Agai:nst

the

55

onslaught

of the bourgeoisie, the proletariat

and

the other masses of the working people
have reacted and continr-re to react by
stepping up their protest and revolu-

tionary struggle. 'Ihe tide of

this

struggle is steadily rising, proving that
neither bourgeois-fascist violence, social-democratic demagogyr nor modern

revisionist disruption can prevent the
outburst of the revolutionary energies
of the working class, the decisive force

for the overthrow of world capitalism'
The development of a broad Marxist-

Leninist movement is clear evidence
that the working class in the capitalistrevisionist world is becoming increa-

singly conscious of its revolutionary
role and mission.

The bourgeoisie has the

political

oppression and the economic exploita-

tion of the proletariat in its blood.
Imperialism and social-imperialism

cannot exist withoul economic expansion, without political interference and

military aggression, without oppressing
ancl exploiting other PeoPIes. The
entire bourgeois-revisionist order and
its world system have been built on
these foundations and on them it
exists. These foundations and the
unchanging oppressive, rapacious and
aggressive nature

of imperialism

and

social-imperialism can neither be sof-

tened nor be reformed. TheY can
only be eliminated, through the proIetarian revolution and the struggle of

the revolutionaries and peoples

for

national Liberation and social emanci-

pation, until the bourgeois-revisionist
order and its entire world system is
wipeci from the face of the earth.
The present crisis that has gripped
the capitalist-revisionist world and the
further sharpening of the general crisls of capitalism, have created gleat
class tensions and conflicts of a political, economic and social character,
have made all the major contradictions
of our time extremely acute. This is
clear evic'ience of what the ?th Congress of the PLA stressed, that, *fhs
world is at a stage when the question of the revolution and national
liberatiort of the peoples is not just
an aspirltion and a perspective, but a
prohlem taken up for solutiono.
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THE EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET - A TANGLE
OF INTER.IMPERIALIST INTEBESTS AND RIVALRIES
<BASHKIMI'

- the Central Organ of the

The twenty-years of activity

of the European Common
Market has made it very
plain that this political-economic bloc is a product of
the greed of capital and interimperialist contradictions, an
effort of countries of Western
Europe to increase the econo-

mic power of their

monopo-

lies and their political
strength. It was precisely the
levers of capital in a crisis,
their concern to safeguard
and increase their profits at
any cost, which brought about

the birth of this reactionary
organi.zation, this ..Iarge union

of capitalist monopolies and
trusts for the savage exploitation of the proletariat
and the masses of the working people in Europe and
the peoples in the world',
(Enver Hoxha, Report to the
?th Congress of the PLA).
The setting up of this orga-

nization placed the masses
of working people in Western
Europe under the two fold
yokq of the local bourgeoisie and that of the monopolies of the EEC plunging them
deeper into poverty. The
purchasing power of the masses of working people is falling from year to year, in

Democratic Front

the conditions of high levels
of chronic inflation and
never-ending price rises,
which in the period from
September 1975 to September
i916 a1one, averaged 19 per
cent over the nine member
countries reckoned together.

the

of

Albania

tion of the developing countries, but also endeavours to
regain and maintain the oId
privileges of the former colonalist powers in these countries". The monopolies of
Western Europe joined forces

in order to take as large

various
statistical tricks used to hide
the truth, official figures
show that the total number
of unemployed people i.n the

place as possible

countries of the

socialimperialism.

NotwiLhstanding

Common

Market has reached 6 million.
I[ the millions of semi-unemployed, as well as the millions of peasants utterly ruined or up to the neck in debt,
(the debts of the West Ger-

man peasants alone amount
to 32 thousand million Marks)
are added to this number,
then an approximate picture
can be formed of the misery
and poverty of the masses
of working people.
Besides

the savage exploi-

tation of the masses of Euro-

pean working people, the
plunder of other peoples is
no less inhuman. *The Com-

mon Market,t as

comrade

Enver Hoxha has said, ..is

a

big neocolonialist power, which
not only competes with the
superpowers for the exploita-

a

in the world

system of neocolonialist
oppression and exploitation,
to be able to compete with
US imperialism and Soviet
The monopoly bourgeoisie
of Western Europe, striving
not to 1ag behind the American and Soviet bourgeoisie,
is doing everything to present its neocolonialist exPansion and plunder as ..aid,, for
the ..development of the
backward countries". But the
reality shows clearly that it
is precisely this ..aido of the

the Common Market, and the other
two

superpowers,

imperialist powers, which has
made the backwardness and
poverty in the countries with

a Low level of industrial
development even more profound. These coutries, which
represent 70 per cent of the
population of the world, posonly 30 per cent of the
world income, The gulf bet-

sess

ween the industrialized coun-

tries and the

developing

countries, is not becoming
narrower, but on the contrary, is growing bigger. It
is estimated that, in 1980
the average per capita income in the developing countries will be 12 times below

that in the industrialized
countries. The imperialist
powers of Western Europe are

trying to exploit the peoples'
justified hatred of the two
superpowers in order to supplant American and Soviet
capital (and together with
this, its political domination,
too,) with European capital,
striving to give it a humane
appearancc. But rnonopoly capital, regardless of whether

always exploitlng, bloodsuck-

political conditions,
among which the Iightest is
that thcy must use the credits to buy military equip-

ing capital, and the history
of capital has always been
a history of violence and
plunder. The funds which

ment or industrial goods from
the lender countrY. ..The aic]",
credits and the other forms of
the export of capital bring

West European Iinance capital uses to provide credits and
.aid- for other countries have
been extr3cted from the sweat
and blood of the working

its only to the impcrialist powers. ..As long as
capitalism remains capitalism,- ssi6 V. L tcnin,

it is offered under an ..AmericaR'", ..SOViet", Of *WeSt
European',, lable is
stiil

people

of tl-re nine

member

countries, and likewise from
the plunder of the wealth and
cheap labour por,ver of the
developing countries, On top
ol the high interest rates they
must pay for the credits they
receivt:, these countries must

also acccpt various

econorrric

and

benef

.surplus capital is not usecl to
raise the standard of living

of the

masses

in a

given

country, because this would
mcan a reduction of the capitalists' profits, but on thc
contrary, it is used to increase profits by exporting the
capital abroad, to the backrvard couutries'".

I
IVOR,KING MASSES EESOLUTELY
OPPOSE CAPITALIST OPPBESSION AND EXPLOITATION
*PUNA-

- Organ ol the Central Council of the Albanian Trad,e Unions
In our days the grave crease the superprotits of the is a caeseless lncrease in the
problern of unemployment is capitalist bourgeoisie. Unem- army of the unemployed,
plo;,ment is receiving more which is grorving to very
becoming even worse. Thousancls of wolkers are fired,
and more attention in the large proportions. In the
rvhile those kept on in the Western press, AII sorls of United States of Amet'ica,
capitalist factories and plants statements are made about about B per cent of the laare r-rbliged to work in con- putting an end to it, but bour force is uncmployed.
rlitions of intensive speed-up
the stubborn faets shorv Unemirlol,msnt among Young
ard arLr cxploited to tire that despite the false pro- pecrple is double the average
maximum in order to in- mises and demagogy there over the whole population in
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that country, lvhile among
coloured people it is three
times as great.
Unemployment is serious
also in the countries of the
Common Market, this organizatlon which is manipulated
by the US imperialists; 5,7 miilions unemployed are officially admitted - this is the
most rccent figure for this
army of ..unu'anted hands..

Naturally, this figure

does

not include the other millions
rvho have not been recorded
in the long lists of the unemployed, because they are
.fortunate' enough to find
some seasonal work for one
or two months a year. The
textile industry of the Common Market has been very
hard hit. Stocks of woollen,
cotton, or synthetic fabrics,
are piling up, not only as a
result of the reduction of the
purchasing power of the ordinary working people, but also
as a result of the fierce
competition among the various capitalist countries. A
coRsequence of this is the
growth of the number of
unemployed in this branch of

more and more oceupations,
affecting very large numbers
of people. About one million
West German workers are
experiencing the bitter fate
of the unemployed, more
than two million unernployed
Italians <are tightening their
heltso, two million British

thrown out of
the capitalist factories, are
searching in vain for any
sort of job.
Unemployment, the cor-lunemployed,

s1ant11'

rising prices, the n,orse-

ning of the many ills which
are chronic afflictions of ca-

pitalist society, all

these

things have brought the antagonistic contradictions in the
capitalist countries to a very

is

becoming

an
the West German, British,
Swiss, Japar:,cse, Spanish
workers. It is spreading to

Japan, Spain, and other countries.
Hundreds of thousands of
wolkcrs of various American
companies such as ..Ford",
*General Motors', and *Chrys-

1s1-, dockers, railway and
load transport workers, workers of tl-re municipal selvices, and others, have taken

a stand on the barricades
of class battles. The rising
tide of the strike movement
has sr,vept the whole of Japan, where the workers are
battling, face to face with
large forces of the police of
the reactionary rcgime in po-

countries.

its

struggle, organizatlon and so-

lidarity in order to oppose
this heavy and m'erciless attacl< oI the bourgeoisie on

price rises, inflation, etc., political strikes against the fa-

ever gr:eater problem for

coming

steadily intensifying

out of

Unemployment

are

wer. The same thing can be
seen in Italy and Spain and
other capitalist and revisionist

industry, where over
worl<.

measures,

mole and more to the fore.
Such strikes have broken out
in the United States of America, in Italy, West Germany,

acute 1eve1. Despite the efforts of the bosses and their
zealous lackeys, the reformists, revisionists, and traitors of every hue, the proletariat of these countries is

its living standards. Along with
demands of an economic character against unemploymcnt,

500 thousand people have been thrown

sive

scistization of life, against
the reactionary and anti-popular po)icies of the regimes
in power, against the antipopular laws and the repres-

The rapid extension of the
stlike and protest movement
speaks o[ a uew furlher rise
of the class consciousness of
the proletariat in the capitalist countries, which is seeing
ever more clearly that capi:
talism, as a social system,
cannot solve any of its many
problems or heal any of its
wouuds, that the socialist
t'rder tvhet'e people are in
power, is tire onlY future for
nrankind. -
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THE ARAB PEOPTES MUST FIGHT TO REATIZE THEIB ASPIRATIONS
*ZERL

I POPaLLIT. - argan o! the CC of the pLA

Ten years have passed since

the Zionist aggression of
1967, but in the Middle East
region nothing essential has
changcd, And this for the
reason that the causes of the
tense situatlon ln the Middle
East and those who are to
blame for i.t have not been
eliminated, but on the contrary, are stepping up their
activities against the Arab
peoples. The Israeli Zionists,

are still occupying the
extensive Arab territories
they have seized by means
of their aggressive wars and
concrete anti-Arab activity,
are making it plain that they
do not intend to w.ithdraw
from these territories. The
r,vho

Israeli generals and politicians

arrogantly declare that they

will never return to

the

pre-1967 borders.

The roots of the conflict
in the Middle East are to
be found not only in the
Arab-Israeli conflict, caused
by the Israeli aggressors, but
first of a1I in the hegemonic
policy pursued by the two
imperialist superpowers, the
United States of America and
the Soviet Union, which in
pursuit of their expansionist
policy are keeping the situation on the boil in this re-

gion. In tl-re frame'"vork c-rf
their aggressive g1oba1 strategies, US imperialism and
Soviet socialimper:ialism are
vying with each other, competing for expansion and
spheres of influence, in order
to subjugate the various countries on the African, Latin

American and Asian continents. Seen in this light, the
Middle East represents one of
the regions of particular importance in their hegemonic
plans" This region, so rich
in valuable oil, represents for
them a source of fabulous
profits, .The hostilities between the Arab peoples and
Israel, the situation among
the Arab peoples themselves,
who are split and in disagreement with one another
r,vhich is being aggravated by
the Soviet - US intrigues,"
said comrade Enver Hoxha

Middle East constitutcs a zone of military importance for

botli trVashington and Moscow.
l'rom this area they could
undertake attacks to invrrcle
the African continent, too.
As the development o{
events show while the two
superpowers are hatching uP
intrigues and plots behind
the scenes, to outward appearancos they never givc uP
their bombastic statements

about wanting the ..settlement> of the conflict in the
Middle East, and, with this
end in view, theY have drafof individual Plans,
joint
even
or
Plans, lvhich
presented
as .the
have
they
zone.
peace.'
this
in
keys to
alwaYs
have
facts
But the
told a different storY. The
imperialists of the United States of America have been
and are the suPPorters and
inspirers o[ the aggressive Po-

ted

a series

at the 7th Congress of the
PLA, *are a consequence of

iicy of the Israeli

this key problem, of the endea-

They have held and are

vours of the two superpo',vers to seize the oil resources. The blood of the Arab

holding the aggressor Israel
as a loaded pistol at the head
of the Arab peoples. This is
how every American President has acted and tltis is
horv the new president, Carter, is acting, too, when in
his recent statement he makes a great fuss about the

peoples has been and is being
shed on account of this

wealth,'. On the other hand,
because

of its very

position,

being a strategic bridge connecting three continents, the

Zionists.
sti11
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.special tieso linking the
United States o{ America
u,ith Israe]. On the other
hand, the Israeli officials, ln
n1l their speeches in regard
to American policy, have
lronsted thal Islaeli-Ametican
relations <<are a model of

liclarity and to force the Arab

peoples into capitulationist
concessrons.

The Soviet social-impelia-

the relations that shoulcl exist
betlveen t\'vo friendly countlieso. Thus, alI the activity

lists, pretend to be concerned
about the tense situation in
the N{iddle East region, but
in fact are pursuing the policy of division in this area,
seeking to set one Arab country against the other are act-

rvhieh the netv Arnerican head

ing florn similar

oI state has unclertahen
to present himself to the
Arab peoples as a <<peace-

too. The Soviet socialimperia-

loving man", rnd their friencl,
is a dangerous trap. In this

gedly supporting and helping

in favour
of -moeleration" on the part
of the Arabs towards Israel
have no other aim but to
create vain hopes and i11ucontext, his words

sions,

tb eliminate the Arabs'

just hatred for the Zionist
encmies and tcl break their
{ighting spirit, to split and
s;rbotnge their unity and so-

positions,

lists miss no opportutrity to
proclaim that they are allethe AL'rrb peoples. But mal1y
events in the Midclle East
have providecl factr-raI procrf
that precisely when the socialimperialists speak

vour of the Arab

in

fa-

peoples,

they are stabbing them in the
back and sabotaging their just
struggle. The Kremlin cliquc,

nent Israeli threat in the
Middle East and a stecaly
weakening of the polver o{
the Arab peoples so thnt itr

the end, it can impose

its

dictate on them.
The long history of the con-

lict in the I\{idd1e East has
shorvn that the aspirations
of the Arab peoples - tl-rc
liberation oI thc territories
f

occupied by Israel, the reestablishment of the undeniallle

lawful rights of the PaLcsiinian people to t'eturn to thc
lanr1s robbed from them, ean
lro acl-rieved onl1, lt), stt'engthening tl-rcir.' r-rnitY aud
through lesollrte stlugg.lc and
efforts against

t1-re

Isr-acli Zio-

nist aggL'essors to drirre thenr
by lorce ft'om the territories
they havc seizcd bY lvar,
against the deceit{ul Plans

no less than lhe

American

and the ceaseless anti-Ara1r
activity oI irnpelialism and

imperielists, u,nnts

a

Soviet socirlin-rperialism.

per'ma-

n
CONSISTENT NEOCOLONIALIST POLICY
OF US IMPERIAI,ISM TOWARDS LATIN AMERICA
.BASHKIMI.

in Brazil and in

For many years, US imperialism has considered Latin
America as its own backyard.

*Copper Corporation,, antl

ma1a,

many others, have been (and
in many countries still are)

For

u second government.

Dominican Republic, in Chile, Urugua1,, Argentine, etc,
And ah,vays the Yankee imperialists have slvorn that the
wolves have changed thelr
hide ancl they no longer have

the American
*United
Fruit
corporations
*Uniterl
(today
Company
Rranrls Company-), thc ITT,
decades,

For

many years on end, the CIA
has olganized fascist coups,
one aftcl anothor in Gunte-

the
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sharp Iangs. The most elabo-

nies, through open aggression

rate forms of demagogy have
been used to cover up their
criminal policy. Thus, in his
time, John Kennedy clamour-

as was the case in Guatemala
in 1954, in Cuba in 1961 or

ed about ..the alliance for
progress>, Richard Nixon
spoke of <reasonable partnsls',, Rockefeller called for
*Special relations,', while
Jimmy Carter is currently
talking about his alleged *res-

pect for sovereigntY,. The
rvords may differ and the

of demagogy likewise
but both before and during
the reign of Kennedy, Nixon
degree

and now Carter, the essence
of American policy towards
Latin America is to exploit
the sweat and wealth of this
continent, so rich in raw materials and cheap labour power.

In particular, following the
Second World War, the US
imperialists intensified their
poliey and efforts to keep
their hold on the Latin American countries, in order to
continue the exploitation of
this continent. In 1948, they
set up the Organization of
the American States with its
centre in Washington, with
the mission of *preventing
the penetration of communism
into this continent". Through

a series of

organisations,
through pouring in their ca-

pitaI, through domination of
the Latin American countries
by the US monopoly c.mpa-

in Santo Domingo in
with coups d'6tat as in

1965,

Uru-

guay, Chile, and other countries, the US imperialists have

done everything possible to
keep the Latin America continent under their heel. The
special schools and academies
set up in the territory of the
Panama Canal Zone or in
the United States, which provide special training for leading cadres of the army and
the policy of the Latin American countries also serve this
aim. Suffice it to mention
that today, 170 graduates of

the ..Escuela de las Amerisss., with its centre in the
Panama Canal Zone, are heads
of state, ministers, chiefs of

staff, or chiefs of secret services in Latin American countries, including Pinochet in
Chile, Banzer dn Bolivia, Lara

in Equador, and many others,
or, that from 1946 to 1975
33,534 officers of the Latin
American eountries, who con-

stitute the US fifth column
in these countries, the agency
on which the CIA relies in
hatching up its notolious mi-

litary

coups, have graduated
from this school.
As a result of revoiutionarY
and Ilberation struggles, of

its constant degeneration and
of its insuPerable internai
contradietions; imperialism has

67

been dealt telling blows in
Latin America, too. Under
the heavy pressure oi the
demands of the masses of
working people, in a scries
of Latin American countries,
some measures have been or
are being taken for the nationalization, or restriction of
the activity of predatory monopolies of US imperialism
and the other imperialist powers. As well as this, other
measures have been taken to
strengthen their economic independence, to defend their
national assets, including oiI,

to defend their fishing
in the first Place
from plunder bY US impe-

grounds,

rialism and Soviet social imperialism. However although
it has lost many positions,
although it is bound to ]ose
many other positions in the
future, as our PartY teaches,
imperialism, and esPeciallY
US imperialism will step uP
its efforts to regain its lost
positions and to capture new
ones. Part of these efforts
to corlsolidate and extend its
predatory tentacles, to hinder
the ..allies', of the rvest and
the Soviet socialimPerialists,
from competing in this PIunder is the present unrestrained demagogy of JimmY Car-

ter and the US imPerialist
propaganda, and the disPatch
of envoys of

Washington

trr

the Latin America continent,
one after another.
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The fact is that today, US
imperialism is the greatest
oppressor and exploiter of
the Latin American continent,
that through its monopolies,
it continues to extract colossal profits from the exploitation and impoverishment of
the peoples of this continent.
In the countries with military fascist dictatorships, this
plunder is blatant and merciless, while in the other'
countries it is disguised in
the most varied forms. The
fact is that direct US invest-

ments in Latin America
amount to 12 thousand million dollars, and for every

dollar invested the US impe-

rialists extract an average
plofit of five do1lars. It is
these dollars which they ex-

tract from the blood of

the

Brasilian, Chilean or Colombian workers, and the heavy
chains of this slavely rvhich US
imperlalism is stliving to preservr: at any cost in Latin AmerICA.

'Ihc pcoples of Latin America, llhe all the othet peoples of the world, have been
up against this climir-ral policy f or many years, and

their experience is making
them cvef mule conscior.Ls
that nothing has changed ir.r

the nature of US im1:eria)ism
lvhich ivill remain aggressive
as long as a single tooth is
left in its head. Therefore,
as comrade Enver Hoxha
emphasised at tl.re 7th Congress of the Party, *now just
as in the past, the consistent
and unceasing struggle to
expose the policy and foil
[he aggressive plans of itr-rperialism, l.readed by US imperialism, constitutes an indispensable condition for the defence of freedom and socialism, for the triurnph of thc
revolution and the ltbcration
of the people5-.

I
TiHODESIAN RACIST AGGIiESSION AGAINST MOZAMBIQUE
AT THE SERVICE OF IMPERIALIST PLANS
nBASHKIMIo

The escalation of open

acts

of

aggression on the part of
the Rhodeslan racists against

Nlozambique

and the

ugly

crimes against the population

of this African countly are
a continuation of the savage
expansionist policy pursued
by the racist Smith regime
and likewise that of South
Africa, in the southern part
of the African continent. The

tening the freedom and inde-

pendence of

Mozambique,

Botsrvana, Zambia and other

independent African countries. In the implementation
of this aggressive policy, as
always, the racists have the

support oI tl.re imperialiSt
powers, and in particular,

still rnbre arrogant in recent
months, and ',vith blatently

that of US imperialism,
which, in its rivah'y with Soviet socialimperialism for hegemony in Africa, is leaving
no stone unturned to keep
thcse raeist regimes in exis-

bandit-like actlons are threa-

tence.

racist chiefs of these two detestable regimes have become

The grave acts of agglession committed against their
neighl:ours reveal not the
strength, but the weakness of
the racist regime in Rhodesia and its fear at the vast
extension of the liberation
war of the Zimbabwe people. In tl-tis dif ficult situation, the racists are r:raklng

their desperate final efforts,
striving in every u,ay rvith
fire and steel, plots and intrigues, to put down the peop)e's

war for fi'eedom. At the

sanre

lime, by mcans of thcir aq
gressions they hope to ir':timi-

-
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date the African countries
and to {orce them to ceasc
sr-rpporting the liberation

like attacks of the Rhodesian
aggressors ."vith determination.

struggle in Zimltabwe.
The people oI Mozambique
have respor-rded to the ltandit:

the Command of the

in men and in military material and equipment. The anti-

that the ilttacl(s of the Ilho-

aircralt folces have shot down
several enemy ailcraft.

Repeated communiques ol
Mozambique Armecl Forces rep,ort

desian racists have

been

smashed \'vith heavy

losses

E
SPIPTITUAL AND PHYSICAL POISONING WITH DEUGS
(Cotn'ntentarll

ol the AIbania.n

Drug adcliction, like

NetL:s Ag,encA)

ul to human healtl-r,
u,hich diestroJ, the nervous

cler protection

system and various ot'gans o{

Irequently take part directli'

the hnman l:odv, can be pur-

in the selling of

narcotics

chaserl almosL as reacl.iIy

as

even when they are

supposecl

other cr.irnntodities, accompa:
nied by advertisements and

to be {ighting the

nareotics

the
ot
capltalist society, has its roots
in tlrc s'.-sLenr of ()pp|cssir)n

haln'rf

lrcl

many other ineurablc

ills

itself. It is
u'idespread throughout thr:
c'x1-rlolttrtion

):ourgeois and revisionisl coun-

to en aimless, dissipated
life, the bourgeoisie drives

on horv to use
to official
figures, in thc United States of America thele arc 500

them to crime and drugs and

thousand regular users

poisons their consciousness,
in or-cler to divert them from
their political ciemands and
the revolution at any cost.

loin, 1n Detroit alone there
are over I-r0 tl-rousand drr.rg

tries, especially among the
youth. Ry inciting young

Beo-

p.Je

In the USA, the Soviet
Union, Italy, the Federal
Cerman Republic, Austria and
othcl ci'rpitalist and rcvisionist countries, the use of nar-

cotics of all liinds is con.
stantly increasing. In the

Uniterl States of

America,

r'r,here drug addicts are reck-

oned in mi11ions, ntost ol
ihem young, the use of hard
drugs such as her:oin, LSD,
eooaln, and oth,ers, has becolne \rery t,idespread in recent years" Thcse narcotics,

catalogues

therm" According

of

he-

jcts, rr hich means onc in
every 30 inhabitants of the
city, whereas in the disbricts
surroLlnding this city the number of heroin users is still
greater. An of{icia1 report
edd

speaks of increasing numbers
of drug addicts in Nerv York
city. Thirty to fifty per cent
of all the addicts and drug
peddlers in the country are
Iound in this city. According
to the same report, the drug
dealers sell their goods such

as heroin, marijuana and cocain openlv even under the
c1,es of thc police, Drug trafi-

lickers feel very secure un:

of police,

who

trade.

There

is

wicle-spread traf -

Iicking and use of narcotics
also in the revisionist countries such as the Soviet Union.
A recent report of the Supreme Court of the Soviet Union

strys that the opium poppy
is cultivatecl in the warffrer
regions of the Soviet Union

u,ith the linorvledge of local
authorities, and that hashlsh
(Cannabis) is gror,vn on the
personal plots. In the Soviet
revisionist paper *Literaturnaja Gazeta,,, among other
things, an article relates hor'v
the Soviel youths use marijuana, molphine, and many
other narcotics. These drugs
are sold on the sly by pharmacists at high prices. Liker.vise along rvith narcotics.
alcoholic drinks are being
consumed

in

ever larger quan-
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tities in the Soviet Union.

dicts in Europe, today,

Moscow has also become famous for its role as a cen-

cording to expert calculations,

tre for the distlibution of
narcotics to the other countlies. Profiting from the possibility of corrupting the Soviet customs officers, who
turn a blind eye when the
,drug peddlers offer them
US dollars, tens of American,
English, West German, Dannish, Swiss, Italian, Matlay-

sian, and other

rner.chants

have used the air lines of the
Soviet company ..Aeroflot" to

transport their goods.
In recent years the use of
drugs has become widespread

in the other capitalist countries. Marijuana, hashish, heroin and other drugs are
being introduced in large
quantities in the West European countries and the num-

ber of users is growing at
astounding speed. Whereas
only a few years ago there
were not rnany heroin acl-

I

ac-

there are several hundred
thousand addicts from London
to Vienna, from Rome to
A top West Germa,n official declares, <You
can find heroin in every
West German hieh school,

Stockholm.

university and youth centre.
To form an idea about the
consumption of heroin in
West Germany, suffice it to
mention that in 1976 more
than 12 thousand carrier-dis-

tributors of heroin crossed
the German-Dutch border,
and there are thousands of
others not inclucled in these
figureso.

Recently, a Su'edish drug
addict wrote in a paper, ..I
have difficulty in finding a
healthy spot in my body in
which to make an injection.
AII the veins of my arms
have been damaged, and now
it is the turn of those in
my legs,'" Last yea.r there

were 325 deaths

in

West Ger-

many, 59 in France, 50 in
Italy and 18 in Sweden, as a
result of the use of large
doses of narcotics. During the
current year, the number of
drug victims is far greater
than during the same period
last year. The so-called measures taken by the monopoly
bourgeoisie to restrict the
traffic and use of narcotics
are only for the sake of appearances and to protect the
monopoly and constantly raise the prices of these profitabie poisons.

The bourgeoisie is encoLlraging the peddl,ers and
use of drugs especially norv
when the entire capitalist
and revisionist world is waIlou'ing in a deep crisis, in
order to weaken and dull the
minds of people, to keep them

away from the acute problems of the time, from the
class struggle, as rvell as to
make

fat

profits.

ALL doors

ol Lile ore

open to the Albonion yoLtth. Educated with the

al tlxe Porly and controde Enver Hoxho, they take part
octively in the construction oJ sociolism not only by learning, but
also by tvorking [n the mosL diJJ cult sectors Tens ol thousands al
youths, warkers, peosqnts, students ond soldters work in important
tnoss untlerlokings ol the orgonizotion ol the ALYU etery yeor for
the building ol rotltt,uys, tettocitlg hills ond tnountoinsides, reclaiming
teochings

new

*
1

Lot1d, etc.

Albania

today

